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HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL
The Pro-File Phase 1 Service Manual is divided into 3
sections:
SECTION 1

TROUBLESHOOTING:

This section contains a flowchart procedure and corresponding
explanation for troubleshooting a problem Pro-File to the
faulty module.

SECTION 2

SERVICE PROCEDURES:

This section contains the various procedures needed to test,
adjust, and remove or replace the modules on the Pro-File.

SECTION 3 APPENDICES:
This section contains various descriptions referred to by the
other sections for the purpose of providing general and
specific information on Pro-File operation.
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PROFILE EQUIPMENT LIST

---------------------------1) DEBUGGER:
FI Rf'1..JARE ............................ 889- 90 07
28 .................................. 338-8603

2) SOFTWARE DUPLICATION:
FST, ............................... .889-0029
I

QUICK DEBUG (Ver. 7) ................ 889-0004
FORMAT CERTIFY ..•......•.........•.. 889-0013
BIG DEBUG (Ver. 17) ................. (INCLUDED)
3)

UPGRADE KIT:
MASKED 28 MI CROPROSSOR ............•• 341-0171
6.36 x 5/16 STANDOFF .............•.• 860-0213
S.lK OHM RESISTER ............•...... 101-4512
0.1 MICROFARAD CAPACITOR ........•... 130-0007
1K OI-t1 RESISTER ..................... 101-4102
330 OHM DIP PACKS ...••.•....•.•...•. 112-01 05
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26 TO 30 GAUGE INSULATED WIRE ......... N/A

4) MISCELLANEOUS TOOLS:

TEST LED .••......•.•.........•...... 590-0047
(CUT D()..JN)

JlJ1PER
(USED DURING FORHAT)
ALLEN (hex) DRIVERS
(BRAKE ADJUSTMENT 5/64)
(TRACK ADJUSTMENT .050)

Material Requirements
For Repair of
5MB ProFile

Known Good lliL UniL
A9M00051 A9M 1005 ProFile System, 115V 1230V
Documeotatioo :
072-0116 ProFile Level II Service Manual
204-1011 Level II Technical Reference (Schemat ics)
Volumes I, II & III
Di skettes :
077-0010
077-0039
889-0004
889-0013
889-0029

XXX-XXXX

A3/ProFile Diagnostic Diskette
Lim i ted Data Recovery
Quick Debug Diskette
Format/Certify Diskette
Final System Test Diskette
D-Bug Diskette

Iools/Tooling/Supplies :
Apple III System
A3MOOO 1 Silentype Printer
5/64" Allen (Hex) Driver
.050· Allen (Hex) Driver
.010· Wire Gauge
.070" Wire Gauge
.010· Flat Gauge
.030· Flat Gauge
Hardware·
101-4102
101-4512
112-0105
112-0107
130-0007
338-8603
341-0171
590-0047
860-0213
889-9007

ReSistor, lK ohms 5%
Resistor,S. 1K ohms
Resistor Array, 330 ohms 01 P
Resistor Array, 100 ohms DIP
Capac i tor, o. I uf
Z8 Firmware
IC, Masked Z8 Microprocessor
Test LED
6.36 x 5/16 Standoff
IC, EPROM Debugger Firmware

level II Repair Center

1.

eo..on Material Requlreaanb

nsr EOUIPMENT:

Dual Tra.co OscillMCO~

Wah Voltaic Probe
HTRl~B-S

Huntron Tra.ckor

HSR-410 o4O-Pi1l Huntron Svltcher

Digital Multimeter
Frequency Counter

ConWluity T~r
890-&011 l1~V n212 Pover Supply Temr
S90-7030 ~lZ All..o&d Module
S90-7031 ZlZ12 A3load Modulo
890-7032 ZlZlZ Profile Load J.{odul~

Z. OOCUMENIATION:
204-1011 Level II Tech.llicalRefer-ances (Vol's 1.11 ~ III)
3. IOOLSaoQLlNGISUPPLIES:
91(H)()()1 Circuit Cooler
918-0003 Solder SN60I2OS.Y .G.
918-0017 Ie Puller
Solder Station

Solder Remover
Flul Solvent &4d Acid Brush
HwGun
Set ot Slotted Scrovdtivers
Set ot Ph1llip5 Scrovdtivers
Set ot jeveler'I Screvdrlvors
MAg1l6t.iC Screv Retriever
Set ot Hel (Allen) Y renches
Noodle Nose Pliers
Duck Bill Pliers
Y ire Cutten
Di&&on&1 Cutlers
Y ire Stri9'pors
I-utt) [.Q1!o
Scribe
IUtn11'yln, G1&ss vith Ulht
Industrial Grade Alcohol (901. or better)
Ie ru~. 16. ZOo Z-4. &Ad .ro Pins
Z6 gau,e green vire
lZ-iAch jumper Wire vith Insu1.&ted Clips
jumper Leads
.
Heat Si1lk Hemostats

Safety goggles
lle&vy Duty Vise (for poyer supplies)
PCB Vise (for de~lderi1l'/501deriAg PCB's)
Desk To j) Stt)t&le Contal.ner for H&.rdvue
Anti-st&tic FOAm Pads IbIS

inch~

ReverSible Drill a.nd Bits
Sm&11 Sonlc OMJ1iA, Ta.nt
Kitror for Monitt)r Rep.alrs
H.a..m..mor
Punch for t..ooctla, POj) rivets out oC pover SUppliM
Large Roll-around Racks
Sm.a.ll Roll-around Racts
Sholvin& for Jda.teria.l Avaltin, Repair

•. BARDJARE:
:590-0003

l1~V

AC Power Cord
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APPLE /1/ PROFILE INTERfACE CARDS

f.:ROBLEH
problems in random d~t~ handling/command errors may ~rise with
Apple /11 and Profiles ~hen the ne~ RFI shielded cables are used ~ith earli~T
versions of the Apple //1 interface card. End Users may get a large nr..mber .
0f "Bad Block" indications and in some instances, the Profile is unable to
read files saved and sector damage is indicated.

Fotenti~l

C;USE

Array values on the Apple 1/1 Interface Card (at loc~tion PH 1
a:"ld OH 2) lIIere changed from 330 Ohms to 100 Ohms. Interface Cards with
the 330 Ohms resistor ~rr~ys (manufactured prior to October 1983) are
Mt compatible with the ne~ Profile Shielded Cable, PIN 590-0202. ·ljher.
the older interface cards are connected to the shielded cable~ an
impedance mismatch occurs that results in error messages.
~2sistor

ACTION
-- The flat ribbon cables (PIN SgO-0046) lIIi1l operate on either the 330
Ohm or the 100 Ohm revisions Interface Caret.
If the RfI Shielded C~ble (PIN 590-0202) is to O~ ilsect ttll2 Apo]-,
Interface Card for tha Pro7"~ J Po IWst h(jv~ 100 O~i rllsis.tor Arr~'i~. ;-.!.
locotion Dt1 1 tJnd 00 2,' Th. l:'jij Ohm resistor A:rr~y$ (P;.':' i P -.,.' ".;
replace the old 330 Oh;., re",; st.o: ~.rrays.
It is recOfIITIended that th2 Applt; 1.'1 Intl?rf u::'.2 Car ds in thp. " .,'
Accessory Kits be checked for thp. 100 Ohm nsistor orreys t)~fo.(e
to an end user.

NOTE:
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IMPORTANT READ THIS
HOW TO USE THIS SECTION
The procedure in this Troubleshooting Section is concerned
with isolating a problem in the Pro-File to a malfunctioning
module (i.e. Controller PCB, Analog PCB, Hard Disk Assembly
(HDA), or Power Supply).
CAUTION: The Hard Disk Assembly (HDA) is a very expensive and
fragile device, handle it gently to avoid damage.
To troubleshoot the Pro-File use the flowcharts in this
section beginning with the main flowchart on the next page.
If you find a problem, go to the opposite page and read the
explanation for the check that failed. This explanation will
provide you with valuable information on the reasoning behind
the flowchart, and will also provide you with references to
sections 2 and 3 for needed procedures and additional
information. After reading the flowchart explanation, you may
if you wish take the action indicated at the NO branch of
that check.

*

If you are not familiar with Pro-File operation
you may wish to read the Pro-File HDA description
and/or the Pro-File Overview in the Appendices
Section.

IF YOU FINO A PROBLEM
FIRST READ THE FLOWCHART EXPLANATION
FL

THEN GO TO WHERE THE
FLOWCHART REFERS YOU
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When the Pro-File first came out the firmware program
used for the ZS microprocessor on the Controller PCB was
contained on a ROM chip located piggyback on the ZS. After
this version had been out in the field awhile, it was found
that due to the heat expansion that occurred when the machine
was turned on, the leads from the ROM's piggyback socket were
intermittently separating from the za.

Since the ZS would be looking for program instructions when
this happened, the temporarily open input would be
interpreted as a bit in an instruction code and cause the ZS
to do strange things including putting the Pro-File into
Write mode as the heads were doing a seek to a target track.
This of course destroyed any sector header and/or data block
fields that happened to be passing under the heads as they
were on their way to the target track.
Later when a read of the damaged sectors was tried, either as
a result of the next power up Scan operation, or a read
command from the host computer system, the Z8 would detect
the problem and ultimately spare the sector which of course
made the malfunction look like a media problem.
The logical solution for the imagined media problem (the Z8
problem was not known at the time) was to replace the now
badly formatted (though undamaged) HOA with a new HOA. This
action would cause the Pro-File to work fine until the
piggyback ROM again separated from the Z8. The HOA would be
replaced again, ••• etc.
Needless to say this process was not very effective. The
masked ROM Z8 has been developed to be an effective solution
to this problem. All piggyback Z8s are to be replaced with
this version. It is projected that most of the current ProFile problems will be remedied by this upgrade. (Now return
to the point in the flowchart which referred you to this
discussion.)

~

All functions performed by the Controller and Analog
PCBs and the HOA are ultimately controlled by the firmware
program in the Z8 microprocessor on the Controller PCB.
Ouring power up on the Pro-File the Z8 will have the Pro-Pile
go through a Scan operation in which certain specific things
are checked for. A detailed explanation of the Scan operation
may be found in Section 3 of this manual. (Now proceed to the
NoScan flowchart.)
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The Quick Debugger program reads the Spares table on the
Profile and prints the original sector location of every
spared sector listed in that table. Additional information
on sparing sectors may be found in the Special Function
Tracks explanation in the HDA format description in the
Appendices Section of this manual. At this point in the
flowchart you know that Scan worked OK, but that the HDA has
spared too many sectors. Spared sectors can be caused by
either:
1. Electronic problems causing a sector to be
unreadable or somehow alter its data bit pattern at
the original sector location on the disk. For
example the 28 may have malfunctioned as it was
performing a Seek, and instructed the electronics to
write as the heads were moving across the media to a
target track. This of course would destroy the parts
of all the sectors that the head passed over on its
way to the target track.
2. Media problems making it impossible to record
magnetic information on a sector where it occurs.
This could be a manufacturing defect in the media
(the magnetic coating on the disk), or a ding in the
media caused by head contact.
One way to determine whether a spared sector was caused by a
media problem or an electronic problem is to continuously
read the questioGable sector and examine its analog signal
with an oscilloscope. The Quick Debugger printout gives you a
list of spared sectors that you might want to look at. The DP
(Diagnostic Procedure) flowchart that you are being referred
to, will explain how you can continuously read a spared
sector and interpret its analog signal. (Now proceed to the
OP Flowchart.)

~

A missing or out of tolerance voltage can be caused by
any of the modules in the Pro-File. The method used in this
flowchart to isolate the problem module is to disconnect the
power supply from all the modules, plug in a known good
Controller PCB and monitor the voltages at P3 (the power
supply connection to the Controller PCB). If the power supply
is at fault then the voltage/s will still be missing or out
of tolerance.
WARNING: At least one module must be connected to the Power
Supply at all times to provide it with a load.
If the voltages are OK with the known good Controller PCB
installed, then the problem must be with a module other than
the power supply. To determine which of these modules is
causing the power problem, each module is reconnected one at
a time and P3 is checked after each reconnection. (Now return
to the flowchart.)
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CIt 11£

~The

Index signal is never actually used by the Pro-File

~tronics after the HDA has been formatted. During the

format process, Index is used to provide a reference for the
sectoring scheme to be put on the disk. (For an explanation
of the Format used on the Pro-File refer to the Pro-File HDA
Description in the Appendices section of this manual.)
But the Index does provide the technician with an indication
of actual disk speed. It should occur once per revolution
just before sector 0 on disk surface o. Since the disk speed
is supposed to be 3600 RPM this means that the frequency
counter should measure a 16.666 ms period between each Index
pulse.
If the Index signal is present at TPl of the Controller PCB,
but will not adjust as per directions in the Index Check and
Adjustment procedure in the Service Procedures Section of
this manual, then the problem could be with the electronics
on the Motor Controller PCB on the HDA, or with the disk
motor on the HDA. If the signal is absent at TPl on the
Controller PCB, then flow should be traced back to the Index
sensor on the bottom of the HDA. {Now return to the point in
the flowchart which referred you to this discussion.}

~DUring

the Format process all sector headers and marks

~erased and the spares tracks (track 77 on all disk

surfaces) are erased. An inability to format could be caused
by an electronic problem in the Pro-File, or by the HDA. If
the HDA formats OK after putting it into a known good ProFile, then the problem is probably with one of the
electronics modules in the Pro-File. (Now return to the point
in the flowchart which referred you to this discussion.)
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~

The FST (Final System Test) is an exersizer/tester
program used to determine whether or not the Pro-File is
operating within acceptable limits.
For approximately the first 10 minutes of the FST, the data
block field of every sector is written to and read to detect
any CRC read errors.

The system Z8 is used during this test, so the same firmware
routines (i.e. Scan, Seek, Read, Retry, Diagnostic, etc.)
will be used. After the initial 10 minute write/verify has
been performed, the FST exercises the Profile by doing random
Seeks, Reads, etc. until its operation is terminated when the
operator presses the (ESCAPE) key.
The reason the flowchart has you check for problems after the
first 15 minutes of FST is because most hard failures will
probably produce errors within 5 minutes after the FST begins
to exercise the Pro-File. At this point in the flowchart
errors can be caused by 2 types of problems:
1. An Electronic problem which has caused a sector to
be unreadable by altering the data bit pattern at
its original sector location on the disk. For
example the Z8 may malfunction as it performs a
Seek, and instruct the electronics to write as the
heads move across the media to a target tra~k.
This of course would destroy the parts of all the
sectors that the head passes over on its way to the
target track (the head should never write during a
seek).

2. A Media problem which has made it impossible to
record magnetic information on the sector where it
occurs. This could be a manufacturing defect in the
media (the magnetic coating on the disk), or a ding
in the media caused by head contact during rough
handling.
The big question at this point is which of the 2 types of
problems described above is the real culprit. If the error
was caused by an itermittent electronic problem producing a
bad format on the HDA, then this looks like an HDA (media)
problem. However, if the HDA is replaced the problem will
probably reoccur in time. (This discussion is continued on
the next page.)
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~(continued)

The method this flowchart uses to determine
type of problem caused the error is to compare the
sector locations of sectors that had errors before formatting
(a list of these sectors was printed out when you ran the
Quick Debugger program on the problem Pro-File), with those
produced after formatting (these will be shown by the FST).

~h

If they are the same, then the problem which caused the
errors, is probably bad media because bad media locations
don't change, so the HDA should be replaced.
If they are different, then the problem is probably
electronic. This is because it is highly unlikely that an
intermittent electronics problem would occur on the same
sector twice.
(If you would like further information on spared sectors,
firmware routines, the Pro-File's HDA format, etc., you may
refer to the descriptions in the Appendices Section of this
manual.)
If the faulty sectors were the same, and the number of errors
exceeds those specified by the FST service criteria sheet
(found in the Service Procedures Section), then replace the
HDA and return to the point in the flowchart which referred
you to this discussion.

If they are different, then the problem is probably
electronic and you need to look at some of the different
faulty sectors to determine what is bad about them and so
determine which module is faulty. The DP (Diagnostic
Procedure) flowchart that you are being referred to, will
explain how you can continuously read a spared sector and
interpret its analog signal. (If there were different
sectors, then proceed to the OP Flowchart.)
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~upon

power up on the Pro-File the 28 will wait for the
POK (Power OK) signal to occur. This signal is generated by
the power supply when it determines that the proper voltage
levels for each voltage have been reached and stabilized.
When it happens the 28 will cause the Ready lamp to
extinguish. This should happen within 1/2 to 3 seconds of
power up.

A missing or out of tolerance voltage can be caused by any of
the modules in the Pro-File. The method used in this
flowchart to isolate the problem module is to disconnect the
power supply from all the modules, plug in a known good
Controller PCB and monitor the voltages at P3 (the power
supply connection to the Controller PCB). If the power supply
is at fault then the voltage/s will still be missing or out
of tolerance.
If the voltages are OK with the known good Controller PCB
installed, then the problem must be with a module other than
the power supply. To determine which of these modules is
causing the power problem each module is reconnected one at a
time and P3 is checked after each reconnection. (Now return
to the point in the flowchart which referred you to this
discussion.)

~

Approximately 20 seconds after the Ready lamp goes out
indicating that the power has stabilized, the disk motor
should be rotating at 3600 RPM (its operating speed). If the
HDA isn't spinning the Pro-File can't read data and that's
probably why the Scan operation was unsuccessful. (Now return
to the point in the flowchart which referred you to this
discussion.)
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~The firmware program in the system 28 waits
approximately 20 seconds after a successful powerup (a
successful powerup is indicated by the Power OK signal
becoming active and causing the Ready lamp to extinguish)
before it initiates the Scan operation. During Scan operation
the 28 will cause the following things to occur.
Note: Turn off the Pro-File and gently position the
interruptor arm to the Park position (if it is not already
there). Then turn on the Pro-File while you observe the
following.
The interruptor arm will move to approximately the center of
its travel and pause there briefly while the spares table is
read from track 77 on disk surfaces 2 or 3.
If there is a problem which disables the Pro-File from being
able to read anything, then this is the first place that it
would be evident.
If the 28 is unable to read sector headers on track 77, then
the interrupter arm may go to track 0 and back to 77 to try
again. If it still can't read sector headers it may go to
track 155 (Park position) and back to track 77 to try again
to attempt read the spares table. If it still can't read the
spares table the Z8 will abandon the Scan operation and move
the interruptor arm to Park position.
(If you would like a detailed description of the Scan
operation, or further information on the spares table, error
recovery routines, the Pro-Filets HDA format, etc. refer to
the descriptions in the Appendices Section of this manual.)
(Now return to the point in the flowchart which referred you
to this discussion.)

~If the Seek to track 77 was successful (as described
~ in NS2.l),then the read circuitry must be at least

marginally OK, so the Z8 will go to track 0 to begin to read
each sector in sequence beginning with sector O. During this
time the Ready lamp will blink. If there is a problem in this
procedure the Pro-File firmware may go to an error recovery
routine.
(If you would like a detailed description of the Scan
operation, or further information on the spares table, error
recovery routines, the Pro-Filets HDA format, etc. refer to
the descriptions in the Appendices Section of this manual.)
(Now return to the point in the flowchart which referred you
to this discussion.)
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DP - DIAGl'JOSTIC PROCEDURE
NOTE: The Diagnostic Procedure (DP) flowchart begins on page
1.22. However if this is your first time through this
procedure, it is strongly recomended that you read the
following introduction.
Introduction:

The main objective of this procedure is to familiarize the
technician with some common failure modes within the Pro-File
electronics. Each of these modes usually shows up as an
alteration, of the analog waveform of the sector being read
from the HDA.
The modified patterns usually do not reflect actual physical
damage to the disc surface, but rather a problem in the ProFile electronics.
The technician's job will be to examine the faulty sector's
analog signal as it is being read to determine which module
within the Pro-File caused or is causing the failure.
The faulty sector's analog signal waveform can be monitored
directly by placing oscilloscope probe(s) on either Test
Points I & 2 (TPI & TP2 are the same signal differentiated)
on the Analog PCB and externally triggering the scope with
the Index signal at TP9.
An easy way to access these test points is to remove the
metal plate located underneath the Pro-File, and tilt the
Pro-File up on its side to expose the Analog PCB (refer to
page 2.22 for the location of the Test Points). This way the
Pro-File can be checked quickly with a minimum of
disassembly.
Following this introduction are examples of analog signals
PCB taken on TPl & TP2 along with the VCO charge pump data
locking error voltage at TP8.
The signal read at either TPI or TP2 is the analog data read
directly from the head after passing the data through a
preamplifier, lo-pass filter, and automatic gain control
circuit.
The signals at TPI and TP2 are really just head signals
amplified by the circuitry on the Analog PCB. A loss of
signal at these test points may indicate that there is a
problem with the connection between the HDA and Analog PCB,
or the Analog PCB circuitry.
(continued on the next page)
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Introduction: (continued)
The signal obtained from TP8 is the feedback voltage that a
Phase Locked Loop (PLL) control circuit uses to lock to the
analog data signal on the HDA.
The feedback either increases or decreases the voltage to a
Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCa) causing it to increment
or decrement its output frequency thereby syncing that
frequency to that of the data being read.
When the Pro-File is idle, the VCO locks to about 20 Mhz, or
twice the Controller PCB clock frequency (there is very
little signal at TP8).
When reading, the frequency varies in proportion to the data
frequency written to the disc.
So, whenever the Pro-File is reading the data from the HDA,
the signal will change in amplitude to reflect data on the
disc. (refer to page 1.26, Example of Normal VCO charge pump
Signal fTP8 voltagel)

Possible Problems:

A. Z8 microprocessor
Of the problems existing in the Pro-File, most of them can be
attributed to the system Z8 microprocessor on the Controller
PCB. (Refer to page 1.5, part 1.1).
The older system Z8 was a "piggyback" type chip, and the new
version is the masked system Z8.
The masked version is a much improved version less likely to
fail over a normal Pro-File lifetime, yet, there is small
percentage of fallout within these chips too.
One malfunction that commonly occurs is when the Z8 turns on
the write circuitry while seeking to a different track.
(Refer to the following pages on Damaged or Cleared Data
Areas)
(continued on the next page)
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Introduction: (continued)
Possible Problems: (continued)
B. Controller and Analog PCB Upgrades
In the past some lines on the Controller and Analog PCBs were
being spuriously activated. Sometimes this would cause the 28
to go into its write routine when it was supposed to be
seeking or idle.
The Controller and Analog PCB upgrade procedures (described
in the Service Procedures Section), were designed to be a
solution to these problems.

C. Controller PCB
The Pro-File Controller PCB functionally provides control .
signals to the Analog PCB and HDA to move the heads to the
proper track, select the proper sector, channel data, and
monitor error conditions during a read or write.
If a malfunction occurs in any of these functions, the
Controller PCB can be suspected as the bad module. However,
do not forget to verify the 28 mi~roprocessor first.

D. Analog PCB
There are 2 main Analog PCB problems:
1. PLL (Phase Lock Loop) problems may show
as an abnormal
VCO (Voltage Controlled Oscillator) b rge pump signal at
TPS when the analog data signal at TP and TP2 appears
normal. In this case, the PLL circuitry would not be able
to lock to the analog data signal coming from the HDA.
(Refer to page 1.40, Example of Abnormal VCO charge
pump) •
2.

may~

AGC (Automatic Gain Control) circuitry problems
analog data signal to be low or non-existant at TPI and
TP2. (Refer to page 1.42, Example of Abnormal AGC signal)

E. Hard Disk Assembly (HDA)
Of the many possible problems which can occur on the HDA,
there are four major ones.
(continued on the next page)
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Introduction: (continued)
Possible Problems:
E. Hard Disk Assembly (HDA) (continued)
1.

Media damage (Refer to page 1.38, Example of Bad Menia)
can be found by finding an area on the media with a loss
of signal (not a sector mark), where repeated attempts at
rewriting data does not return the area to normal.
(Rewriting the sector can be accomplished with the Big
Debugger program, using the <W> command, refer to page
2.40 for instructions)
There also can be damage to the media where one of the
disc heads has struck the surface of the disc. Remember
that there is a space for 32 bad sectors in the Spares
Table, so a few bad sectors existing due to a media
problem is acceptable and a normal part of Pro-File
operation.

2.

Motor Speed problems usually occur because of a defective
Motor Control PCB on the HDA. A widely oscillating speed
might adversely affect the operation of the Pro-File. The
analog signals will be present at the Test Points, but
the analog to digital circuitry will probably not be able
to lock to the data on the HDA. And the Pro-File probably
will not pass reformatting without errors occurring.

3.

Disc Head problems are usually limited to a complete loss
of signal at one or more of the heads. It is because of
damage to the heads or a bad connection to the heads.
Either way, the HDA needs replacement, as there is no way
to repair a problem internal to the HDA in the field.

4.

Stepper Motor problems may be caused by a bad connection
between the Controller or Analog PCB's, or a bad stepper
motor winding. Either way, the stepper will not move
smoothly or have accuracy at any track step. To confirm
the problem use the Read command from the Big Debugger
program in the Service Procedures Section to perform a
read on some track other than where the heads are now. If
the interrupter arm rotates in the direction opposite of
the target track, or shakes back and forth there may be a
problem with the stepper motor.
Another problem that can occur is stepper motor
hysteresis. Hysteresis is where a magnetic field is built
up inside the stepper motor coils causing the motor to
settle with the head positioned at a slightly off track
position. In this case the HDA should be replaced since
this is a track alignment problem internal to the HDA and
not repairable by the technician.
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~ If you do not have a list of faulty sectors, then the
interrupter arm must have spent 1 minute or more over a track
during Scan. This probably means that the Pro-File had
difficulty reading a sector or sectors on that track. By
entering the commands specified at this step in the flowchart
into the Big Debugger program~ you will cause the Big
Debugger program to read every sector in sequence and stop in
the event of an error.
When the program stops the test operation, the heads will be
positioned over the problem track, and the head for the disk
surface containing the problem track will be enabled. This
means that the analog signal from that track should
continuously be sent to TP1 and 2 on the Analog PCB. Perform
the steps in the DP1.3 procedure to view the signal from this
track and determine if its display can provide you with a
clue as to what the problem is.
If you don't feel that the display of this track is providing
you with the syptoms you need to diagnose the problem, you
can press the <SPACE> bar to cause the Big Debugger program
to test the rest of the sectors until it finds another error.
View that tracks signal for symptoms in the same way ••••
etc.
cQ?l.1) By entering the commands specified at this branch in
the flowchart into the Big Debugger program you will cause
the Big Debugger program to read one of the sectors that you
determined earlier in the flowchart might contain clues to
electronic problems in the Pro-File.
While the program continuously reads the specified sector,
the heads will be positioned over the problem sector's track,
and the head for the disk surface containing the problem
sector will be enabled. In DPl.3 you will find a procedure to
view the signal from this track.
If you position your timebase delay hilight over the analog
data read signal for this period and enter timebase delay
mode on your oscilloscope you will see an expanded display of
the questionable sector. Compare the display of the faulty
sector by itself with the faulty sector examples later in
this procedure to help you find the problem.
If you don't feel that the display of this sector is
providing you with any of the symptoms described in DPl.3,
you can enter the commands necessary to have the Big Debugger
program continuously read the next faulty sector on your
list. View that sectors signal for symptoms in the same way
• . •• etc.
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~ At this point in the flowchart a head should be
enabled over a track containing a faulty sector. On your
oscilloscope display you should see a signal similar to that
in the figure shown below.
If you had a list of faulty sectors, then the Big Debugger
program should be continuously reading a faulty sector.
Notice the period in the VCO charge pump signal where it is
low and oscillating. The sector where the VCO charge pump
signal goes low is the sector that is being read.
If you position your delay trigger hilight over the analog
data read signal for this peri,od and enter delay trigger
mode on your oscilloscope you will see an expanded display of
the questionable sector. Compare the display of the faulty
sector by itself with the faulty sector examples later in
this procedure. If you find one that is similar, read the
corresponding explanation and if you wish perform the
recommended module replacement.
If you are viewing a questionable track and you don't know
which sector is bad, then use the delay trigger function on
your oscilloscope to view the sectors individually to
determine why the Pro-File had a problem with this track.
Note: A sector mark (sometimes called sector gap) sep~r~tes
each sector as shown below. If you would like information on
the format used for the Pro-File refer to the Pro-File HDA
description in section 3.
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DiagJOstic Procedure

Example

at a

Nmrnal Track

TPl displays a view of a

track of dma. An entire
track is shown between the
arrows. Afrlllitude is 2 v
peak to peaJe

TP8 (VeO) is shown locking

in to read a sector

by the

lowe!" arrow.
~ Sett~:

TPI - 1 volt/div
TP8 - _5 volt/div
Timeb~e:

2 msecldiv

TPl displays ardher look

5. a normal track with a
higher amplitude

or

2-4 v.

Note that there are 16
are~

or

no Signal ctXTes-

pending to the sector marks_

TP8 (VeO) is not used here_
~Setti~

TPI - 1 volt/div

TP8 - _5 volt/div
Timebase: 2 rmecJdiv
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Examples of a Normal Track
The amplitude voltage of an analog data signal from a normal
track can vary depending on the physical location of the
track, the Analog PCB, and what actual data has been written
to the HDA.
The photos shown at the left are two characteristic normal
tracks which show a possible variation in amplitude voltage.
The upper photo displays an amplitude of about 2 volts peak
to peak, the lower amplitude 2.4 volts.
Each track contains 16 sectors separated by a sector mark,
but at this timebase the photo actually shows more than the
16 sectors.
This is because the period of signal displayed at this
timebase is longer than the period of time that it takes to
read one complete track, so the beginning of the same track
is displayed as the disk begins its next rotation.
One complete track is shown between the arrows.
Note: Careful examination of the upper photo shows the VCO
charge pump circuitry locking in on the sector indicated by
the lower arrow.
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EXPAtCJED VJE.W OF atE SECTOR (TP 1 or 2)

t

Sectar
Mark
~

Syrc

Bytes

Bytes

EXPAtCJED VIEW OF VCO CHARGE Pl.Ml SIGNAl (TP8)

1l£ 1JSCIl..l.A1ltJIS 9Ill.D tXn.R MY
1l£
(II

~

1l£

~

££INS JaD,

va..TAGE I..EVEl. 1l£Y CD:l.fi AT [EPDI)S ~ 1l£ SPEED ftD.1JS1l£NT
1l£ 10 tIJ'TtR IlJfTIU.. Pm (1l£ n..l.lJSlRAI()I IEPICTS A SI9W...

RICOO ~ " fEGATIVE l.fVEl.,. lIS ttJST 1D..1.)
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Examples of a Normal Sector
As explained in the previous example of a normal track, the
amplitude voltage of an analog data signal from a normal
track can vary depending on the physical location of the
track, the Analog PCB, and what actual data has been written
to the HDA.
The illustration at the left shows a typical view of a normal
sector's analog signal. The amplitude of a sector can vary
from about 1.1 volts to over 2 volts.
The flared "bell" shape at the beginning of each sector, is a
normal characteristic caused by the AGC (Automatic Gain
Control) circuitry as it adjusts for the gain of the analog
read signal from the head. If the bell shape is missing, the
technician might suspect a faulty Analog PCB.
The Sync bytes and Sector Header field at the beginning of
the sector are written during formatting, and should never be
written over after formatting. The Write Splice is the point
at which the Pro-File will normally begin to write a data
block into the sector.
When the Pro-File reads a data block from a sector the data
block field may not be in exact sync with the Sector Header
field, so additional sync bytes are needed after the Write
Splice, for the Pro-File to sync to the data field.
Notice that the vco charge pump signal at TP8 goes low only
for the sector being read. The oscillations that occur while
the charge pump signal is low reflect the changes the VCO
(Voltage Controlled Oscillator) makes to sync with the clock
in the analog data signal read from the HDA (TP I or 2).
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DiagJQstic Procedure

EX8fT1lle of a Normal veo

Si9'l8l
TPI displays a partial view
rI a track

or

data The

Profile has been told to read
the secta" r:I data. shown by
arrow.
TPS (veO) shows a si~
cmrespa lding to the sector

read. This signal "locks- to
the data
~ Settin~

TPI - 1 voltldiv
TPS - .2 volt/div
Timebase: I msecJdiv

TPl displays a larger view
d the sect£r being read.
TPS (VeO) shows a mre
detailed look
produced 8t

a

the signal

Ws. E8Ch

inaease and decrease in
signal amplitude corresponds to the data signal 8t

TPl.
~ Sett~:

TPl - I volt/div
TP8 - .2 volt/div
Timebase: .2 msec/div
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Example of a Normal VCO charge pump Signal
As explained in this flowchart's introduction, the VCo charge
pump signal at TP8 enables the vco (Voltage Controlled
Oscillator) on the Analog PCB to synchronize to the data
written on the disk.
The voltage level at TP8 causes the veo to increase or
decrease its output frequency.
When the Z8 wishes to read a sector on a track this signal
will go low and then oscillate. This means it is now
controlling the correction of the VCO as needed during the
reading of the sector.
After the sector is read, the Z8 will direct the signal to go
high again since there is no longer any data to be synced to.
The upper photo shown at the left shows a view of about half
of a normal track. The Pro-File was told (using the Big
Debugger Program) to read the sector continuously. No read
errors occurred despite the large amplitude signal seen on
TP8.
The lower photo displays an enlarged view of the sector being
read above. Note that the changes in peaks in the data signal
at TPI correspond to the peaks in the veo charge pump signal
in TP8. An even larger view of the signals would show this
more clearly.
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DiagJostic Procedure

Example
Track

~

a DamaQed

TP 1 displays a view fI a
track c:I' data There appems

to be extra sectms it you
count the extra peaks.
TPS (VeO) attempted to lock
to the data presert. on the
track, but was triable to
confirm f!nj good sectors.

Sco~ Setti~

TPl - 1 voltJdiv
TP8 - .5 volt/div
Timebme: 2 rnsec/div

TPl displays a closer view
r:I some

or the secUrs or

the track.. Several sectors
~pear

to be normal, but

have actually been damaged..

TPS (VeO) could not lock to
the damaged the sectocs.
Sco~

Setting§,;

TPl - 1 volt/div
TPS - _5 volUdiv
Timebase: .5 msec/div
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Example of Damaged Track
As described in the Pro-File HDA Format description in
section 3, sector marks divide each track into 16 separate
sectors. The Controller PCB expects the sectors to be in a
certain location with respect to the sector marks.
The upper photo shown at the left shows an entire track of
data with uneven length sectors (they should all be the same
length), and extra pulses (TPl). A normal sector would occur
where the vco charge pump (at TPS) shows the amplitude in the
negative direction (down).
The Pro-File was instructed to read all the sectors of the
track with the Big Debugger program, what is shown is every
other sector being read. The lower photo shows an enlarged
view of the track analog signal displaying areas which appear
to be similar to a normal sector, but are actually damaged.
There are extra areas of no signal similar to a normal sector
mark at the end of some of the sectors, and areas with
multiple sector marks at the beginning of the sector (refer
to lower arrow).
At this point, the technician would normally suspect the
system ZS as the cause of the damaged tracks. This is because
the ZS has historically been the most common failed component
in the Pro-File. Yet, this Pro-File already had a masked
version of the system ZS installed on the Controller PCB.
So it is a possibility that the Controller PCB is really at
fault, not the ZS. Since the ZS had already been replaced
during the upgrade procedures, it was decided to reformat the
HDA (correcting the track damage in the format), and run FST
for 15 minutes to see if the track damage would reoccur. A
replacement system Z8 was installed, the system upgraded, and
the HDA reformatted.
After running FST for 10 minutes, the Pro-File began to
produce error~: (Refer to page 2.37 for a list of errors and
criteria for failure)
04 00 00 00
05 00 00 00
15 80 00 00
The Pro-File was stopped and the Controller PCB replaced.
(The original Z8 was reinstalled into the new Controller PCS)
and the 15 minute FST rerun. No additional errors occurred
even after 4S hours, so it was assumed that the Controller
PCB somehow produced the damaged tracks.
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QiagJQstic Procedure

ExarJ1)le rI Damaged Data
~e8S on Track

TPl displays

8

view r:I a

track €I data. There are
missing sectm' marks and
~her strange s-eas on the
track..
TP8 (VeO) is not lBed here.

Scope settings:

TPI - 1 voltJdiv
TP8 - .5 voltldiv

Timebase: 2 msecldiv

TP1 displays

8

closer look

at one rI the areas r:I the
damaged track.. The arrow
points to where

8

sector

mark is missing.
TPB (VeO) is not used here.

~Sett~

TPl - 1 volt/div
TP8 - .5 voltldiv

Timebase: .5 msec/div
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Example of Damaged Areas within a Track
As described in the Pro-File HDA Format, page 3.11, sector
marks divide each track into 16 separate sectors. The
Controller PCB expects the sectors to be in a certain
location with respect to the sector marks.
The upper photo shown at the left shows an entire track of
data between the two arrows with missing sector marks and
other abnormal areas (TPl).
The damaged track was quickly found by using the Big Debugger
program to scan from track 0 to park position, (type the
command (R +T PE X>, refer to the Big Debugger description in
section 2 if more instruction is needed).
The Debugger program stopped the heads at this track when it
detected a read error. By looking at the signal at TPl, some
abnormalities were seen.
The lower photo shows a enlarged view of a portion of the
track in the upper photo. The arrow points to where a sector
mark has been written over.
This kind of signal pattern is another probable
characteristic of a system Z8 failure. The sector mark was
written over and the data put down in such a way so that it
could not be read again.
Once the sector mark information is damaged in this way,
there is no possible way for the Pro-File to rewrite the
sector mark without reformatting.
The diagnostics internal to the Pro-File would probably spare
this area under normal circumstances. The HDA must be
reformatted to establish the normal sector information
(however, this will destroy any data).
During a scan after powering on, the interrupter stopped
momentarily at this track location while the Z8 made attempts
to read the damaged sectors.
The sectors on this track were not present in the spares
table bad sector list after running the Quick Debugger
program.
In a case such as this the only way to continuously find and
read the faulty track is to run the Big Debugger program and
have it pause on any error. At that point, look at the signal
and try to determine the problem.
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DiagJOstic Procedure

Example rI a Damaged
Track and SecUrs
TP 1 displays a partial view
r:K a track r:I data. Ther"e is
one normal sector

or

data

shown by the fIrOW. The ather

sectas have been overwritten

with

~

abnormal pulse in

various places.

TPS (VeO) could not lock to
the abncrmal sectors.

Scope

Settin~

TPl - 1 volt/div
TP8 - .5 volUdiv
Timebase: 5 msec/div

TPl displays a larger view
of' the damaged sector.

TP8 (VeO) is not used

Sco~

~e.

Setting§:

TPl - 1 voltJdiv
TP8 - .5 volUdiv
Timebase: .2 msec/div
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Example of Damaged Track and Sectors
The upper photo shown at the left shows a partial track of
data with one normal sector occurring in the center of the
photo.
The other sectors have what appears to be an extra sector
mark written in the middle. Not only is the extra sector mark
in the wrong position, the width of the sector mark is about
three times normal.
The Z8 became confused when reading this sector because of
the extra sector marks.
The lower photo shows another track on the HDA with a similar
problem (an extra apparent sector mark).
At this point, one should normally suspect the system Z8 as
the cause of the damaged sectors.
The problem Pro-File originally had a piggyback system Z8
installed, so there was a very good chance that the Z8 would
be the problem.
The Pro-File PCBs were upgraded and the HDA reformatted
normally. A 15 minute FST run produced no errors, so the test
was continued for 48 hours. No errors occurred.
(except an occasional read error - 08 00 00 00; refer to page
2.37 for a list of errors and how many of a type are
acceptable)
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Diagoostic. Procedure

Ex~le

of Cleared Dat.a

Areas on Track

TPI displays a view
track of
~

~a..

About

or

a

8

114

the track has been wiped

to a constant PC signaL Thel'e
are no signs

or

data in this

area
TPS (VeO) is not used here_
~

Settings:

TPl - 1 volt/div
TPS - 5 voltldiv
Timeb~e:

2 msecldiv

TPl displays another track
which has been completely
cleared

or any

data accept

for- one small disturbance_
An normal track would be
between the

BITOWS_

TPS (YCO) is not used here_
~Sett~:

TPl - 1 volt/div
TPS - _S volt/div
Timebase: 2 msec/div
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Example of Cleared Data Areas on Track
The upper photo shown at the left shows an entire track of
data between the two arrows with about 1/4 of the track
damaged.
The sectors in the damaged area have been cleared to a
continuous level AC signal by some unknown scurce, probably
the system 28. Both the sector marks and data areas are
missing.
The lower photo shuws another track on the same HDA which has
been cleared completely of any data and sector marks.
Each signal displays a condition where the RDA wrote a
continuous AC signal without using the sector marks as an
indi~ator of where to write.
Tl-':ere ::'s
~ithclt

.!:'~:::>
t~e

v...~_ Lor the Pro-File to repair the camz·.ged Cireas
tecnnician re£c~.atting the HDA.

Char!c€'.": are very good that LIe syste;\1 28 J:unctioned
e.'.)) ormally
anG c.-';1Jsed the Pro-F lIe to wri te over the data
aignal; so this would be a good choice for the bad rnod~le.
It is also possible that the Controller or Analog PCB could
be the cause of the problem because there could have been a
short which may have caused the write circuit to malfunction.
For example, a DC voltage shorted to one of the disc heads on
the HDA, while the heads were positioned over a track might
cause the head to perform a DC erase of the entire track.
This kind of erase would only take about 17 milliseconds to
happen (one disc revolution). But if this happened, the
signal would be a low amplitude signal, much like a
continuous sector mark, etc.
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[liagJostic Procedure

Example r:I ONtrack Signal

TPl displays a view r:I a

track or data. There are 3
secttrs which have been
d8maged-

IfII

(VeO) was not able

to

lock on to this kind r:I
abnmmal deta signal at TPl

Scope

Setti~

TPl - 1 voltJdiv
TPS - _S volt/div
Timebase: 2 msec/div

TPl displays a closer view

or

some or the sect€rs r:I
the track, including the bad
area. The signal shows that

two sectc:rs hewe actu6lly
been damagett

TPS (VeO) is not LEed here_
Sco~ Setti~:

TPl - 1 volt/div
TP8 - -5 voltldiv

Timebase: -5 msecJdiv
................................................................

tf. ~·~.~.·rj}}(tr{rrrrtrttfIftfttlfjj
}}}~.:.:~~:.:~.~.?/?rrrttr}rrrrrr??~~}~~~

~{{ f·· COriroiiei··Pta .{:~:}}}}}~{{{{{{:~:~:~:}
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Example of Off track Signal
As described in the physical description of the Pro-?ile HDA
format in section 3 of this manual, the data areas are
written on the disc surfaces in tracks, and the Z8 performs
the Seek routine to cause the stepper motor to move the heads
over the target tr~ck to access data. The number of step
pulses the Z8 sends to the stepper motor determines how far
the head will move and so which track it will be over. (For
an exp l.iina t iO;l of the SeE'. k routine refer to the F irrnware
R~utines description in section 3.) Because the control
system is of open loop nature, (i.e. there is little feedback
telling the Cc,troller PCB where the disc heads are
physically located) both mechanical and electronic off track
problems can occur.
A mechanical off track problem within the HDA can be caused by
several things. The stepper motor controlling the position of
the heads can become inaccurate placing the heads slightly
off track either ~ay. Th8 metal band which pulls the heads
b3.ck',nd forth can become torn or damaged resulting in poor
place~ent of t~e heads. The mechanical assembly holding the
bearings for tle mOV8ment of the heads can become distorted
c0.using every cracL to t:e shifted one way. Or the HDA stepper
~oto~ could hav~ a hysteresis problem. Any of these problems
can only be corrected by replacing the HDA.
An electronic probl~m can resemble that of a mechanical one,
except tLat there is generally no permanent damage done to
ti,e EDi\. After reformatti,lQ, the HDA can be returned to
normal service, as long as the problem has been eliminated
fr0rn the system. If the system Z8 was an older revision
piggyback type, then it is probably the bad component. This
is be::a.use the Z8 has historically been the most common
failed component in the Pro-File.
Another electronic failure that can cause an off track problem
is the Controller PCB.
The upper photo shows three sectors which have been damaged
by the system 28 microprocessor by writing the data in an
off track position. The lower photo shows a closeup of the
analog signal where two sectors have actually been damaged.
By telling the system to attempt to read the sector
continuously, and carefully and gently moving the interrupter
arm towards the target track, the signal became normal. This
confirmed the fact that the sectors were written off track. By
replacing the piggyback system Z8 with a masked ROM version,
reformatting the HDA the problem disappeared. This. was
confirmed by running the Pro-File on FST for 48 hours.
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Diagoostic Procedure

EX8IT4l1e cI Bad Media

TPI

displays a closer view

r'I a suspected bad area d
a track. In about. the middle
r'I the sectcr there appears

to be a section missing some
magnetic material.

I TPsl

TP8 (veO) ooes not

~ fJn:I

pmticular abnormality.
~Settw:

TP1 - 1 volt/div
TP8 - ..5 volt/dJv

Timehase: .1 msec/div

TPl -displays a larger view

or the sector shown
On

above.

closer eXBfTlination, the

dead area appears as a
sector mark, except much
smalle!' in width.

I TPS) TPS (VeO) displays as f~
signal/ as it would between
normal secttn'" marks
Scope Setti~

TPl - 1 volt/div
TP8 - ..5 volt/div
Timeb8se: .01 msecldiv
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Example of Bad Media
Bad Media is an example of where the HDA disk surface coating
has been damaged by either a defect in the magnetic coating
or a scratch due to head contact with the media.
There are a
limited number of allowable defects per disk surface. These
defects (hard errors) are defined as < 2 bytes in length. The
total number of defects is:
Per Drive
Per Surface
Track 0

32 errors total
8 errors total
No errors allcwed

The HDA disk drive uses two double sided 5-1/4 inch ciscs
coated with an iron oxide base material as the recording
med i a. ~-he disc d imens ions are 40mm ins ide d iame ter and 130
mm cutside diameter.
The thickness of the magnetic coating
increases linearly from 20 microinches to 40 microinches at
the outs ide d ia.,le ter.
The disk surf ace is coa ted wi th a
Teflon Jubricant ~O to 60 angstroms in thickness.
(an
angstr08 = O.OOC0000004 inches)
The media defect shown at left was detected by looking at the
spares list of ~up~ose~ly bad sectors, created by the Quick
Debugger progran, and then telling the 5ig Debugger program to
continuously read the suspect sector.
An initial view of the track looked completely normal, except
for th3 fact that one of tha sectors produced an error when
r·aading.
By displaying the whole sector, there appeared to be a small
area of no signal present (Refer to upper photo). Closer
examinatic~ (by using the delay trigger function of the
oscilloscope) of the suspect area of the sector, shows a
total loss of signal in this area (lower photo).
If bad media is suspected an attempt should be made to write
data to the sector(s) in question before the conclusion can
be made that the suspect area is actually a media problem.
The Big Debugger allows the technician to read a sector into
the computer buffer and write the sector back out to the
'bad' sector on the Pro-File. (Refer to page 2.40, for
instructions on the Big Debugger program. Use the command <W>
to wri te. )
If the number of total errors incurred by reading the media
is greater than or equal to the total number of errors shown
above, then the HDA should be rejected as defective.
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QiggJostic Procedure

Example
Si~

ill

or

Abnormal

veo

at TPS

displf¥) a view

at a

track rI data. (The triire
track appefn between the
two arrows)

Wl.Ull

III'

ITPll

TP8 (VeO) displays a very
high 8fTl)litude signal (2v).
This abooimal vol~ is

due to the errors OCClfiing
when reading.

ITP81

Sc~ Setti~
TPl - 1 volt/div
TPS - .5 volt/div

Timebase: 2 ms:ecIdiv

TPl displays a closer view

or one or

the secUrs

or a

track.. This sectm- (and all
others of the track) has been

written oN'tr6Ck..
TPS (VeO) tries to correct

ITPaI

fer the otftrack condition

~

boosting its amplitude voltage.

This errect is seen at the len.
~Sett~

TPI - 1 volUdiv
TPS - .5 volt/div
Timeb6se: .2 msec/div
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example of Abnormal VCO charge pump Signal
During a nonnal read operation, the Pro-File locks to the
analog data signal by comparing the phase of the clock in the
analog read signal with the phase of the vco. If the VCO
leads or lags the analog data clock a positive or negative
correction voltage is stored in the charge pump capacitor.
The charge on this capacitor is the voltage controlling the
veo, and can be seen at TP8 on the Analog PCB (usually + 1
volt Peak to Peak).
To change the frequency,
voltage to the veo.

the Pro-File changes an input

If the VCO charge pump signal (TP8) is observed along with
the ~ata signal (TPl) and a large deviation in vco charge
pump voltage appears (similar to the spikes in the upper
photo), the vco circuitry on the Analog PCB could be causing
the abnormal VCO charge pump voltage to occur.
By changin0 the timebase to read a single sector (the lower
photo), notice that both the analog data signal at TPI and
the VC:O charge: pump vol tage at TP8 appear abno:cma 1..
TPI displays an off track condition (noted by the pinching of
the signal following the sectGr mark'), where thH head is not
positicned dirEctly over the written data signal.
This off track condition can be either caused by an electronic
or HDA related tailur~. (There are more examples of an
off track data signal earlier in this procedure.)
As it turned out, every track on the particular HOA which
produced this picture showed an analog data signal similar to
TPI (in the lower photo).
Because every sector of every track on the HOA was off track,
it might be concluded that the HOA is bad because of the
consistency in head misalignment.
The problem could be remedied by reformatting, but this would
not be i.: good thing to do as the reason why the Pro-File went
off track is not known. (Unknown damage internal to the HOA
itself)
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Diagoostic Procedure

Example r:I Abrxrmal AGe
(Automatic Gain Control)

TPl displays a vie ..... cL a
track of data. The track

amplitude is abot.t half the
expected value of 2 mv p-p.

TP8 (VeO) is not tsed here

Scope

Settin~

IPI - 1 voltldiv

IPS - .5 volt/div
Timebase: 2 msec/div

TPl displays a closer view

or some or the sectcrs

of

the track. Note that the
sectors don't have the bell
shape near the sector mark.
TPa (VeO) is not used here.
~

SettN:

TPl - 1 volt/div
TPa - .5 volt/div
Timebase: Variable

Pro-File Troubleshooting
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Example of Abnormal AGC
A normal data signal read at Test Points 1 & 2 on the Analog
PCB have an average amplitude voltage of about 2 volts peak
to peak.
If there is a malfunction in the amplifier circuits between
the disc heads and TPI & 2, the signal amplitude can be much
less. For example, the analog to digital conversion circuits
may be able to operate with voltages as low as 1.1 volt Peak
to Peak.
Below 1.1 volt the analog circuitry just does not get a large
enough amplitude s~gnal t8 function.
The AGC circuitry was added to overcome normal changes in
signal as the head seeks back and forth between the inner and
outer tracks.
Decreases in th~ thickness of ~cdia coating or head flying
height tend to canc~l a loss i~ signal. Inner tracks will
usually have the Im,lest c.. ... plitude signals.
In the upper p~oto al the left, the A~C circuitry was no~
fL:nc tion ing correc lly as the ah;>ll luee was about I vo 1 t peal<
to peak.
After po\,rer up, the inL~rru~.t(L· began to scan normally until
about track 1(10, ,,,,he,, t:-.e scan stopped.
Several hours later the interrupter was still stopped on the
same track, unable to read the data present there.
The lower photo shows an ex:;:>anded view of one entire sector
from another track. Note that the normal flared shape present
immediately after the sector mark is missing.
This missing "bell" shape is a characteristic of a faulty AGe
circuit on the Analog PCB.
The Analog PCB was replaced and the Pro-File functioned
normally.
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HOW TO USE THIS SECTION:

This section contains the removal/replacement, check and
adjustment, and software operation procedures you will need
to repair the Pro-File.
If you are unsure which procedure to perform, go to the
troubleshooting procedure in the Troubleshooting Section and
follow the directions.
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PROFILE MODULE REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT PROCEDURES
INTRODUCTION

The following equipment will be needed in these procedures:
Diagonal cutters ("dikes")
Tie Wraps
Small Flatblade Screwdriver

Protective Pad
Medium Phillips Screwdriver
Needlenose pliers

CAUTION: The ProFile is a mechanical device with motors
and moving parts. Rough handling such as dropping the
drive, sharply jarring it or allowing heavy objects to
fallon it can cause a malfunction. Whenever it is
necessary to turn the ProFile over, be sure to rest it on
a protective pad.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD THE HDA BE ENTERED!

Interface Card

FIGURE 1
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A.

THE PRO-FILE COVER

Removing the Cover:
1.

Make sure the ProFile is turned off.
Disconnect the
power cord and interface cable (ribbon cable) from
the back of the ProFile.

2.

Turn the ProFile over, lay it on the protective pad,
and remove the three Phillips-head screws from
beneath the front panel (Figure 2, #1).

3.

Turn the ProFile right side up; loosen but do not
remove the four screws on the back of the unit
(Figure 3, #1).

4.

Carefully pullout the lip on the bottom of the cover
to disconnect it from the frame.

5.

Take care not to pull on the LED cable as you
carefully lift the cover off and rest it on the far
side of the case, •

6.

Unplug the LED cable from its socket on the
control1e~ PCB (Figure 4f #1).

Reinstalling the Cover:
1.

Attach the LED cable to its connector on the
controller PCB (Figure 5). Make sure the LED cable
exits down and away from the PCB (Figure 5, #1).

2.

Replace the ProFile cover.
(Hints: The four slots on
the back of the cover fit between the inner and outer
rear plates, over the four loosened screws. Line up
the back first; then pull the cover gently forward
and down. Check around the cover to make sure the
LED cable isn't caught between the cover and the
base; then tighten the four rear-plate screws.)

3.

Turn the ProFile over and replace the three screws on
the front edge (Fig. 2).

4.

Turn the ProFile right side up.
cord and the interface cable.

Service Procedures
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B.

THE READY L.E.D.

Removing Ready LED:
1. Remove the ProFile cover and disconnect the LED cable
Lay the cover flat, as in
from the controller PCB.
Figure 6.

2.

Cut off the white plastic tie (Figure 7, #3) that
holds the LED cable to the white holder in the cover
(Figure 7, #2).

3.

Remove the other end of the LED cable from the other
holder in the cover.
(On some ProFiles, this holder
will be a clamp like the one shown in Figure 6, #1;
on others, it will be like the one shown in Figure
7•)

4.

With a flathead screwdriver, pry the cable clamp off
the back of the LED (Figure B, II) and slide it down
the cable, out of the way.

5.

Gently push a few inches of the cable out through the
slot in the cover, as shown in Figure 9.
NOTE: You may have to remove the "ready" label around
the LED opening on the cover to free the LED.

6.

Around the red LED is a small black plastic mount.
Remove the mount (Figure 9, #1) by pushing out its
side flaps and sliding it off the LED.

7.

Pull the cable back through the hole in the case.

Installing the Ready LED:
8. Thread the LED cable through the opening in the
cover, and place the small black plastic mount on the
LED (see Figure 9, #1).
Then pull the cable back
through the opening until the LED fits in its slot.
Replace the "ready" label.

9.

Push the cable clamp (Figure 7, #1) up to the cover
until it holds the cable steady.

10.

Place the LEn cable against the white plastic holder
and fasten it with a tie wrap (Figure 7, #2 and 3).

11.

Place the cable in the other holder (Figure 6, #1),
using a tie wrap if necessary. Cut off excess tie
wrap.

12.

Connect the LED cable to the controller PCB (Fig. 10)
and reinstall the cover.

Service Procedures
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FIGURE 11
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C. THE CONTROLLER PCB
Replacing the Old PCB:
1. Remove the cover and disconnect the LED from the
controller PCB.

2.

Disconnect the ribbon cable (Figure 11, tl) and (as
far as you can) the orange Mylar motor control cable
(Figure 11, *2) from the controller PCB.
(You can
finish disconnecting the motor control cable more
easily after taking the PCB out.)
NOTE:
Do not pull
on the ribbon cable (analog-to-controller cable).
Push and wiggle the grey plastic connector until it
comes free of the PCB.

3.

Remove the long screw at the middle rear of the
controller PCB (Figure 11, #3).

4.

Use the needlenose pliers to push in the flanges of
each of the five plastic stand-offs (Figure 11, 14),
to release the PCB. NOTE: Some PCBs will have two
additional stand-offs, or two screws to remove, as
shown in Figure 11, #5.

5.

Lift the controller PCB forward and up off the power
supply - you may have to push out on the rear plate
to free the interface cabl~ connector (Figure 11,
#6), and finish disconnecting the motor control
cable. Set the PCB aside. NOTE: When you lift off
the controller PCB, you will see a loose metal spacer
under the spot where you removed the long screw.
Save this spacer for use with the new PCB.

Installing the New PCB:
6. Holding the controller PCB over the power supply,
position the interface cable connector (Fig. 10, #6)
in its slot in the rear plate.

7.

Position the controller PCB over the five plastic
stand-offs, but don't push it down yet.

8.

Connect

9.

Slide the metal spacer under the PCB so that it is
underneath the rear, middle screw hole.
Insert the
long screw through the hole and the spacer without
tightening it.

a) the orange Mylar motor control cable and
b) the analog-to-controller ribbon cable.

10.

Gently push the PCB down until the stand-offs hold it
firmly in place; then tighten the long screw.

11.

Connect the LED cable and replace the cover.
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D. THE POWER SUPPLY
Removing the Old Power Supply
1.

Remove the cover, disconnect the LED cable and remove
the controller PCB.

2.

Disconnect the small white power supply plug (between
the power supply and the HDA) from its mate (Figure
12, tl).

3.

Turn the ProFile over and rest it on a foam pad.
Remove the four screws that hold the power supply
onto the bottom of the ProFile case (Figure 13, #1).

4.

Hold the power supply in place as you turn the
ProFile right side up. Position it with its rear
plates facing you. Find the longer of the two rear
plates, remove the two screws that hold it on (Figure
14, II), and remove the plate (Figure 14, 12).

5:

Remove the four screws that hold the power supply to
the inner rear plate (Figure 15, tl), and lift out
the power supply.

Installing the New Power Supply
1.

Position the power supply unit in the ProFile frame
so that the two cables come out toward the HDA. Line
up the four screw holes in the back of the power
supply with the four lower holes in the inner rear
plate~ install the four screws.

2.

Replace the outer rear plate. Insert the two
mounting screws that hold this plate to the inner
rear plate, but don't tighten them all the way.

3.

Connect the two-pronged power supply cable to its
mate from the HDA (Figure 12, #l)~ reconnect them
behind the orange Mylar cable (i.e., closer to the
BOA) •

4.

Holding the power supply in place, turn the ProFile
over onto the workpad. Replace the four screws that
hold the power supply to the bottom of the case.
Turn the ProFile right side up.

5.

Reinstall the controller PCB.

6.

Connect the LED cable to the controller PCB and put
the ProFile cover back on.
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E.

TBE BARD DISK ASSEMBLY (BOA), AND ANALOG PCB

Reaoving the Old BDA and Analog PCB:
1. Remove the cover, disconnect the LED cable, and
disconnect the cables that connect the HDA to the
power supply and controller PCB.
2.

Turn the ProFile over and rest it on the protective
pad. Remove the four screws that mount the HDA to
the ProFile housing (Figure 15, #1).

3.

Carefully lift the housing up and off.
on the protective pad.

Keep the HDA

Removing Old the Analog PCB:
1. Turn the BDA so that the ribbon cable comes out to
your right.
2.

If there is a metal bar across the front of the
analog PCB as shown in Figure 16, #1, or over the top
of the analog PCB, remove the screws that hold the
bar in place and set the bar aside. NOTE: This bar
does not exist on later models.

3.

Three small cables (Figure 17, #2, 3, 4) connect to
one side of the PCB. The plug and socket of each
cable should bear a corresponding number, so that you
can tell which plug goes in which socket. If such
numbers are not present, write them in with a marker.

4.

Carefully disconnect all five cables from the analog
PCB:
1. Index cable (Figure 17, #2)
2. Stepper motor cable (Figure 17, *3)
3. Track 0 cable (Figure 17, #4)
4. Head cable (Figure 17, is)
s. Analog~to-controller cable (Figure 17, #6)

s.

Turn the BDA so that the rounded side is facing you,
and remove the ground strap (Figure 18, #1) by
grasping its plug firmly with the needlenose pliers
and pulling.
CAUTION: This is a short wire and its connection is
tight. Use minimum force to prevent ripping it off
the analog PCB.

6.

Remove the four Phillips-head mounting screws from
the analog PCB (Figure 17, #1).

7.

Gently squeeze outward on the rails (Figure 17, #7)
and lift the analog PCB from the HDA.
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Installing the New Analog PCB:
8.

Slide the analog PCB back under the rails. Line up
the holes in the PCB with the screw holes on the
rail.

9.

Reconnect the analog-to-controller (ribbon) cable.
(00 not use the arrow on the ribbon cable connector
as a guide to-connecting it. The ribbon cable should
exit down and away from the analog PCB, and the side
of the connector where the ribbon cable curls over a
bar should be on top.)

10.

Reconnect the other four cables. Check to make sure
they are connected to the right plugs.

11.

Replace the four Phillips-head mounting screws in the
analog PCB.

12.

Reconnect the ground strap.

13.

If there was a metal bar over the rail, replace it
and reinstall its screws.

14.

Reinstall the HOA, reconnect all cables, and replace
the cover.

Reinstalling the BOA:
1.

Turn the HOA so that the ribbon cable comes out to
your right.

2.

Place the ProFile case over the analog PCB (see
Figure 19: the rear plates of the case should be on
the far side of the HOA). Line up the screw holes in
the case with the screw holes in the railings over
the analog PCB (Figure 19, #1).

3.

Reinstall the screws.

4.

Turn the ProFile right-side up, with the rear plate
facing you.
(The ribbon cable should now extend out
from the bottom of the HOA.)
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P. THE MOTOR CONTROL PCB

1. Remove the HDA and the Analog PCB as described in the HDA
and Analog PCB Removal/Replacement procedure found in this
section.

2. Refer to the illustrations on the opposite page to
identify whether you have an old or new Motor control PCB.
Your replacement motor control PCB should always be a new
reVlslon.

***

If you have an old motor control PCB, then you must
remove the brake on the HDA in addition to removing the
motor control PCB.

***

If you have a new motor control PCB then PI may be a 7
pin Molex plug fitting on JI a 6 pin jack.
In this
case pin I on the plug will be the extra pin with pins
2 through 7 of the plug fitting onto pins 1 through 6
of the jack.

3. Remove the motor control PCB by disconnecting all plugs,
and removing the 2 screws fastening it to the HDA main
assembly.

4. Reinstall the motor control PCB by reconnecting the plugs,
and reinstalling the 2 screws to fasten the PCB to the HDA
main assembly.
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CONTROLLER BOARD UPGRADE PROCEDURE
The following equipment may be needed for this procedure:
PART

5.lK ohm Resistor (1)
0.1 microfarad Capacitors (2)
lK ohm Resistor +5% (1)
6.36 X 5/16 Standoff (1)
Masked Z8 Microprocessor (1)
330 ohm DIP Packs (2)

APPLE PART NUMBER
101-4512
130-0007
101-4102
860-0213
341-0171-A
112-0105

Identify the Rev level etched on both sides of the PCB.
Refer to the illustration on the opposite page for the
location of the items mentioned in the following discussion.
If the Rev is 820-0055 Rev A, B, C, or D then perform the
following checks and upgrades.
(There are a few controller PCBs in the field that do not
have the 820-0055 number etched on the PCB. These PCBs
should be replaced with an 820-0055 rev PCB.)
A.

Solder a 5.1K ohm resister (PN 101-4512) between pins 1
and 3 of connector P3 on the controller bd.

B.

Solder a 0.1 uf capacitor (PN 130-0007) between pins 3
and 5 of connector P3 on the controller.

C.

Solder a 0.1 uf capacitor (PN 130-0007) between the
upper lead of R14 (U40 pin 2) and the bottom lead of
C36 (ground).

D.

Check that R15 is present on the PCB.
If R15 is
missing or one lead is cut then replace it with a lK
ohm 5% resister (PN 101-4102).

E.

Check that the metal standoff between the controller
PCB and the power supply assembly is 5/16" in length.
If it is not, replace it with a 6-36 X 5/16" standoff
(PN 860-0213).

F.

Check that U1 and U2 on the controller PCB are between
330 and 332 ohm DIP packages.
If they are any other
value, then replace them with 330 ohm DIP packages.
(You may wish to verify the resistance of the current
DIP packages with an ohm meter.)

G.

Check the Z8. If it is the piggyback version then
replace it with the latest mask version (no piggyback)
(PN 341-0171-A).
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ANALOG BOARD UPGRADE PROCEDURE

The following equipment may be needed to perform this
procedure:
APPLE PIN

PART

20mm section of 26 to 30 gauge insulated wire
l2rnm section of 26 to 30 gauge insulated wire
3.9K ohm Resistors (2)

N/A
N/A
101-4392

1.

Identify the rev level of the PCB. The PCB part number
is etched at the bottom left on both sides of the PCB.
The number will be either 820-0054-A (rev A) or 820-0054D (rev D). (No rev MB" or rev "CO PCBs were ever made for
production) There are a few older analog PCBs in the
field that do not have the 820-0054 number and alphabetic
(i.e A, or D) identifier etched on the PCB. These should
be replaced with rev "A" or "0" PCBs •

2.

Locate device U2 and turn the PCB over.

3.

If the PCB is rev MO", this will be the final step (skip
step 4). If the PCB is rev "A" perform both this step and
step 4.
A. Solder an insulated wire approximately 3/4 (15rnm)
long from pin 1 of U2 to pin 10 of U2.
B. Solder a 3.9K ohm resistor (Apple PN 101-4392)
between pin 10 of U2 and +5V. This will be designated
Rl18 on updated schematics.
C. Solder a second 3.9K ohm resistor from pin 4 of U2 to
+5V. Ths will be designated Rl19 on updated
schematics.

4.

Solder an insulated wire approximately 1/2" (9.5mm) long
from pin 4 of U2 to pin 13 of U2 •

.

.

Underside of Analog PCB Location U2
10 to +5V

tSV
~

0000
0000

Jumper pin 1 to pin 10
R119 pin 4 to +5V
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HDA SPEED CHECK AND ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE
The following equipment will be needed to perform this
procedure:
Frequency Counter and probes
Anti-sabotage Sealant (e.g. glyptol)
Tweaker (1) for adjusting potentiometers
Note: If you need instructions for any removal/replacement,
you can find them in the Module Removal/Replacement
Procedures part of this section.
To CRECK:
(1)

Remove the cover from the Profile.

(2)

Connect the black lead from the frequency counter to
a ground point on the analog PCB. Connect the red
lead to TP-l on the Controller PCB.

(3)

Set the frequency counter to read Per. A @ 10 hz.

(4)

Turn on the Profile and allow 30 seconds for the HDA
motor to get up to speed. The frequency counter
should be showing the motor speed to be within 1% of
16667 ms. (16500 to 16832 ms.)
If the motor speed
is not within this range then perform the adjustment
procedure below. If the motor speed is within the
proper range reinstall the HDA assembly and cover on
the Profile.

To ADJUST:
(1) Remove the HDA assembly from the Profile. Once
removed, reconnect the ribbon cable from the HDA to
P2 on the Controller PCB, and power connector P4
from the Power Supply to the HDA.
(2)

Locate the trimmer potentiometer positioned near the
ground strap on the Analog PCB by P4.

(3)

Adjust the trimmer potentiometer until the HDA motor
speed is within range (after each turn of the
potentiometer allow time for the motor speed to
settle).

(4)

Once the motor is within the specified limits, lock
the adjusting screw on the trimmer pot with antisabotage sealant.

(5)

Reinstall the HDA assembly and cover.
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INDEX CHECK AND ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE
The following equipment will be needed to perform this
procedure:
5/64 Allen (hex) driver
.030 inch flat gauge
Note: If you need instructions for any removal/replacement,
you can find them in the Module Removal/Replacement
Procedures part of this section.
To CHECK:
(1)

Remove the Cover, and then the HDA assembly, from
the Profile.

(2)

Remove the Analog PCB from the HDA.

(3)

Turn the HDA upside down in front of you. Locate the
index mechanism as shown in figure 1 below.

(4)

Rotate the spindle motor until the silver index tab
on the spindle motor is aligned with the index
sensor.

(5)

Slide the gauge into the gap between the silver
index tab on the spindle motor and the index sensor.
If the gap is too small for the gauge, or the gauge
is not snugly held in the gap, perform the
adjustment below. If the gap is OK, reinstall the
Analog PCB on the HDA assembly and the HDA assembly
in the Profile. Then reinstall the Cover.
INDEX MECHANISM
_ _ _ Mounting Screw

Index Tab

'----Index
Sensor
,

Spindle Motor.

' - - - - Mounting Screw

(Fig.

1)

(This procedure is continued on the next page.)
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INDEX CHECK AND ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE (continued)

To ADJUST:
(1)

Loosen the two mounting screws so that the index
sensor moves freely.

(2)

Align the silver index tab and the index sensor.

(3)

Place the 30 mil. flat gauge between the index tab
and the index sensor.

(4)

Push the index sensor forward (towards spindle
motor) until it makes light contact with flat gauge.

(5)

Tighten the mounting screws.

(6)

The flat gauge should be held firmly but should not
be so snug that it cannot be easily removed.

(7)

Remove the flat gauge and check the operation of the
index sensor.

(8)

Reinstall the Analog PCB into the BDA assembly, and
the BDA assembly inlo the Profile.
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BRAKE CHECK AND ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE
The following equipment will be needed to perform this
procedure:
5/64 Allen (hex) driver
.010 inch flat gauge
Locktite thread sealer
There are 2 main revisions of motor control PCBs for the ProFile HOA. The older rev uses a brake to slow the HOA disk
motor after power is removed. It is for this rev of motor
contol PCB that this procedure was developed. The newer rev
reverse biases the disk motor to slow the disk after power is
removed. You can identify which PCB you have by referring to
the illustration on page 2.16.
Note: If you need instructions for any removal/replacement,
you can find them in the Module Removal/Replacement
'
Procedures part of this section.
To CHECK:
(1)

Remove the Cover and then the BOA assembly from the
Profile.

(2)

Remove the Analog PCB from the BOA.

(3)

Turn the HOA upside down in front of you. Locate the
brake mechanism as shown in figure 1. Insert the
flat gauge between the Solenoid Body and the Plunger
Plate as shown in figure 1.
The gauge should fit snugly but slide easily.
If the clearance is too tight or too loose, perform
the,procedure below.
If the clearance is OK reinstall the BOA assembly,
and then reinstall the Cover.

(The adjustment procedure is continued on the next page.)
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BRAKE CHECK AND ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE (continued)
BRAKE MECHANISM
Measure Here --'""~
......~--- Plunger Plate
Mounting Screw

Solenoid Body

----1-_...&

~
(F1g.1)

To ADJUST:
(1)

Remove the mounting screw and coat the end threads
wi th lock ti te.
·

(2)

Carefully replace the mounting screw; avoid getting
any locktite on the sides of the screw hole in the
solenoid body.

(3)

Run in the mounting screw until snug, then back out
1/4 turn.

(4)

Place the flat gauge between solenoid body and
plunger plate.

(5)

Push the solenoid body forward (toward spindle
motor) until the brake pad makes light contact with
the braking surface of spindle motor.
(Hint: an Allen driver or similar object placed
through the screw hole in the side bracket behind
the solenoid body provides a convenient method of
positioning the solenoid).

(The adjustment procedure is continued on the next page.)
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BRAKE CHECK AND ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE (continued)

(6)

Tighten the mounting screw.

(7)

The flat gauge should be held firmly by the solenoid
but should not be so snug that it can not be removed
easily.

(8)

Remove flat gauge and check operation of the brake
by performing the following steps:
a. Carefully position the HDA on a level surface,
with the brake on top.
b. Reconnect P4 (no other HDA connections are
necessary) from the HDA to the Power Supply.
c. Plug the Power cord into the Profile and turn it
on.
Observe:

That when the spindle motor begins to
spin, the brake solenoid energizes and
pulls the brake pad away from the
braking surface of the spindle motor.

d. Turn the Profile off.
Observe:

That the brake solenoid deenergizes and
the brake pad is released to contact. the
braking surface of the spindle motor.

WARNING: Disconnect Power from the Profile before going any
further.
(9)
(10)

If the brake "chatters", a possible remedy is
canting or tilting the solenoid body left or right.
Reinstall the Analog PCB on the HDA assembly, and
the HDA assembly in the Profile.
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FIGURE 1

--- .._-. --_._- ...- .

. FIGURE 2

I

Mounting sc:rev-------..,.
Measure Here---"",

,

•

,••

~

INTERRUPTER

••

Optic:

SVitCh---~-~J

Haunting

screv-----~
. FIGURE 3
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ARM

TRACK 0 CHECK AND ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE
The following equipment will be needed to perform this
procedure:
Profile Debug Z8
.010 inch wire gauge
.070 inch wire gauge
A/// with internal disk drive
.050 inch Allen (hex) driver
Note: If you need instructions for any removal/replacement
you can find them in the Module Removal Replacement
Procedures in this section.
To CHECK:
(1)

Remove the cover from the Profile.

(2)

Position the Profile so that the interruptor arm on
the HDA is in front of you.

(3)

On the Controller PCB remove the system Z8 with
masked ROM, and install a piggyback Debug Z-8 into
its socket.

(4)

Turn on the Profile

Observe: That after approximately 20 seconds the
HDA interrupter arm will move from Park
position to track 0 position as shown in
figures land 2.
(5)

Use the .010 inch and the .070 inch wire gauges to
insure that the clearance between the top of
interrupter arm and optic mounting bracket (See Fig.
3) is between .010 and .070 inches. If it is not
then perform the adjustment procedure on the next
page.

NOTE: If the following adjustment does not work, try
adjusting the position of the interrupter arm on its
shaft to obtain the proper clearance.

(The adjustment procedure is located on the next page.)
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TRACK 0 CHECK AND ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE (continued)
To ADJUST:
(1)

Loosen the mounting screws on the optic bracket.

(2)

Slide the bracket/optic assembly towards the top of
HDA to open the gap between the interrupter arm and
the optic mounting bracket.

(3)

Slide the 50 mil. wire gauge into the gap, being
careful not to disturb interrupter arm.

(4)

Slide the bracket assembly down until the top of the
bracket and the interrupter arm close lightly on the
gauge.

(5)

Carefully tighten mounting screws so as not to
disturb the adjustment.

(6)

Turn off the Profile and replace the Debugger Z8
with the System Z8.

(7)

Turn on the Profile and wait approximately 2 minutes
as it performs its Scan sequence. At the end of the
Scan sequence the interrupter arm should be returned
to the Park position.

(8)

Turn off the Profile.

(9)

On the Controller PCB remove the System Z-8, and
install the piggyback Debug Z-8 in its socket.

(10)

Turn on the Profile and recheck the clearance
between the optic bracket and the interrupter arm as
described above. Reperform the adjustment until the
clearance is OK.

(11)

Turri off the Profile and replace the Debug Z8 with
the System Z8.

(12)

Reinstall the Cover on the Profile.
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BDA FORMATTING PROCEDURE

The following equipment will be needed for this procedure
Apple III
Profile Interface PCB for the Apple III
Profile Interface Cable
Jumper (a 2 inch length of 22 gao wire with small alligator
clips at both ends will do)
Debugger Z8
Format software (Profile format diskette #889-0013)
1. Install the Profile Interface PCB in slot 1 of the Apple
III and connect the Profile Interface Cable from it to the
Profile.
2. Remove the cover from the Profile. If instructions are
needed refer to the Module Removal and Replacement
Procedures in this section.
3. Remove the system program Z8 from the Controller PCB and
insert a Debugger Z8. If at all possible do not remove the
prom from the piggyback socket as this can cause
intermittent failures because of damage to the piggyback
socket.
4. Turn on the Profile and wait 30 seconds for the HDA motor
to come up to speed.
Note: When the Profile is turned on, its firmware will
flash the Ready LED as the power comes up. After
that function is performed the firmware program in
the Debugger Z8 will not turn the Ready LED on
again until the program in the Apple III initiates
communications with the Profile.
/,

(9j t~ ~ (YT}~o.:f~cm \I~~crYJ)~~~~
U,

Ikd E~PRO#).

5. Boot the Format program.
Observe: the Ready LED comes on steadily. If it does not,
check all connections between the Apple III and the
Profile.
Note: the program may prompt you that the Profile has
incorrect FD.ROM version 03.11. This is normal the
Format program will work OK.
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6. Press <RETURN>, then as prompted by the display, install
the jumper to short the two pins of P7 on the Controller
PCB together (refer to the illustration of the Controller
PCB on page 2.18 to help you find P7).
Note: the statement "press any key", as now displayed, is
incorrect, it should read "press RETURN" THIS IS
TRUE FOR THE REST OF THE FORMAT PROCEDURE
7. Press <RETURN> and watch the interrupter arm on the Hard
Disk Assembly (HDA), it should step from track 0 to the
park position as shown below in approximately 180 seconds.

Nor<:

0/~~ .et:r"~N.k ~ """" Joe,. ".;---:;;;t~

~~~~~L~~44'ta
1kLr.~;/:;JJ;'
~2!)
d:4~ ~
___
~;~~
p/i/33i-8'003.
(fIraE 1) )',
"

~
f1II III P8

R,/

(FmIlE 2) <i:~::::::~::~:~::;;> ~~ 0
,:::::::'

POSITIOI

0:::::::: POSImIt
.::::::>

,<::/~>:

Note: If the arm did not complete the scan swap the HDA
to a known good Profile and retry.
If Format still
does not occur the HDA is probably faulty replace
it.
8. After completion of the scan the screen display will tell
you if the formatting was succesful or not.
(if there was
an error in formatting the screen will display an error
code, recheck all connections on the Pro-File and between
the Pro-File and the host computer.)
Observe: If the formatting was successful the Ready LED will
come on steadily and the screen will display.
"Formatting completed.
Pass
Remove jumper. Press any key to continue"
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Caution: At this time remove the jumper from P7 to prevent
damage to the unit.
9. Press <RETURN) as prompted. The following should occur
within the next 2 and 1/2 minutes:

Observe: The profile will now automatically:
* Scan all sectors, heads and tracks
* Compare buffers on track 77
* Certify all sectors on track 77
* Initialize spare tables on track 77
At the end of each process listed above the screen
display should indicate ·pass".

Rote: the last line on the screen display ·press <RETURN)
when profile is ready· only indicates that if you
have more than one profile to format, the diskette
does not have to be rebooted each time.
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FINAL SYSTEM TEST (FST) PROCEDURE
The following equipment will be needed for this procedure
Apple III
FST Software (APN # 889-0029)

Alii Profile Interface PCB
Profile Interface Cable

1. Install the Profile Interface PCB in slot 1 of the Apple
III and connect the Profile Interface Cable from it to the
Profile.
2. Ensure that there is a system ROM Z8 installed on the
Controller PCB.
3. Turn on the Profile and wait 2 minutes for the Pro-File to
complete its Scan sequence.
4. Boot the FST program. Observe that for 10 minutes the
Profile will write and verify each track in sequence from
track 0 to track 152 (the Ready LED will blink as each
operation occurs). You should see a screen like the one
below.
5. Run FST for the specified period (15 minutes, or 48
hours). If an error line occurs (described below)
determine if it is fatal by checking the MAX ERRORS
ALLOWED column for the error code on the Criteria Sheet on
the opposite page.
6. To terminate the test press <ESCAPE).

P

-- --- - - --

FINAL SYSTEH TEST
TOTAL BLOCKS TOTAL
TRANSFERRED
ERRORS

R aaaaaaaa

-- -

The
The

110

STATUS
R1 R2 R3 R4
bbbbbb co cc cc cc

- -- - - -- --- -

PIPPIN
STATUS
Sl S2 S3 S4
dd dd dd dd

CD"
TIHE

LOGICAL
BLOCK

PHYSICAL
CYL HEAD SECTOR

--- - -- - --- - -- eeee

fff'

gg

gg

--9

STATUS LINE reflects the conditions occurr1ng dur1ng the current block transfer.
values 1n tne STATUS LINE shOuld al.ays be chang1ng as FST exercises the Profile.

a • Total number of blocks transferred dur1ng the test. This number w111
be cont1nuously 1ncrement1ng as long as the test 1s be1ng run.
b • Total errors that have occurred throughout the test. Th1s number Should
equal the number of error l1nes at the bottom of tne FST screen.
c - These bytes relate to the I/O status bytes tne Prof11e sends to the host
operat1ng system aur1~~ commun1cat10ns.
d • These bytes relate to the particular status codels that were sent froll the
Prof11e to the host (FST test program).
8 - Ina1cates the t1me elapsed for tne current DloCk transfer.
f • The Log1cal blOCk sent by tne nost (FST test program).
9 • Ina1cates tne Cylinder (Track), Head, ana Sector be1ng read from or wr1tten to.
IF AN ERROR OCCURS, THE STATUS LINE FOR THAT ERROR WILL BE PERHANENTLY
DISPLAYED AT THE BOTTOH OF THE FST SCREEN. THE ERROR. CODE IS TAKEN FRDH
THE -d- FIELD ~ DESCRIBED ABOVE. YOU HAY INTERPRET THIS ERROR BY COMPARING
IT TO THE CRITERIA SHEET ON THE 10PPOSlTE PAGE. A HORE DETAILED EXPLANATION
HAY BE FOUND ON PAGE 2.5& AND 2.59. THE LOCATION OF THE SECTOR THE ERROR
OCCURRED ON HAY BE FOUND IN THE -g- FIELD OF THE ERROR LINE.

-- -- -

R aa888888

-- -- -- -- --- - - - - --- ------J
- - - - --bbbbbb CC CC cc CC
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FINAL SYSTEM TEST (FST) CRITERIA SHEET
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QUICK DEBUGGER TEST PROCEDURE
The following equipment will be needed for this procedure
~pple

777

Profile Interface PCB for the Apple III
Profile Interface Cable
Quick Debugger Software Version EOO.07 (APN# 889-0004)
Silentype Printer
The Quick Debugger program reads the spares table from the
Pro-File and prints the original sector location of every
spared sector listed in that table.
1. Install the Profile Interface PCB in slot 1 of the Apple
III and connect the Profile Interface Cable from it to the
Profile.
2. Ensure that there is a Z8 with standard system ROM
installed on the Controller PCB.
3. Turn on the Profile and wait 2 minutes for the Pro-File to
complete its Scan sequence.
4.

Con~ect

III.

the

Sil~~type

to Port A on the back of thc App16

5. Boot the Quick Debugger program.

Observe: The Quick Debugger command prompt line is displayed
as shown below.
COMMAND (B,F,P,Q,R,S,T,V,W,?)=>
6. Type <S> to select the Get Status command.

Observe: a. The line shown below is displayed next to the
command prompt line.
STATUS-GET STATUS BLOCK 00 00 00 00

00 00 00

00
b. The Ready LED goes out as the interrupter arm on
the HDA goes to track 77 to read the spares
table.
c. A new command prompt line is displayed.
(continued on the next page)
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7. Type <P> to select the Print Status command.
Observe: The line shown below is displayed on the CRT.
PRINT STATUS TO SCREEN OR PRINTER (SiP)
8. Type (P> to select the printer.
Observe: The Silentype prints out as shown below.

SP&:IRED SECTOR
TOT&:IL 00
LIST

CYL HO SECT

BLOCKS
TOT&:Il. ee

B&:ID

LIST

CVL Hn SECT

(End of this procedure.)
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PART 1

INTRODUCTION

The Formatter/Debugger program is provided as a service aid
for troubleshooting block I/O devices such as the ProFile
disk drive. It is a program that allows you to directly
communicate with a block I/O device and exercise it through a
series of unique commands or build simple test sequences that
will assist in debugging the device.
It is a particularly helpful tool for servlclng devices that
have been returned because of a malfunction, etc.
For example, the program can be used to detect an error and
then by using the loop on error function, you can use an
oscilloscope to analyse the circuit that caused the erroro
You can use the program to service a drive containing either
the Format/Debugger ROM Z8 or the Standard System ROM za.
(The Standard System ROM za is the operational ROM in the Z8
that is shipped in the disk drive.) The command summary,
part 3, specifies which type of ROM must be in the drive to
use a given command.

PART 1.1 HOW TO DSE THIS PROGRAM
To use this debugger properly, you should be aware of some of
the design concepts.
In designing the user interface
(command structure) it was decided to use single character
commands (explained later). This permits you to type in the
command very rapidly and use options (which are not always
required) to modify certain test variables.
The most used test variables are the three byte logical block
that is treated as either a 24-bit number or as three a-bit
numbers. As a 24-bit number, the variable represents a
standard logical block with a decimal range of 0-16 million
blocks (Hex 000000- FFFFFF). As three a-bit numbers, each
variable has a range of 0-255 (Hex OO-FF).
The program makes no assumptions about the use of the test
variable; it just gives you two ways to talk to it.
You can consider it as a large (24 bit) number or as three
smaller (a bit) numbers. This variable is sent to the disk
exactly as a 24-bit number which the firmware decides how to
interpret.
You, the user, must know how the firmware will react to
understand what the firmware is doing with the block number.
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PART 1.2 TYPICAL COMMAND EXAMPLES
NOTE: Data shown in <> is meant to be typed.
Data shown in [] or () is optional.
To help make the concept of this program more clear, here are
some examples that show what the more common commands do.
<R>

(Read)

This command requests data to be read from the unit being
tested.
It passes the command and the BLOCK variable to the
unit and transfers the data from the unit to the input buffer
(see the display command, part 2.2.3, for information on
displaying the input buffer).
R by itself does not change the BLOCK variable; it uses its
current value. However, you can change the block variable by
adding a modifier to the command in the form of a number.
This number is normally treated such that leading zeros are
assumed, thus 0, 00, 0000, etc. all produce the 24-bit value
000000. For example:
(read block 000000)
(read block 000013)

RO or ROO or ROOOOOO, etc.
R13 or R013 or R 0013, etc.

The above example is applicable only when using the Standard
System ROM ZS. Notice that the BLOCK variable sent is either
000000 or 000013.
The number 13 is the same as 013 or 000013 and produces the
value 000013 in the BLOCK variable.
NOTE: The number 13 in the example is a HEX number, not a
decimal number.
13 Hex

=

19 Decimal

Remember that the firmware in the disk drive being tested
determines how the BLOCK variable will be treated. Normally
it is treated as a logical block.
In the example on the following page, let's change the
command to show how it would be used with the Format/Debugger
ROM ZS:
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For example: <RTlH2S3> or <RTOlH02S03>, etc.
010203)

(read block

Notice that the command now has 3 modifiers in the form of T
and a number, H and a number, and S and a number.
The modifier T (Track) references the first 8-bits of the
BLOCK variable, the H (Head) references the second 8-bits,
and the S (Sector) references the third 8-bits.
Note that they are separate modifiers and can be used
independently.
For example:
If BLOCK = 000000, then the command <RT5> <RETURN>
will set BLOCK = 050000
If BLOCK = 050000, then the command <RH3> <RETURN>
will set BLOCK = 050300
If BLOCK = 050300, then the command <RTl6S9> <RETURN>
will set BLOCK = 160309
Note that the last command in the example happened to affect
the first and third bytes. Had the last command been RS9
then the BLOCK would have been 050309.
When all three modifiers are used, they must be in the T, H,
S sequence.
REMEMBER!

<W>

The numbers used are always Hexidecima1 numbers.
(write)

This command requests data to to be written to the unit being
tested.
It passes the command and the BLOCK variable to the unit and
transfers the data to the unit from the output buffer (see
the buffer fill command, part 2.2.1, and the display command,
part 2.2.3).
W by itself does not change the BLOCK variable; it uses its
current value. However, as was the case with a read command,
the BLOCK variable can be changed by adding a modifier.
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For example, the commands WO, WT3H2S1, WH9, etc. have the
same effect on the BLOCK variable that they do in the Read
command.
<+>

(plus)

This command increments the BLOCK variable.
+ by itself
increments the variable by 1. For example, if the BLOCK
variable was OOOOlF, then after + it will be 000020 (Note the
hex numbers). +3 will increment the BLOCK by 3 each time.
+3T will increment the first a-bit variable by 3 each time.
For example, if the BLOCK was 050311, then +3T will change it
to Oa0311.
Hand S work the same way to modify the second
and third groups of a-bit variables.
To provide wraparound and carry, the + command will wrap a
24-bit number at FFFFFF.
It will wrap T at 97 (97 increments
to 0) and will set H an S to 0 to provide full wrap. H will
wrap at 3 (3 goes to 0) creating a carry to T and S will wrap
at F (F goes to 0) creating a carry to H.
Future
enhancements will be to find out what the maximum block count
for a device is and then wrap the 24-bit number at that
count.
<D>

(Display)

This command displays the contents of the input or output
buffers.
D by itself will display the input buffer.
DI is the same as D.
DO will display the output buffer.
DS will decode the contents of the input buffer
as extended status information.
The form of the display is the same as that for an APPLE
monitor memory dump.
It will display the first 256 bytes of
the buffer and pause so that you can study the values.
At the bottom of the screen it asks for <ESCAPE> to
terminate, <RETURN> to quit, ANY other key to continue.
<ESCAPE> stops further display and cancels the rest of the
command line effectively stopping processing and returning
control to the user.
<RETURN> quits the display command and causes the program to
go on to the next command.
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Pressing any of the other keys, except the space bar, will
allow the program to display the next 256 bytes of the
buffer.
Pressing the space bar will allow you to display the buffer
line by line.
CAUTION: If you just keep hitting a key to s~e the next
256 bytes you will see first the buffer you requested
and then memory above it. There are areas of ram above
the buffers that will, when displayed cause your screen
to get VERY sick and you will have to either re-boot
the program or be very familiar with APPLE III hardware
and monitor.
Just in case you are not familiar with the monitor memory
display, here is an example. (The monitor doesn't display
the descriptive information above the dashed line.)
Hex
Address
8000:
8010:
etc.

a

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

ABC

D E

F

00 lA 23 92 FF FE AS 2F 33 34 00 00 00 00 00 00
12 11 34 87 FE 44 00 00 3E 4C 00 20 A9 OF C5 00
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PART 2.

COMMAND STRUCTURE

Each command consists of one or more characters and modifiers
in command groups.
Each group is separated by one or more spaces.
The command line is one or more command groups.
There is enough space in the command buffer for 255
characters.
Mu1 tip1e command lines are possible by use of the Macro
command.

.~dd

PART 2.1 COMMAND PROMPT
The program prompt consists of the following two lines:
Sl 01
COMMAND (B,C,O,F,G,H,I,L,M,N,Q,P,Q,R,S,T,V,W,X,+,-,/,

?)

=>

The first line contains two flags, Sl 01, that tell which
slot and drive the program is set to test.
The second line of the prompt consists of the first letter of
each valid command. A list of the commands is always
available by typing H or? and pressing <RETURN>.
NOTE: After typing a command and pressing <RETURN> to execute
it, you can press <ESCAPE> to terminate the command.
However, if you wish to review the command that you just
executed for the purpose of changing it, etc., you can
simultaneously type <CONTROL> <A> instead of <ESCAPE>.
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PART 2.2 DETAILED COMMAND DESCRIPTIONS
Following are descriptions of some of the commands that
require more detailed explanations than others. In depth
examples of some of the more commonly used commands such as
Read, Write, Increment, and Display were provided in part
1.2. For an overall summary of 'all commands, refer to part 3.
PART 2.2.1 BUFFER FILL
<B> [num] <RETURN>
- where num is an optional 16 bit hex number
(eg.,B0123)
The buffer fill command is used to fill the output buffer
with,a specific data pattern.
It can be used with either the
Format/Debugger ROM Z8 or the Standard System ROM Z8
installed in the drive. To use the command, type B followed
by a number which will be treated as a 16 bit (2 byte)
pattern.
For example, the command
<RO><sp><B1234><sp><WO><sp><B4S<sp><Wl><RETURN>
would read logical block-O, fill the output buffer with
12341234 ••• , write block-O, fill the output buffer with
00450045 ••• , and finally write this data to block-I.
PART 2.2.2 CREATE SPARE
<C><RETURN> ---- the C-command must be the only command on
the line.
The create spare command is used to force a peripheral device
to transfer a logical block to a new (spare) physical
location on the device. The command will then request the
block number to be spared and will then request confirmation
from the user.
If confirmed, the logical block will be
spared by the device controller. This command should only be
used when the Standard System ROM Z8 is installed in the
drive.
Using this command will allow you to fix flaky blocks found
during testing. The user will be asked for confirmation of
this command. Respond with Y (Yes) or N (no).
NOTE: Do not attempt to use the create spare command when the
Format/Debugger ROM Z8, version 03.11 or earlier, is
installed in your drive.
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PART 2.2.3 DISPLAY
<D>[I,O,S]<RETURN> - where I is input buffer, 0 is output
buffer, and S is the extended status
information in the input buffer.
The display command can be used with either the
Format/Debugger ROM Z8 or the Standard System ROM Z8
installed in the drive.
It is used to display the contents
of the input or output buffers.
These buffers occupy the following Hex locations in the
computer's memory:
input buffer ----8000H - 8213H
output buffer ---8300H - 8523H
The display will show 256 bytes at a time, scrolling to the
next 'page' after each key press.
To end the display and continue executing the command line,
press <RETURN>.
To abort the command line press <ESCAPE>.
With the display on the screen, you can press the spacebar to
cause a scroll to the first line of the next 'page'. Then,
each time you press the space bar, the display will scroll
one line forward.
The Display Status command works only slightly differently in
that it decodes the input buffer into Extended status info
about the spares and bad blocks and it will not stop until it
is finished or until the space bar, <RETURN> key, or the
<ESCAPE> key are pressed.
REMEMBER!

The Display Status command will decode anything
found in the input buffer so be sure to use the
Get Status command first to make sure that the
information is valid.

Before using the Display Status command with the
Format/Debugger ROM Z8 installed, you must initialize the
spare tables (see part 2.2.6) and then use the Get Status
command, otherwise the display will contain garbage.
With the Standard System ROM Z8 installed, you only have to
issue the Get Status command before displaying the extended
status of the input buffer.
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Here are some additional tips about using the Display Status
command.
- After typing D[S] and pressing <RETURN>,
space bar to stop the listing. Press the
again each time you wish to step through
line of the listing.
Pressing any other
cause a fast scan of the listing.

press the
space bar
another
key will

- Pressing <ESCAPE> will cancel the rest of the
display function.
- Pressing <RETURN> will terminate the spare sector
listing and start the bad block listing.
PART 2.2.4

FORMAT

<F><RETURN>
command line.

this command must be the only command in the

The Format command is used with the Format/Debugger ROM Z8
installed in the drive.
It is used to erase all old data
from memory and lay down a new pattern of address and data.
After formatting a drive with the Format/Debugger ROM Z8
installed, you can type D[I] to get a list of the defective
blocks. The list will end with FF FF FF FF. Refer to the
documentation provided for the F/D ROM for further details.
WARNING: This command is very dangerous and should only be
used if damage to the address headers has occurred and only
after every reasonable attempt has been made to recover other
data from the device. The user will be asked to confirm this
command. Respond with <Y> (Yes) or <N> (No).
Remember!
data.

This command will erase all previously recorded

Following is an example of the error message that will be
displayed if
you attempt to format a drive with a Standard System ROM Z8
installed.

Block
FORMAT

Sl D1

00 03 SF

I/O
ProFile
R1 R2 R3 R4 Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6
00 00 00 00 55 55 55 55 00 00

The 55's in this example are the error indicators.
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PART 2.2.5

GET STATUS

<G><RETURN>
The Get Status command works only with the Standard System
ROM ZS. It is used to obtain extended status information
from the drive and place it in the input buffer.
(You will need to execute the Display command to view the
contents.)
The Get Status command makes sure that the status you are
going to view is valid.
When using a ProFile you can also get the status by reading
block FFFFFF.
PART 2.2.6

INITIALIZE SPARE TABLE

<I><RETURN) ---- this command must be the first command in
the command line.
The Initialize command is used by the ProFile Format/Debugger
ROM Z8 to setup the spare tables in the ProFile drive.
After the Debugger ROM has formatted the disk, the entire
disk is available to read from or write on so that
certification of the entire disk is possible.
After the spare table sectors have been certified, the tables
need to be initialized to allow the controller ROM to work
properly.
The Initialize command is not used when the Standard System
ROM ZS is installed in the drive.
WARNING: This command is potentially dangerous as it
effectively erases any old spared table data and if used
incorrectly w"ill cause the loss of valuable data on the
ProFile.
The user will be asked to confirm this command.
type <Y> (Yes) or <N> (No).
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PART 3

COMMAND SUMMARY

Following is a summary of all the commands that can be used
with this program:

BUFFER FILL

B[<RETURN>] or B[num] <RETURN>

Fill the output buffer.
where num is a 16 bit hex fill number
used with both Formatter/Debugger and Standard
System ROM Z8s

CREATE SPARE

C<RETURN>

Force the drive to spare the specified block.
must be the only command on the command line
used only with Standard System ROM Z8

DISPLAY

<D><RETURN> or <D> [I] <RETURN> or
<D>[O]<RETURN) or<D>[S]<RETURN>

Display the I/O buffers.
used with both Formatter/Debugger
and Standard System ROM Z8s

FORMAT

<F><RETURN>

Format the device.
This is a dangerous command
used only with Format/Debugger ROM Z8

GET STATUS

<G><RETURN>

Get extended status information.
Remember! When using the ProFile, RFFFFFF (read
block FFFFFF) also returns status
information
used only with the Standard System ROM Z8
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HELP

<H><RETURN> or <H>[E] <RETURN> or
<H>[E2]<RETURN> or <H>[char]<RETURN>

Print a list of commands, or errors, or a detailed
description of each command.
Where E is to display errors when the Standard
System ROM 28 is installed.
Where E2 is to display errors when the
Format/Debugger ROM Z8is installed.
Where char is any legal command shown in this command
summary.

INITIALIZE SPARE TABLE

<I) <RETURN)

Clear the spare block table.
this is a dangerous command
must be the first command on the command line
used only with Format/Debugger ROM Z8
requires confirmation (Y or N)

LOOPON

<LPF>[S,H,D]<RETURN)

Send Loop on Format commands to the firmware.
where S = sector marks
H = address headers
D
data field
LPF can be followed by any combination of
S, H, and D
executed following a Read Track command to
loop on format of the current track
(eg., R[T] reads the T byte of the block
variable to determine the current track)
used only with Format/Debugger ROM Z8

=

MACRO

<M)[A(O-9),C,L,O-9]<RETURN)

Use macro functions (alternate command lines).
where A = add current line to macro table
C = clear all macros
L = list macros
used with either Formatter/Debugger or
Standard System ROM Z8
not effectively implemented at this time
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Not implemented yet

R,O

<P>[<RETURN>] or
<P>[A(num),C,(num),E(num),N(num)]<RETURN>

PAUSE

Pause and wait for user.
Where A = any error/nonerror
C = clear any error/nonerror
E = on error
N = on no error
(num) is a l6-bit mask of Sl S2
Note: All four digits of the l6-bit mask must be
turned on
used with either Formatter/Debugger
or Standard System ROM Z8

<0> [<RETURN>]

OUIT

Return to calling routine (This module is a subroutine).

<R>[(num),T(num),H(num),S(num)]<RETURN>

READ

Read a block
where (num)
T
H
S
Remember!

= 24 bit number (8 bit if T,H,S)
= first (Hi) byte of block
= second (Mid) byte of block
=

third (Lo) byte of block

The firmware of the device tested determines
how the number is treated. See the following
example:
T

H

- Formatter/ Debugger ROM
ProFile
00 00 00
Hi Mid Lo - Standard System ROM Z8
>0 means read to the output buffer (Eg., R23>O )
used with either Formatter/Debugger or
Standard System ROM Z8
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<S><RETURN>

SCAN

Order the firmware to scan the entire disk (read only).
Requires confirmation (Y or N)
after scanning, use D[I] to get list of any bad blocks
found during scan
used only with Format/Debugger ROM Z8

<T><RETURN>

TURN OFF STEPPER

Turn off the power to the stepper motor.
used with Format/Debugger ROM Z8 but not normally used
with Standard System ROM Z8

Not implemented yet

V

WRITE

<W>[(num),T(num),H(num),S(num)]<RETURN>

Write to a block (same format as read).
where (num) = 24 bit number (8 bit if T,H,S)
T = first (Hi) byte of block
H
second (Mid) byte of block
S = third (Lo) byte of block

=

Remember!

The firmware of the device tested determines
how the number is treated. See the following
example:

H
S - Formatter/ Debugger ROM
ProFile
00 00 00
Hi Mid Lo - Standard System ROM Z8

T

<I means write from the input buffer
eg., W23<I )
used with either Formatter/Debugger or
Standard System ROM Z8
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DC~E

<X><RETURN> or X[E(num)] <RETURN>

Execute the current command line again.
where E = execute the line to this point on error
num = 16 bit error mask of 51 52
X[E] will execute a function over and over again,
if an error has occurred, up to the point where
the error occurred

+

<+>[(num),T(num),H(num),5(num)]<RETURN>
Increment the block number.
where (num) = 24 bit number (8 bit if T,H,5)
T = first (Hi) byte of block
H = second (Mid) byte of block
5 = third (Lo) byte of block

<->[(num),T(num),H(num),S(num)]<RETURN>
Decrement the block number.
where (num) = 24 bit number (8 bit if T,H,S)
T = first (Hi) byte of block
H = second (Mid) byte of block
S
third (Lo) byte of block
the - command does not decrement properly for H
and S modifiers

=

/

</>[S(num),T] <RETURN>
Choose options (/H for help).
where S = slot set
T = translate current block to
cylinder/head/sector

?

Help.
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PART 4

NEW FEATURES

The following new features have been developed since the
release of DSKDBG V-EOO.16 and are included in DSKDBG VEOO.17.

* The Help errors command has been slightly modified.
<HE> or <HEl> provides help for the Standard System
ROM ZS and <BE2>

returns help for the Format/Debugger ROM ZS.

* The Help command lists the form of the extended help
commands.

* Display now has a command to allow the decoding of the
status table into the version, spare list, and bad block
list.
OS

= display

status info.

* Use <ESCAPE> or <RETURN> to terminate a long list of spares
or bad blocks.

*

An additional modifier is available for read/write
commands that allows you to specify which buffer you
are reading to or writing from. Fo~ example, a read
command followed by >0 means read to the output buffer.
A write command followed by <I means write from the
input buffer.

PART 5

TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND HOW TO AVOID THEM.

* The + (Increment) command doesn't work.
This is to date the most common problem.
command line will look something like

Usually the

RO PE + X
What you were trying to do is sequentially read thru the
disk starting at block O. What you said was
Read block 0 (block = 0), Pause on error,
Increment block (block = 1), Repeat line,
Read block 0 (block again = 0) ••••••••
To fix this problem just do one line to set block 0 and
then go on to the next line to do the Read, Pause on
error etc.
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For example:
<RO> <RETURN>
<R><sp><PE><+><X><RETURN>

* Display Status Won'T Work Or Won't Stop
The display status command allows you to display the
input buffer and make assumptions about what the data
means.
For it to work, the Get status command must successfully
read the status informtion from the drive.
If the input buffer has garbage in-it, the Display Status
command may go round and round trying to display all the
spared sectors and bad blocks.
To stop
listing a bunch
or the <ESCAPE>
same as for all

PART 6

the command when it is caught in a loop or is
of bad blocks, simply press the <RETURN> key
key. The functions of the other keys are the
other display commands.

KNOWN BUGS IN VERSIONS EOO.17 AND EOO.16

The Macro command has 3 known bugs.
The first occurs when a macro is added to the list and there
is already one there of that number. The effect is to make
both of them disappear.
The secondbug occurs when the macro is invoked on a line with
the X command (eg., MI X). This disables the <ESCAPE> key
so the program can only be halted by re-booting.
The third bug also involves the X command. When a macro is
added (eg., R MAl X), it will keep asking to delete the old
macro.
The - command doesn't decrement properly for Hand S
modifiers
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PART 7

STATUS BYTE DESCRIPTIONS

This part provides a bit-by-bit description of the four
status bytes available with the Standard System ROM ZS or the
Format/Debugger ROM ZS.
PART 7.1

STATUS BYTES WITH STANDARD ROM V-3.98 INSTALLED

STATUS 1

if ProFile did not receive 55 to its last response

6

=1
=1

5

=1

if host's data is no longer in RAM because ProFile
updated its spare table

4

=1

if SEEK ERROR - unable in 3 tries to read 3
consecutive headers on a track

3

=1

if CRC error (only set during actual read or verify
of write/verify, not while trying to read headers
after seeking)

2

=1

if TIMEOUT ERROR (couldn't find header in 9
revolutions - not set while trying to read
headers after seeking)

1

= N/A

7

o=

if write or write/verify was aborted because
>532 bytes
if data were sent
if ProFile couldn't read its spare table

1 if operation unsuccessful

(continued on the next page.)
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STATUS 2
7

=1

if SEEK ERROR - unable in 1 try to read 3
consecutive headers on a track

6

=1

if spared sector table. overflow ( > 32 sectors
spared)

5

= N/A

4

=1

if bad block table overflow ( > 100 bad blocks
in table)

3

=1

if ProFile unable to read its status sector

2

=1

if sparing occurred

= 1 if
o = N/A

1

seek to wrong track occurred

STATUS 3

*

7

=1

if ProFile has been reset

6

=1
=1

if block number invalid

5

4

3

*
*

if block I.D. at end of sector mismatch

= N/A
= N/A

2 = 1 if ProFile was reset

1

=1

if ProFile gave a bad response

* 0 = 1 if parity error
* These bits are set by the

50S ProFile driver and are
not used by the Dskdbg ProFile.IO.

STATUS 4
7 - 0

=

the number of errors encountered when rereading a
block after any read error
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PART 7.2 STATUS BYTES WITH FORMATTER/DEBUGGER ROM FD3.98 REV
11 INSTALLED
STATUS 1

7

=

1 if Profile did not receive 55 to its last response

6 = 1 if no index found during formatting
5

=1

if no sector mark found during formatting

4

=1

if SEEK ERROR - unable to read 3 consecutive headers
on a track (one try only)

3

=1

if CRC error (only set during actual read or verify
of write/verify, not while trying to read headers
after seeking

2

=1

if TIMEOUT ERROR (couldn't find header in 9
revolutions - not set while trying to read
headers after seeking)

1

= N/A

o =1

compare error on a write compare

STATUS 2
7
6

=1
=1

if ProFile has been reset
if track number invalid while reading or writing a
sector

5 = N/A
4 =

3
2

1
0

N/A

= N/A
= N/A
= 1 if
= N/A

seek to wrong track occurred

(continued on the next page)
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STATUS 3

07, 06, and OS, along with 04 and 03 from STATUS 1, tell
why a write compare operation failed.
07

06

05

write timeout

0

0

0

read timeout

1

0

0

read CRC

1

1

0

data compare

1

1

1

STATUS 4

7 - 0 = the number of errors encountered when
formatting data fields or scanning the disk.
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BOW TO USE THIS SECTION

This section contains general information on the functional
operation of the 4 modules in the Pro-File, and its firmware
operation.
It is designed to be referred to from the other sections in
this manual, but you may wish to use it to help you better
understand Pro-File operation.
If you are unfamiliar with Winchester disk drives, then a
good place to start would be with the Pro-File HDA
description in this section.
Then if you would like general information on each of the 4
Pro-File modules read the "Overview of the Pro-File".
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OVERVIEW OF THE PRO-FILE
The following description will give you an overview of the
technical details of the ProFile.
It is intended to be a
summary only, and is not a detailed explanation of the
engineering aspects of the ProFile.
General Information on the Pro-File
The intelligent Controller (Controller PCB), which is built
into ProFile is continually checking the operation of the
disk. ProFile performs many operations to assure that the
user will never see a problem.
These operations start the moment ProFile is turned on.
After power-up, ProFile does a Scan operation of the entire
disk surface, and checks for any errors.
Upon any data read error, an extensive analysis of the error
is performed to determine whether a media error exists. If
that is the case, the data will be moved to a spare sector of
the disk. That part of the disk with a media error will no
longer be used, it is "spared".
In most cases, the error recovery routines in ?ro~ile will be
able to extract the data even from a bad sector. The
recovery operation includes more than 300 retries under
various conditions. Maps of the bad sectors are redundantly
recorded on ProFile (these maps are called spares tables), so
that an error in the map will not cause a problem in
operation.
The ProFile moves the heads to a "parking position" off the
data zone after three seconds of no activity. This prevents
the loss of data if, for instance, the ProFile is dropped or
jarred. ProFile constantly checks for errors during
operation.
After any change in tracks, ProFile verifies that the
operation has been performed correctly. ProFile also checks
that the heads are positioned accurately on a track before
any read or write operation is performed.
Unless the system requests that the ProFile do otherwise,
data is always verified after a write operation. In all these
cases, ProFile will correct the problem so that no errors
occur.
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Data can be transferred from the ProFile to the system at up
to one Mbyte per second DMA rate. Data is interleaved at a
5:1 ratio, which allows three 512 byte sectors to be
transferred on each rotation. MFM encoding allows the
maximum data storage capacity with low formatting overhead.
Note: 1. For more detailed information on Scan operation,
and error recovery routines refer to the firmware
routine's functional description in this section.
2. For more information on the format (including spares
tables), used for the Pro-File HDA refer to the
Pro-File HDA description in this section.)

What is ProFile?
ProFile is a Winchester technology hard disk drive designed
to operate with a host computer. It has a formatted storage
capacity of 5 Megabytes, which is essentially the same as 35
floppy disks (the Apple III disk drive uses floppies that
have a capacity of l40K Bytes).
Functionally, the ProFile consists of four major modules:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The
The
The
The

Controller PCB
Analog PCB
Power Supply
Hard Disk Assembly (HDA) with motor control PCB

The discussions on the following pages describe the general
function of these modules.
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1. The Controller PCB
Functionally, the Controller provides communications with the
host computer, provides signals to read and write serial data
on the disk, moves the heads to the proper track, and
monitors error conditions.
The Controller consists of a Z8 microprocessor, 2K bytes of
RAM, error detection logic, and read/write control logic.
The ZB provides an intelligent interface to the host
computer. High level commands, such as read, write, and
status, are generated by the host computer to through the
Pro-File interface cable to the zao The Z8 uses the buffer
area in RAM to temporarily store any data being read from or
written to the disk.
The Controller also interfaces to the Analog card to pass
head control information to it. In this way the Controller
determines when read/write operations will take place.
The Z8 controls disk operations in the RDA. Basically it
sends the stepper motor. in the HDA step pulses to move the
heads from track to track (such moves are called "seeks"),
selects one of four read/write heads, and enables the
different functions (i.e. sync, clock data, etc.) on the
Analog PCB to perform the read or write operation called for
by the host.
Read/Write functions are performed by the read/write logic on
command from the za. This logic in turn controls the
parallel to serial data conversion when writing, and the
serial to parallel data conversion when reading.
To ensure the proper transfer of data, the Controller does a
CRC (cyclic redundancy check) of the serial data. If an
error occurs, the Z8 will automatically perform an error
recovery routine and try to relocate the data onto a
different section of the disk. The sector causing problems
will be removed from use to prevent future errors.
After 3 seconds of no communication with the host, the Z8 on
the Controller PCB will move the head to a Park position on
the disk (track 155 a non data track), to prevent accidental
damage to the disk surface in the event of a hardware failure
(such as power loss). Once in Park position for 0.75 seconds,
the Z8 removes power from the stepper motor to prevent heat
build-up in the drive.
The READY light on the front of the ProFile is lit whenever
the Controller is idle (not busy).
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2. Analog PCB

The Analog PCB serves as the interface between the Controller
and the Head Disk Assembly (HDA).
The Analog PCB consists of a data encoder, a data decoder,
write driver, head select logic, automatic gain control (AGC)
preamplifier, read detector, phase lock loop (PLL), and
sector detector.
The head select matrix selects one of the four heads for a
read or write operation in response to control signals from
the Z8 on the Controller PCB.
The ProFile has two fixed disks in its HDA, and there are two
heads for each disk (one for each side, since the disks are
double sided). Thus you have a choice of four heads,
depend.ing on which section of the disk you are trying to
access.
It is not necessary for the host computer to know which
section of the disk it is trying to access; the Controller
and the Analog PCB take care of that.
During a write operation, the serial data is encoded using a
technique known as Modified Frequency Modulation (MFM).
During a read operation, the AGC circuit amplifies the low
level head signal (.6 to 2.0 mv) to a fixed signal level
(1.0 volt). The read detector simply shapes the signal so
that it appears in a standard fashion.
The PLL and data decoder then convert this signal back into
serial data, which is passed to the Controller, which in turn
converts it to parallel data and passes it to the host
computer.
High speed, low noise ECL (emitter coupled logic) provides
wide margins for the Analog electronics PCB of the ProFile.
When the disk is initially formatted, the sector boundaries
are written to the disk (this is done by removing all read
signals from certain sections of the media). During the read
operation, the sector detector looks for these areas of no
read signal, and signals the Controller that a sector
boundary has been found.
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3.

Switcher Power Supply

The power supply provides the +SVDC, and +12VDC needed by the
ProFile for operation.
The supply also contains monitoring circuitry to detect a
power failure. This monitoring circuitry senses a power
failure before the internal DC voltages drop.
If a power failure should occur the monitoring circuitry uses
a signal called Power OK (POK) to reset the Z8 on the
Controller PCB.
This allows the intelligent Controller in ProFile to prevent
any data loss if the power fails or is turned off
accidentally. The system will not begin any operation until
the power is on for at least one second.
Once a failure is detected, the head current is shut off to
prevent the accidental writing of false data that would
otherwise occur if a write operation were in process when the
power f~iled. The power supply is completely shielded to
eliminate the effects of electro magnetic radiation.
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4.

Bead Disk Assembly (BOA)

The ProFile HDA is a random access storage device with two
non-removable 5 1/4 inch discs as storage media. Each disk
surface employs one movable head to service 153 data tracks.
The total formatted capacity of the four heads and surfaces
is approximately 5 Megabytes (16 sectors per track, 512 bytes
<A/// format> or 532 bytes <Lisa format> per sector, and 612
tracks).
High reliability is achieved through the use of a band
actuator and open loop stepper head positioning mechanism.
The read/write heads are mounted on a ball bearing supported
carriage which is positioned by the band actuator connected
to the stepper motor shaft.
Mechanical and contamination protection for the heads,
actuator, and discs are provided by an impact resistant
aluminum enclosure. A self contained recirculating system
suplies clean air through a 0.3 micron filter.
A special spindle pump assures adequate air flow and uniform
temperature distribution throughout the head and disk area.
Thermal isolation of the stepper and spindle motor assemblies
from the disc enclosure provides significantly greater "off
track" margin (temperature changes are less likely to cause
read errors).
A brushless DC drive motor rotates the spindle at 3600 RPM.
The spindle is driven directly with no belt or pulley. The
motor and spindle are dynamically balanced to insure a low
vibration level.
Depending on tne reV1Slon of Motor Control PCB on the HDA a
physical brake mechanism, or a dynamic brake (involving
reverse biasing the coils on the disk motor) may be used to
provide a fast stop to the spindle motor when power is
removed. (continued on the next page)
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4. Bead Disk Assembly (BDA) (continued)
The recording media consists of a lubricated thin magnetic
oxide coating on a 130 mm diameter aluminum substrate. This
coating formulation, together with the low load force, low
mass Winchester type ·flying heads·, permits reliable contact
start/stop operation.
The HDA (hard disk assembly) can be operated from 10-C to
60-C/. This wide operating range, combined with a 75%
efficient switching power supply allows ProFile to operate
from 10 to 40-C in still air without a fan.
(For more information on the Pro-File HDA format (including
spares tables), used for the Pro-File HDA refer to the ProFile HDA description in this section.)
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PRO-FILE HDA DESCRIPTION
(THE HARD DISK ASSEMBLY)
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE HDA
The HDA contains 2 rigid disks, which are constantly rotating
at 3600 RPM. Each disk has 2 surfaces, (top and bottom),
making a total of 4 surfaces numbered 0, 1, 2, and 3 (see
figure 1).
The disk surfaces are covered with a metallic film which is
very easily magnetized. In the beginning, when the disk is
first made, there is no magnetic information on it at all.
No information will be put on the disk until its magnetic
areas have been specially arranged, or formatted with a
Format program run from the Host computer system. A
discussion of the features common to formats used for the
Pro-File HDA is explained later in this discussion.
Each surface has a device called a head, which converts
electrical impulses into magnetic impulses and vice versa.
The heads are numbered after the surfaces they cover, that
is, 0, 1, 2, and 3.
During a write operation, binary data in the form of a bit
stream is written on the disk surface by the head. As the
disk surface rotates under the head, each pulse in the bit
stream will cause a small area on the medium (disk surface)
to be polarized.
Extreme closeness of the head to the medium (in the ProFile's case 20 microinches) is a distinguishing
characteristic of Winchester type disk drives.
The head rides (flies) on the thin cushion of air between it
and the media (something like an airplane wing). If particles
as small as a piece of dust are allowed into the head
chamber, they can cause the head to lose its flight
stability. The head may then become erratic causing it to
crash into the media, and destroy some areas on the disk.
For this reason, the HDA is kept in an air-tight enclosure
with a small filtered aperture. This allows atmospheric
pressure equalization while preventing potentially dangerous
particles from gaining access.
During a read operation, the head senses the magnetic areas
on the disk surface as they pass under the head, and produces
an electrical impulse for each change in their polarity.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROFILE RDA FORMAT
Now you know how binary data is written onto and read from
the disk. But how does the drive store different sets of data
(files) and keep them separate?
To do this, the drive needs a way of writing different files
to different areas of the disk, and then finding them when it
needs to read them.
To understand how the drive does this, you need to understand
steps, tracks, blocks, and sectors.
Each head is mounted in such a way that it may move in to the
center and out to the perimeter of the disk surface as the
disk rotates beneath it.
A write or read operation will never take place while the
head is moving, but only while the head is stationary and the
disk is moving under it.
The heads move in very exact increments called steps. On the
Pro-File the head must take 153 steps to cover the entire
area on the disk where data may be stored. The head may stop
after any step to read or write data. The 153 possible
positions of the head determine the 153 magnetic channels, or
tracks, on which data can be stored (refer to figure 1).
The selection of which track the head is positioned over is
controlled by the firmware program in the ROM on the Z8
microprocessor on the Controller PCB (the particular firmware
routine used for this purpose is called the Seek Routine and
is discussed in the Firmware Routine descriptions in this
section).
The Z8 performs track selection by sending step pulses to the
motor controlling the head. The number of step pulses the Z8
sends to the stepper motor determines how far the head will
move and so which track it will be over.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROFILE HDA FORMAT (continued)
The firmware program in the Z8 also controls when a read or
write operation occurs. When writing, the bit stream to the
head travels from the Host (Apple III, or Lisa), to the ProFile's electronics, to the head; and when the bit stream is
read from the disk it goes back to the Pro-Filets
electronics, and then to the Host.
There are 612 tracks on the HDA (153 tracks on each disk
surface, and 4 disk surfaces), and approximately 8,200 bytes
on each track.
If track selection were the only method the Z8 firmware had
to control the location of stored data, it would have a
Inaximum of 612 very large storage places (8,200 bytes
apiece). Since most files are considerably smaller than 8,200
bytes, this would be very inefficient.
So to make data storage more efficient, the host computer
breaks all data up into segments called data blocks. If the
Host is an Apple III the data blocks are 512 bytes long, and
if the Host is a Lisa they are 532 bytes long.
The Pro-File stores these blocks into physically addressable
areas on the track called sectors. There are sixteen sectors
on each track (refer to figure 1), so each track on the ProFile can hold 16 data blocks.
The sectors are separated from each other by small blank
areas of no writing called sector marks. The Pro-File uses
these sector marks to detect when one sector ends and a new
one begins.
Each sector can be divided into 2 fields: the first field is
called the sector header, the second field follows the sector
header and is called the data block (see figure 2).

(Continued on the next page.)
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROFILE HDA FORMAT (continued)
Each field in the sector is preceded by sync bytes to allow
the Pro-File electronics to synchronize to the data in the
field before attempting to read one.
The sector header field contains 16 bytes: 2 are "start
header" bytes: 3 bytes contain track, sector, and head ID's:
3 bytes contain a complement of the track, sector, and head
10 information: and the remaining 8 bytes are all O's.
The data block field consists of the actual data from the
Host computer with 2 CRC bytes at the end (a CRC (Cyclic
Redundancy Check) byte is used by the Pro-File electronics to
detect if an error has occurred during a read or write
operation).
The data block field is transparent to the Pro-File (which
can only locate sectors), so the operating system from the
host computer must keep track of which data block is in which
sector.
The operating system references sectors by block numbers. It
knows that it has 9728 (decimal), or 0 to 25FF (hexidecimal)
sectors available for data on the Pro-File.
So it assign~ each block of data to a number from 0 to 25PF
called its logical block number and writes/reads the data
blocks to/from the Pro-File using this number. The Pro-File
converts the logical block number into sector locations to
actually store or read the data block.
During formatting, the Format program writes the sector marks
and headers into their areas within each sector. At this
time, all sectors are referenced to a physical location on
the disk called the Index (see figure ).
The Index position is sensed when a small magnetic tab
fastened on the disk motor passes by a magnetic sensor during
motor rotation.
Note: The Index signal is only used during formatting,
although it may be sampled by the technician with a frequency
counter to determine the HDA's motor speed.
(Continued on the next page.)
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROFILE BDA FORMAT (continued)
In a properly operating Pro-File, sector marks and headers
should never change after formatting, since the locations of
the sectors will never change. A data block, on the other
hand, will change every time its file is written to, by the
Host computer system.
When looking at figure
you probably noticed that the
sectors are not sequentially numbered. This is because the
sectors are interleaved. When the Pro-File goes after a
sector, it reads sector headers to determine where the head
is in relation to the target sector.
Without sector interleaving if it read the sector header of
the sector immediately preceding the target sector, then the
electronics in the Pro-File could not react fast enough to
begin reading the data block of the target sector, so it
would have to wait another complete revolution of the disk to
do so.
With sector interleaving the program can read a sector header
and know that the next sector in the numerical sequence will
always occur a specific number of sectors following it, so it
has time to prepare within that same revolution.
Sector interleaving is a result of the formatting for a given
system. The format in the figure shown is for an Apple III
system. Each sector in this format is offset from the next in
its numerical sequence by 5 sectors. The interleaving scheme
for a Lisa system offsets the numerical sequence of each
sector by 7.
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SPECIAL FUNCTION TRACKS
Directories: Now another question: How does the host
computer's operating system keep track of where all the
blocks belonging to a file are located?
The answer, it uses the Pro-Filets HDA to store directory
information on each file.
Directories are created and maintained by the host computer's
operating system. As far as the Pro-File is concerned, they
are just data block fields. But without them the operating
system would not be able to send the Pro-File the proper
block numbers to retrieve the data blocks for a file.
NOTE: The following discussion which very briefly describes
the Apple III Sophisticated Operating System's (50S)
directory usage, is for example purposes only, and subject to
change as the Sophisticated Operating System is revised.
On an Apple III system, track 0 on the Pro-File is reserved
for the Root directoLY which contains descriptive information
about every main file that 50S (the Apple III operating
system) has put on the Pro-File. This information includes:
a. File name - The name of the file in ASCII.
b. The block number for each file's key block - Each files
key block contains many items of information about the
file. Among them will be a list of every block number
in the file.
When an Apple III host computer wants a file it reads the
Root directory which refers it to the files key block (this
may be through several subdirectories). The host then reads
the key block and sequentially takes each block number from
the file's block listing in the key block and sends it to the
Pro-File to read the file.
The firmware program in the Z8 takes care of converting the
logical block number from the host to a sector address so it
can actually acquire the data block. (For more information on
the Apple III directory structure refer to the SOS Reference
Manual)
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SPECIAL FUNCTION TRACKS (continued)
A Lisa uses a different directory structure, but Pro-File
operation is still the same.
Because all communication between the Pro-File and the HOST
is done block by block, the Pro-File is known as a block
device (as opposed to character devices, which communicate
one byte at a time (such as a printer».
The next block in the file is not necessarily located in the
next sequential sector on that track. In fact very often it
is located on an entirely different track.
That is why the Pro-File sometimes seems to go through a lot
of gyrations as it reads a file. The sectors containing the
blocks in the file are probably located on several different
disk surfaces and tracks.
Track 77 on all disk surfaces is dedicated for the exclusive
use of the Pro-File. The host cannot write to these tracks
unless the Pro-File is being formatted. The following
discussion describes their usage.
The Spares Storage Track (Track 77. Disk Surfaces O. and 1):
What happens if there is an error?
When the Pro-File looks for a block of data, it performs many
tests to confirm that the correct sector is being read
accurately (for a more detailed description of these tests,
refer to the Firmware Routines description in this section).
Sometimes the Pro-File determines that the media where a
sector is located is not useable, and so won't use it any
more. A sector identified as being unuseable is called a
spared sector.
If the data block from the spared sector can be salvaged, the
Pro-File will store the data block from the faulty sector on
a special track reserved for that purpose called the Spares
Storage Track (located on track 77 on disk surfaces 0 and 1).
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SPECIAL PUNCTION TRACKS (continued)
The Spares Storage Track provides storage for a maximum of 32
spared sectors (2 surfaces, 1 track on each surface, 16
sectors per track).
The Spares Table Track (Track 77, on Disk Surfaces 2, and 3):
Once the data block from the spared sector has been stored,
the Pro-File will record the old sector location of the
salvaged data block along with its new spares storage sector
location in the Spares Table Track (located on track 77 on
disk surfaces 2, and 3).
Spares table information is stored redundantly on the Spares
Table Track so any addition of a newly spared sector address
will require an update to all 32 sectors on both surfaces of
this track.
When the host sends the Pro-File a block number to be read,
the Z8 will search the Spares Table (an image of this table
is maintained in RAM), to determine if that block is on the
Spares Storage Track. If it is, the Z8 will then go to the
spares sector address to acquire the data block.
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FIRMWARE ROUTINES
The following descriptions discuss the operation of some of
the firmware routines contained in the ROM of the system Z8
on the Controller PCB, and how they affect the operation of
the Pro-File.
1. SCAN OPERATION
After power up there are several things that take place
before the firmware program in the system Z8 microprocessor
on the Controller PCB will allow communication with the host
computer system.
Note: The position of the heads over the disks may be
visually monitored by observing the position of the
Interruptor arm on the HDA (as shown in Sheet 1 of the
troubleshooting flowchart).
a. First the power must come up to the proper levels and be
stabilized. Note: To indicate this process, upon power up,
the Ready Lamp will light for between 0.5 and 3 seconds.
b. Second the Z8 waits for about 20 seconds to allow the HDA
motor to come up to 3600 RPM (its operating speed). Note:
During this process, the Ready Lamp will remain off.
c. Third the Z8 does a Seek routine to the Spares Table Track
on track 77, on disk surfaces 2, and 3. Seek routine
operation is standard for any read, write, or write/verify
operation requiring head movement to a new track and is
performed as follows.
During the Seek routine the Z8 issues the proper number of
steps to the stepper motor to move the head over the
target track, and performs a verification process to
confirm that the head is over the proper track.
During the Seek verification process the Z8 reads 3
alternate sectors from the track the heads are over.
(Continued on the next page.)
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1. SCAN OPERATION (continued)
The sector header fields from these sectors tell the Z8
which head and track have actually been selected. A CRC
check is also per~ormed on the data block fields from
these 3 sectors.
(a)

If the head and track ID's read from the 3 sector
header fields prove that the proper head is
positioned over the proper track, and the 3 data
block field's. CRC status is OK, then the Z8 will
exit the Seek routine and enter the Read routine.
The Read routine would normally read every sector
on the now confirmed track until the target sector
is read. However since each sector on the spares
table track is redundant (each sector contains the
duplicate copies of the spares table), there is no
target sector.
Any sector that has a good CRC check during read
is acceptable. If the first sector has a CRC
error, then the Z8 will just read the next and so
on until it finds a good one.

(b)* If during the attempt to confirm a good Seek to
the Spares Table Track on track 77, a sector
header is unable to be read, or a CRC error in a
sectors data block field occurs, then the Seek
routine will continue reading the 3 alternate
sectors for up to 64 errors.
* If over 64 errors occur, then the Z8 moves the
head to track 0 (the outermost track) and trys the
Seek routine to the target track again (in this
case track 77). If that fails the Z8 will move the
head in to track ISS (the innermost track) and
again reseek to the target track.
* The head movement to track 0 and track ISS and
reseeking process during Seek verification is
performed twice.
If the proper track is still not found, then the
Seek routine will be exited, Scan operation is
abandoned, and the heads are moved back to park
position.
(Continued on the next page.)
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1. SCAN OPERATION (continued)
d. Fourth the firmware program in the Z8 performs a sector
header read, and data block eRC check of every sector on
the HOA beginning with track 0 as follows: Note: The Ready
Lamp will flash on and off during this process.
(1)

Each movement of the heads to a new track requires a
Seek routine as described above.
(a)

If the head and track IO's read from the 3 sectors
during the Seek routine prove that the proper head
is positioned over the proper track, and their CRe
status is OK, then the Z8 will exit the Seek
routine and enter the Read routine.
The Read routine will read each sec~or header on
the track until it finds one that matches the
target sector whose sector address is currently in
RAM.

*

If during the Read routine the correct header is
found, then the data block is read and its eRe
status is checked. If the data blocks eRe status
checks good, then the Scan operation goes on to
the next sector to be read.

*

If during the Read routine there is a timeout
error (the target header cannot be found within
150 ms), or a eRe error occurs in the target
sectors data block field, then the Retry routine
(described in section 2) is called to attempt to
get a good data block read from the sector.

(b)

At this point in Scan operation, if an error
occurs the Seek error recovery procedure described
above will be followed, with the following
exception.

If after the procedure is accomplished the proper
track is still not found, then the Z8 will use the
last track it could confirm a good seek on, as a
reference to approximate the position of the target
track, and move the head to that position. Then
regardless of whether it could confirm a good seek to
the target track or not, it will exit the Seek routine
and enter the Read routine to read the target sector.
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2. RETRY ROUTINE

The Retry routine is called for the purpose of attempting to
read a good data block field after an unsuccessful read
operation has occurred.
There are 2 variables in the Re'try routine, the retry number,
and the sparing threshold. These values are given. by the host
computer's operating system when communications between it
and the Pro-File are initiated.
During the Scan operation since no communication from a host
can occur, default values of 105 for the retry variable, and
31 for the sparing threshold are used. When called the Retry
routine will:
a. Read the target sector the number of times specified
by the retry variable (in the Scans case the default
value is 105)
(1)

If after the total number of retrys have occurred,
there are no successful reads, the Retry routine
will try to reread the sector 90 more times, or
until it reads a data block without a CRC error.
(a) If all of the 90 reads are unsuccessful, then
the sector address 1S written to the bad block
table in RAM, and the spares table track (track
77 of disk surfaces 2 and 3).

Note:

If Retry is called during Scan operation, the
spares table track (track 77 on disk surfaces 2
or 3) will be updated when the host computer's
operating system initiates communication with
the Pro-File (this will be after the completion
of Scan).

(b) If any of the 90 reads are successful a good
data block from one of the successful reads is
held in RAM while the Diagnostic routine
(described later) is called to check out the
media for the sector in question.
If the Diagnostic routine determines that the
sector has bad media, it will spare the sector.
If the Diagnostic determines the sector to be
good, then the Diagnostic and Retry routines
are exitted.
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2. RETRY ROUTINE (continued)
(2) If after the total number of retrys have occurred,
there were successful reads, then the za checks to
see if there were more unsuccessful reads than the
spares threshold variable allows (in Scans case
the default is 31).
(a) If the sparing threshold has not been exceeded
then the Retry routine is exitted, and control
is given back to the Scan operation.
(b) If the sparing threshold is exceeded, but at
least 1 good data block read occurred, then the
data block field is rewritten to the
questionable sector and the Diagnostic routine
(described later) is called to check out the
target sectors media.
If the Diagnostic routine determines that the
sector has bad media, it will spare the sector.
If the Diagnostic determines the sector to be
good, then the Diagnostic routine is exitted
and control is given back to the Scan
operation.
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3. D1AGNOSTIC ROUTINE
The Diagnostic routine is called for the purpose of checking
media quality on a given sector location, and sparing the
sector if the media quality is determined to be bad. When the
Diagnostic routine is called it will:
a. Read the target sector (specified by the sector address
currently in RAM), 100 times.
(1)

If over 30 eRe and/or timeout errors occur, then
the Diagnostic routine will write the data block
into a sector on the spares storage track (track 77
of heads 0 or 1).
The Diagnostic routine will then write the old
sector address, and its new spares track sector
address in the spares table in RAM, and after the
next handshake with the host system will update the
spares table track (track 77 on heads 2 or 3).
The Diagnostic routir.~ is tho~ performed en t~e new
spare sector location of the data block to make
sure that it is a good media location.

Note: During Scan operation the spares table track (track
77 on disk surfaces 2 or 3) will be updated when
the host computer's operating system initiates
communication with the Pro-File (this will be after
the completion of Scan).
(2)
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If less than 30 eRe or timeout errors occur, then
the Diagnostic routine is exitted, leaving the data
block in its present sector (the media must be OK).
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4. During Normal Operation - the Seek and Raad routines will
be performed just as they were in the Scan operation.
If an error occurs, the sequence of operations is the same
as that of scan with the exception that the retry and
spaces threshold variables will be Jifferent depending
upon the o~eratin~ system.
The Diagnogtic routine will always be called if the verify
fails during a Write/Verify operation.
If a sector address j,s i~. the !}ad Block table, then that
means that a Retry r.outine must have been ~alled for that
sector, and during t.!1e rC:'utine ;:~ere was never a good read
of. the data block.
This means that the Pro-File does not have a good data
block for that sector ~.l1d can' t perforTIl. a Diagnostic on
the questionable sector location until it has one.
If the host does a write te' that sector ~ddress listed in
the Bad Block table, then at that ti~e the Pro-File has a
good data blo~k for that sector so then the Diagnostic
routine is automatically called to verify the media at
that location.
Of cours~ i~ it doesn'~ check out then the sector is
spared. In any event, whether the sector is spared, or is
determined to be good and left as is, the sector's address
will be celeted from the Bad Block table because the ProFile now knows whether its media is good or not.
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CONTROLLER PCB CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

What's in This Description
On the next six pages you will find tables listing the pins
and their functions for the:
a.

Host interface plug Pl.

b.

Analog PCB interface plug P2.

c.

Z8 Main Processing Unit on the Controller PCB.

Block diagram and circuit descriptions for the main functions
on the Controller PCB follow these tables.

For specific circuit diagram information refer to the
Controller PCB schematic at the end of this section.
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Controller PCB to Bost Interface (PI)
The Controller PCB and the Host communicate via a 25 pin
plug, Pl. Signals at PIon the Controller PCB are as follows:
PIN
5, 6,

SIGNAL
XDO-XD7

8, 11
12, 13

DESCRIPTION
(bidirectional) /Data lines between the
Host and the Pro-File.

22, 23

3

(input) /Controls the direction of data on
lines XDO-XD7.

17

CMD

(input) /Initiates communication with the
Pro-File.

16

BSY/INT

(output) /Notifies the Host of Pro-File
status.

15

PSTRB

(input) /When writing, this signal is
generated by the Host to clock a byte into
Pro-File's RAM: when reading, the pulse
causes the Z8 to increment the Address
Counters and so· select the next sequential
address to be read. During Read, the RAM
is always selected to output the contents
of the selected address: so after the Host
generates PSTRB, it waits a short time and
then gates in the byte from the I/O cable.

18

TPARITY

(output) /This signal is high or low,
depending on the parity of the byte
currently being transferred on data lines
XDO-XD7.

21

CRES

(input) /When generated by the Host, this
signal resets the Z8 to its initial state.
This usually occurs at the beginning of
communications, but whenever it happens
depends on the Host.

25

CDET

This signal is used by Host interface to
detect a disconnected or broken cable.

1

PHO

(input) /PHO is a timing signal from the
Host.
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Controller PCB to Analog PCB Interface (P2)
The Controller PCB and the Analog PCB communicate via P2. The
Analog PCB converts the Controller PCB's digital data into
analog signals' for the disk media. Signals at P2 on the
Controller PCB are as follows:
~

PIN

SIGNAL
Write Data

DESCRIPTION
(output) /NRZ serial data to be written
on the disk.

32

Read Data

(input) /Digitized NRZ serial data
recovered from the disk.

10

Sys Clock

(output) /Provides the 10 MHz system
clock to the Analog PCB for write
operations.

34

Read Clock

(input) / Provides the Controller PCB
with a clock that is in sync with the
Read data.

30

Read Gate

(output) /Enables the Read circuitry on
the Analog PCB.

22

Write Gate

(output) /Enab1es the write circuitry on
the Analog PCB.

4

Index

(input) /Index is a pulse that occurs
once per disk revolution and is only
used by the Z8 during formatting.

8

Write Sector Mark (output) /Enables the Analog PCB to
write DC sector boundaries during
formatting.

15

Sector Mark

26,
28

Bead Select 1,0 (output) /Causes selection of one of
four Read/Write heads.

2
24

Track 0

(input) /Signals the Controller PCB when
the heads have encountered a sector mark
on the disk.

(input) /Indicates that the heads are
positioned over the outermost tracks.

Precompensation (output) /Enables the Precompensation
and low current circuitry on the Analog
PCB when the inner tracks (128 to 152)
are being written to.

14, Stepper Phases (output) /Activates stepper motor coils
16, 20, 18
to position heads. Generated by the 28.
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Z8 Main Processor Pin Descriptions
The following are signal descriptions produced from the ZS on
the Controller PCB. The ZS has five sets of pins:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

General purpose signals.
Port O.
Port l.
Port 2.
Port 3.
1.

General Purpose Signals

~3

PIN

SIGNAL
Clock

DESCRIPTION
5 MHZ

6

Reset

'Power OK':

9

AS

Address strobe, used to latch data from Port 1
and Port 0 [0:3] into LS161 counters
(RAM address counters).

8

DS

Data strobe, defines data valid time during
Writes or Reads to RAM and writes to S253
counter.

7

ZRW

ZS Read/Write line. Defines external memory
for I/O operation as a Read or Write.

system reset line or CRES.

NOTE: AS, OS, and ZRW are tri-stated when Port 1 is placed
in the high impedance state.
2.

PIN
SIGNAL
13,14 POO-P02
15
AS-AlO
16

P03
PCOMP

11,18 P04-P01
19,20 01-04

Appendices

PORT 0

DESCRIPTION
High-order address bits, AS-AIO, for RAM
access. They are latched into the LS161
address counter during AS.
Precomp/Reduce Write Current command to disk
Write electronics. (State is 'don't care' if
not wri ting. )
OB2, OBI, OA2, and OAI commands, respectively,
to the stepper motor drive circuitry.
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3. PORT 1
System data bus (8 bits). Its different functions
are listed below.

PIN

SIGNAL

21thru PlO-P17
28
ZR7-ZRO

DESCRIPTION
a. Low order address bits and data,
multiplexed by AS and OS, for Z8 RAM
accesses.
b. Data bits for loading the 8253 counters.
(LDCTR, derived from OS when MSELI is low,
is the 'Write' input to the 8253.)
c. Data to 1 from the Host. The ZA program
must set Port 1 to the high impedance
state.
d. Data to 1 from the disk.
sets Port 1 to hi-Z.

The Z8 program

4. PORT 2
These pins are programmed as inputs or outputs using a Z8
mode register. All pins are set to hi-Z
(input mode) after a re~et.

PIN

31

SIGNAL

DESCRIPTION

P20

Write Sector Mark (WRTSM) output. This signal,
used in conjunction with Format Enable
(FMTEN), which causes WTGT to be true, writes
sector marks on the disk. This should happen
only during the format operation.

'NRTSM

32

P2l
TRKO

33

P22

CMD

34

P23

BSY/INT

Track 0 (TRKO) input. Indicates that R/W
heads are positioned over outermost track.
Command (CMD) input. This line is set true by
the Host via the interface card, and it
indicates that the Host is requesting access
to the controller RAM. The corresponding
handshake line, BSY/INT, is a Z8 output
described later.
Busy/Interrupt (BSY/INT). This signal
acknowledges the CMD input via the CMD-BSY
protocol described elsewhere. BSY can also
be used to interrupt the Host if enabled on
the Interface card.
(Continued on the next page.)
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(Port 2 pin description is continued from the previous page.)
35

P24
MSELO

(MSELO) The low order select bit to control
RAM access.

36

P25
MSELl

(MSEL1/PSEL) High order RAM access select
bit. Also controls data input to RAM from the
Host or the disk: hi = disk, low = Host.

37

P26
START/
RSTERR

Start/reset error (START/RSTERR). Enables
Read/Write control hardware to begin a Read
or Write operation at the next sector
pulse. Also resets the CRC error flip-flop
and the sector timing register.

38

P27
DRW

Disk Read/Write (DRW). Controls the Read/
Write inputs to the RAM for Host or disk
accesses. Command input to Read/Write
hardware. High when Read, low when Write

5. PORT 3
P33-P30 are inputs and/or interrupts; P37-P34
are outputs.
PIN
5

SIGNAL
P30
SER IN

DESCRIPTION
Not currently used.

39

P3l
SECTOR

This signal is generated on the Analog PCB
whenever it detects a Sector Mark on the
disk.

12

P32
SECTDN

Sector Done (SECTDN). (Input) Resets the 8253
byte counters and the lower four bits of the
RAM address counter when the Read/Write
hardware is searching for the target sector.
Goes low when the Read/Write
operation has been completed. Stays low
until START.

(Continued on the next page.)
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(Port 3 pin description is continued from the previous page.)
30

P33

" CRCERR

CRC Error (CRCERR). (Input) Goes low if a CRC
error is detected during a disk Read.

29,10 P34,P35
BSO,BSl

Head Select 0, 1 (HSO, HS1). Binary coded
bits to select head 0, 1, 2, or 3.

40

P36
WRTSM

Write Sector Mark (WRTSM). (Output) Cause"s
sector marks to be written on the disk if
FMTEN is high and the Format jumper is
installed.

4

Read Header/Transmit (RDHDR/TX). Command input
P3~
RDBDR/TX to the Read/Write control circuits. If
DRW (P27) is high and START/RSTERR (P26) is
low, RHDHR hi will cause the leader field on
the next sector to be stored in RAM.
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Principles of Operation
Upon power up, the Z8 issues phase steps to the Head Stepper
motor on the HDA to move the heads to track 77. The Z8 then
performs a Read operation to read the Spares table. If this
is successful, the firmware in the Z8 will perform the Scan
sequence.
(For a more detailed explanation of what the firmware in the
Z8 is doing (i.e., Scan, Seek, etc.), or information on the
format used for the Pro-File HDA (i.e., Spares Table, sector
header composition, etc.), refer to the Appendices section of
this manual.)
The power up reading of the Spares Table and the performance
of the Scan sequence are basically composed of Check Header
and Read operations. These operations are discussed later.
Once the Scan is completed and the initial (operating system
specific) handshake has taken place, the Pro-File remains
idle until the Host requests an operation. All Host-requested
operations in the Pro-File are performed in three steps: the
Command Handshake, the Check Header function: and the
Operation.

1. The Command Handshake - The Host sends command bytes to
the Pro-File to tell it whether to perform a Read,
Write, or Write/Verify operation, and on what logical
block number to perform it.
The Z8 on the Controller PCB converts the logical block
to location bytes (i.e., physical location on the disk;
target head, track, and sector) and stores them in RAM.
The Command Handshake is the same for any of the three
operations.
(Read, Write, or Write/Verify).

(Continued on the following page.)
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2. The Check Beader Function - If the target sector is on a
different head or track from the one already selected,
the Z8 will perform the Seek routine to move all 4 heads
to the target track (the track containing the target
sector) and will enable the target head (the head over
the disk surface containing the target track and
sector).
The Seek routine then uses the Check Header function to
read three consecutive sector headers from the track it
has moved the head to, and compares them with the target
head, track, and sector bytes in RAM.
The process used in the Check Header function to read
the sector headers (to confirm a Seek to the right
track) is almost identical to the first part of the
Read, Write, and Write/Verify operations, which also
read sector headers to find their target sectors.

3. The Operation - Once a successful Seek is confirmed,
the 28 coordinates the circl1tt~y in the Controller PCB
and Analog PCB to perform it. Each operation follows a
different sequence of events.
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CONTROLLER PCB , DETAILED BLOCK DIAGRAMS
The following is a brief description of each of the 17
functional elements on the Controller PCB. Understanding the
functions of these elements will help you to understand the
signal flow discussions later.
For more specific circuit diagram information refer to the
Controller PCB schematic at the end of this section.
Z8 Main Processing Unit U25
The Controller PCB's MPU is a Z8 microprocessor, which has a
self-contained ROM program. It provides an intelligent
interface to the Host computer. It indirectly controls the
Pro-File's electronics by setting modes and directly controls
the stepper motor and head selection.
PAL U27
This single chip is a logic array specifically programmed for
this application. It performs complex and/or combinational
logic functions. Primarily, it controls the function of the
address counter, the direction of data to/from RAM, loading
the counter/timer, and the serial/deserial register.
RAM Address Counter/Register UI0, U16, U17
The method of use depends on what operation is currently
going on. This element can be preset to a certain point and
counted up through a sequential range of addresses for RAM
access. It is also used as an Address register where it is
loaded with a value for a specific single access.
RAM Ull, U18
The RAM is a two kilobyte RAM array used to hold data to and
from the Host and disk. Various locations are used to hold
status information and the current spares tables.
Data Line Drivers U4, US
These simple Line Drivers drive data to and from the
Controller and Host interface PCBs.
Data In MUX U13, U20
This MUX is used to direct data coming in from the Host
interface PCB or from the disk. The usual destination of its
outputs is the RAM.
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Bus Parity Checker U3
The BPC forms the other half of the
~s parity checking
circuit on the Host interface PCB. It constantly monitors the
bus, checks the parity at the Controller end, and sends its
sum to the Host interface to be compared with the sum on the
interface end. A parity error should not occur unless a cable
fault exists.
BYTC State Machine U29, U30
The BYTC (Byte Control) element of the State Machine, one of
the two major elements of the Read/Write Control circuitry,
steps through the control states for each part of an
operation at a bit-time rate.
RWTC State Machine U37, U38
The RWTC (Read Write Timing Control) element of the State
Machine, the second major element of the Read/Write Control,
steps through the control states necessary to control the
timing for all the operations associated with block/sector
reading and writing.
System Clock Selector U31, U32, U39
The SSC switches from the crystal oscillator, used during
idle and Write operations, to the Read clock generated by the
Analog PCB during the Read operation. This keeps the logic in
sync with the data.
Divide-by-8 Counter
Counts the system bit-clocks that the System Clock Selector
has selected (either the clocks from the Controller PCB's
crystal oscillator or RDCLKs from the Analog PCB) and
produces a positive transition from its OC output for every
eight bit-clocks received (one per byte). Its OB and OA
outputs enable the State Machine to discriminate phase (bit
times) within the processing of a byte.
Programmable Counter/Timer U33
This chip receives the OC output of the Divide-by-8 Counter
as its input clock. It contains three programmable counters,
which yield byte-time information to the Read Write Control
logic, and it basically keeps track of what part of the
particular sector is being processed by the Controller PCB.
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Read/Write Data MUX U6
The Read Data MUX is used to select one of two sources of
data, either Serialized Data from the SER/DESER register, or
NRZ Read Data from the Analog PCB. When reading, it gates
NRZ Read Data through to the Seria1/Deserial Shift Register
U14. During a Write, it gates serial data from the
Serial/Deserial Shift Register U14, to the CRC generator U35.
eRC Generator/Checker U35, 036
The CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) circuit is used to compute
CRC check characters that are written at the end of each data
block on disk during Write operations, to compute CRC for
Read data, and to compare the result with the CRC characters
that were read at the end of each data block
Deserialized Data Register 021
This 8-bit register temporarily holds the deserialized data
from the disk so that the shift register can receive the next
byte. When the logic is ready, it directs the register's
contents to RAM though the Data In MUX.
Seria1/Deserial Shift Register U14
This register is used to take the p~ralle1 d~ta f~o~ RAM and
shift it out serially to the Analog PCB and to take the
serial data from disk and shift it into a parallel format for
transfer back into RAM.
Stepper Motor Drivers 07, U8
The 4 phases required for Stepper motor movement are
generated by the ZS. The current for these signals is then
boosted by the Stepper Motor Drivers U7, and U8.
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CONTROLLER PCB SIGNAL FLOW DESCRIPTION
To understand Controller PCB operation, you should first
become familiar with data flow in the three stages of an
operation; the Command Handshake, the Check Header function,
and the operation itself. The following discussions describe
each stage, first in general and then in detail.
The Z8 is used to condition the logic, but it is not actively
involved with data transfers to/from the disk or Host; that
is done by the Read/Write Control logic (RWCL which is just
about everything else on the Controller PCB except the ZR,
RAM, and Host interface circuitry).
(For information on the Pro-File format on composition of the
sectors in the format, refer to the Pro-File HDA Description
in the Appendices section.)
A. Command Handshake
Command Handshake General Explanation
Assume that the Pro-File is initially sitting idle with the
BSY line high (not active), the disks spinning, and the heads
over track 155 (Park position), waiting for the Host to tell
it to do something. The Host communicates this message during
the Command Handshake.
The Host asserts CMD (active low) to initiate communications
with the Z8. Upon seeing CMD going low, the Z8 lowers its
BSY line and waits for the Host to raise CMD.
When the Pro-File sees CMD go high it places a 01 response
byte on the interface bus and raises BSY.
The Ho~t sees the BSY line go high and interprets the 01 as
an ACK, so it lowers the RRW signal. The low RRW signal
enables the Pro-File to write the command bytes the Host will
send into its RAM.
The Host must acknowledge the Pro-Filets response with aSS,
or the Z8 will abort the operation and go back to idle. The
Host puts its 55 response byte on the bus and lowers the CMD
line.
The low RRW and the response of 55 cause the Z8 to condition
the bus to receive the command bytes, which are not
immediately read by the Z8 but are stored in RAM for future
reference.
After the Host puts each byte on the I/O bus, it generates
PSTRB. The positive transition of the negative pulse PSTRB
is used to clock the byte into the RAM.
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When CMD goes low again, the Z8 interprets the command bytes
and responds with the result of its command interpretation.
For example, if the Host has said to read a block, the Z8
would respond with "02", which means "I'm going to read a
block".
If it wants the operation to continue, the Host must confirm
the response with a 55 on the bus again.
If it disagrees or
has changed its mind, the Host will send a byte other than a
55 causing the Pro-File to abort the operations.
Two handshakes are required to complete a Read operation. The
first one is the Command Handshake, and the second is when
the Pro-File sends the Read data, and the completion status
of the operation back to the Host.
Three are required for both a Write and a Write/Verify
operation. The first one is the Command Handshake, and the
second is when the Host sends the block of write data to the
Pro-File, and the third is when the Pro-File sends the
completion status of the operation back to the Host.
The command identifier bytes for each of the three commands
are as follows, 00 fro Read, 01 for Write, and 02 for
Write/Verify. A Command Handshake message is composed of the
following elements.
Command
Identifier
XX

Logical Block'

Retry
Count

Sparing
Threshold

Most, Middle, and
Least Significant

Host
Specific

Host
Specific

The Pro-File interprets CMD high as a request from the Host
to send a byte telling the Host what the Pro-File expects to
do next. When the Pro-File is waiting for a command, it sends
an '01' in response to CMD high. The Pro-File's other
responses are shown in the table below.
Bost's command to Pro-File

Pro-Filets Response

Initiate handshake (lowers CMD)

01

Read a block

02

Receive Write data

03

Receive Write/Verify
data

04

Do the Write or W/V on disk

06
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Following a Read or a Write, the Z8 provides the Host with
four status bytes, which are placed in the buffer immediately
preceding the data just read or written. The significance of
the individual bits is listed below:
STATUS 1
7 = 1 if Pro-File received 55 to its last response
6

=

1 if Write or Write/Verify was aborted because the
number of data bytes sent exceeded the data block
limits or because the Pro-File couldn't read its
spares table

5

=

1 if the Host's data is no longer in RAM because
the Pro-File updated its spares table.

4

=

1 if SEEK ERROR - caused by Pro-File being unable
in three tries to read three consecutive headers
on a track

3

=

1 if CRC error, may occur only ouring an actual
Read or verify of Write/Verify, not while trying
to read headers after ~eeking

2

=

1 if TIMEOUT ERROR (couldn't find target sector's
header in nine revolutions - Not set while trying
to read headers after seeking)

=
o =

1

N.C.
1 if operation is unsuccessful

STATUS 2
7 = 1 if SEEK ERROR - occurs if Pro-File is unable in
one try to read three consecutive headers on a
track.
6

=

1 if spares table overflow (More 32 sectors spared)

5

=

N.C.

4

=

1 if bad block table overflow occurs (Less than 100
bad blocks in table )

3

=

1 if the Pro-File is unable to read its status
sector.

2

=
=

1 if sparing occurs.

1

o =

Appendices
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STATUS 3

*

*
*
*
*

7

=

1 if the Pro-File has been reset

6

=

1 if blocK number is invalid

=
4 =
3 =
2 =
1 =
o =
5

1 if blocK I.D. at end of sector is mismatched
N.C.
N.C.
1 if the Pro-File has been reset.
1 if the Pro-File gave a bad response
1 if CRC error occurs.

These bits are sent by the Host driver.

STATUS 4

7

0 = the number of errors encountered when rereading a
blocK after any read error.

(Continued on the next page.)
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When the Host interface's CMD signal goes high, the ZA
responds by sending a "01" response byte up to the ZR bus,
and off to the left through the buffer to the Host interface.
(See figure on the opposite page).
The Host lowers RRW and CMD. When the Host interface lowers
CMD, the Z8 should see the Host's "55" acknowledgement coming
in through the buffer to the Data In MUX directly to the 28.
This acknowledgement and RRW's being low triggers the 28 to
get the RAM ready to accept the command bytes.
After the first handshake of CMD and BSY, the Host transfers
the actual command and delimiting bytes. They come, as do all
data, from the Host through the Data In MUX, and are then
stored in RAM.
The 28 then evaluates the command bytes by bringing them in
from RAM. After interpreting the command bytes, the 2A gives
its response byte, which is ack'd or nack'd by the Host.
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Refer to the Controller PCB schematic at the end of this
section for the following discussion.
Command Handshake Component Explanation
1.

When the Host lowers CMD to pin 33 of the Z8, the program
in the Z8 will lower BSY on pin 34. When the Host raises
CMD, the Z8 puts a 01 on the bus and signals the Host by
raising BSY.
Because RRW is already high to pin 4 of U9, the direction
of the data on the bus is from the Pro-File to the Host.

2.

The Host interprets the 01 as an ACK and lowers RRW,
which changes direction of the bus. Then it places 55 on
the bus and signals the Pro-File by lowering CMD.

3.

The first phase of every operation is always the same, so
the program in tAe Z8 knows that after sending the 01,
the Host should respond with a 55. The Z8 must enable the
contents of the D1 bus (should be a 55) to be ga~ed onto
the ZR bus so that it can verify that the Host has sent a
55.

4.

To do this, the Z8 generates the low MSELI and MSELO
signals, to enable the Write Multiplexers (U12 and U20)
to select the inputs from the D1 bus.
Once the 28 senses that CMD has gone low (an indication
from the Host that it has put the data, in this case 55,
on the data lines), it sends to PAL (U27) the combination
of inputs it needs to generate the MUXEN signal, which
gates the D1 data onto the ZR bus.
(For a table showing the conditions necessary to generate
PAL signals, refer to the PAL Function Table at the end
of this section.)

5.

With the signals described above, a data path is
established to pass the 55 from the DI (Data In) bus,
through the Data In Multiplexers (U13, and U20), and onto
the ZR bus. The 28 then reads the 55 from the ZR bus.
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6.

The za now knows that it will receive some command bytes
telling it what operation the Host is requesting, so it
puts the first address it wants the command bytes stored
in on the ZR bus and causes the PAL to generate the LD
(Load) pulse to pin 9 and the clock to pin 2 of each
Address Counter.
This presets the Address Counters to the address in which
it wants to store the first command byte. Note: Ala in
the address must be low to select RAM.

7.

The Data In Multiplexers (U12 and U20) are still enabled
to select the DI bus inputs and pass them to the ZR bus.
(Recall that after the Z8 read the 55 (Step #3), it sent
to PAL (U27) the combination of inputs it needed to
generate the SEL signal to RAM).

8.

A data path is now established to pass the command bytes
that will shortly follow from the Host to the 01 (Data
In) bus, through the Write Multiplexers (U13 and U20),
onto the ZR bus.

9.

The Host waits a short period after each byte is put on
the lines for the data to settle, and then generates the
PSTRB signal.

10.

Because of the PAL's current inputs, the PSTRB signal
causes the PAL to generate the RAMWR1TE signal from pin
16, which stores what is on the ZR bus into the RAM
address specified by the Address Counters.

11.

PSTRB also causes the PAL to generate an Address Counter
Clock from pin 19, to increment the Address Counters for
the next byte to come in.

12. When the Host has finished sending bytes, it raises RRW
to pin 4 of U9, to change the direction of the Data bus.

The Host then raises CMD again to tell the ZB that no
more command bytes are coming. Now the ZR reads the
command bytes from RAM to interpret them.
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13. To read the command bytes, the Z8 sequentially sets the
Address Counters to the addresses of the command bytes.
RAMSEL and an address on the lines to the 2ll4-type RAM
fully enable the RAM to put the contents of the address
on the ZR bus. As each command byte is read onto the ZR
bus, the Z8 reads and interprets it.
14. If the command is for a Read, the ZA will
putting 02 on the ZR bus.

res~ond

by

If the command is for a Write, the response byte will be
03. If a Write/Verify, the response byte will be 04.
After the Z8 puts the response byte on the ZR bus to the
Host, it asserts BSY, signifying it is now performing the
operation. The response byte is driven by U4 to the
interface of the Host.
15. The Host checks the response. Because it knows which
command it requested, it knows .which response byte to
expect.
Since the =asponse byte is 02, as expected, the Host
acknowledges with 55 and raises CMD (it is true when low,
so high means CMD is deactivated).
16. The Command Handshake is now complete. Once the Host
raises CMD, the Z8 performs (if necessary) a Seek routine
(explained later) to select the proper head and move it
over the target track.
17. If the command is a Write or Write/Verify, then there
will be another handshake to transfer the Write data
during the Seek routine.
18. If the command is a Read, then once the proper head is
selected and positioned over the target track, an~ the
Seek has been verified, the Z8 will perform the Read.
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B. Check Beader Function
Check Beader Function General Operation
For each Read or Write operation, the specific sector must be
located and checked. This is accomplished by the the Z8, and
the Read/Write Control Logic, during the Check Header
function.
Before the Z8 conditions the logic to start a Read, Write, or
Write/Verify operation, it translates the logical block
number requested by the Host into target sector information
bytes (i.e., head, track, and sector). It then checks to see
if the desired block is in the spares table and sets the
track, head, and sector accordingly.
The Z8 then sets a complete replica of the target header into
a specific area of RAM. (For more information on the Seek
routine and other firmware routines used in the Pro-File Z8,
refer to the Firmware Routines Description.)

Seek Routine
The Seek routine is a firmware routine in the Z8. It controls
selecting the proper head, positioning the heads, and putting
the Read/Write Control Logic in the proper modes for a Check
Header function after it has moved the selects
If the current block and the last block read or written have
the same track and head, the Z8 will exit the Seek routine
because the target head is assumed to be positioned over the
target track.
If the track is the same but the head is different, the Z8
will send out enable signals to the target head, wait 750us,
and then exit the Seek routine to perform the Host-requested
operation.
If the track is different, the Z8 will generate the proper
number of stepper pulses on the stepper phase control lines
to position the head where it thinks the target track should
be. Then it waits for the sector pulse, generated by the
Analog PCB when it detects a sector mark.
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When the Z8 sees the sector pulse it starts the State
Machine.
(For more information on sector headers and Pro-File disk
format refer to the Pro-File HOA description in this
section.)

Block Diagram For Check Header Operation
The State Machine, in combination with the PAL, moves each
successive byte of the header replica into the SERIALIZER,
where they are serialized and shifted out in sync with the
incoming NRZROTA.
The target header information and the NRZOTA are compared,
and if any difference exists, the State Machine aborts the
attempt and resets to wait for the next incoming sector
pulse.
The process is repeated until either the header matches the
image in RAM or a timeout error occurs (the Z8 program is
waiting for the "sector done" from the State Machine). If it
doesn't see SEeTON within two revolutions, the za will take
over and go through an error recovery routine.}
If the desired operation is to read a block, the logic will
accept the data in from disk and will move it into RAM. If
the operation is to write a block, the logic will be
conditioned to move the data from RAM to the disk.
The circuit description for Check Header function and the
Read, Write, and Write/Verify operations are describen in the
following pages.

Controller Circuit Description
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Refer to the Controller PCB schematic at the end of this
section for the following discussion.
Check Header Function Component Explanation
1.

After the Command Handshake, if the Z8 firmware has
interpreted the command, the first thing it will do is
put the location of the target sector (i.e., head, track,
and sector) in RAM. The Z8 selects the RAM addresses the
same way it did when reading the command bytes in the
Command Handshake (with the Address Selectors).

2.

If the target sector is on a different head or track than
the ones already selected, the Z8 will perform the Seek
routine to the target track (the one containing the
target sector).
During the Seek routine, the ZA issues phases from pins
17-20 through U7 and U8 to the Head Stepper motor on the
HDA. It issues the exact number necessary to put the
heads where it thinks the the target track is (this is a
program function of the Z8).

3.

When the head movement is completed, the Z8 enables
(loads) the target head.

4.

At this time, the Z8 lowers ZRW and AS to cause the PAL
to produce the TIMSEL signal out of pin 12 to the
Programmable Counter Timer U33. The Z8 then writes
commands to the Programmable Counter Timer U33 to program
the following registers:
a. OUTI register for 555.
b. OUT2 register for 557.
c. OUT3 register for 521.
The counts .are shown in the diagram on the opposite page
with the events they are timing.

(Continued on the next page.)
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5.

The Z8 then causes the SEL signal out of pin 17 of the
PAL to be generated. This enables the RAM to gate the
contents of address 0 (since that is the address in the
Address Counters at this time) onto the ZR bus to the
inputs of U14, the Deserializer Shift register.
Note: Addresses 0, and 1 both contain all O's. The
sector location information begins with the track at
address 2.

6.

The Z8 then generates the START signal to:
a. Remove the reset to enable the CRC Error FF.
b. Remove the reset to enable the storage FFs for the
Programmable Counter/Timer in U34.
c. Remove the reset to enable pin 13 of U39 the System
Clock Selector.
d. Remove the reset to enable the latches in the
BYTC (U30) and RWTC (U38) State Machine.

7.

When the Analog PCB detects a sector mark (gap) on the
target track, it generates the SECTOR signal to pin 30 of
the Z8 and pin 15 of U30, the latch for the BYTC State
Machine, causing the State Machine to advance from
sequence a to sequence 1.

(Continued on the next page.)
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State Machine Operation
8. Each State Machine is composed of a ROM device and a
latch. The inputs to the ROM select the ROM address to be
read out. The bits in the contents of this address are
used as control signals or select inputs to the latch.
The outputs of the latch feed back around to the inputs
of the ROM to select the next address in the sequence.
9.

Various events (i.e., SECTOR, ENDCOUNT, DATA, etc.)
determine the sequence of the ROM addresses to be read
out and, therefore, which control signals will be
enabled. These control signals regulate the sequence of
functions that must occur for each operation. The
sequences for the Check Header function are discussed
under that header.

10. Refer to the diagram at the top of the opposite page for
the following discussion. It shows the sequence of State
Machine paths and the conditions that determine the next
path to be selected. For example, the diagram shows that
during sequence 0, the critical signal that the
Controller PCB is waiting for is SECTORSYNC (sector
mark).
11. Once that signal occurs, depending on whether RDHDR is
true or not (RDHDR is only true while formatting the
HDA), a path is selected to sequence 1 or 5. During
normal operation, RDHDR is low, so the State Machine
advances to sequence 1.
At sequence 1 the critical signal is ENDCOUNT. When
ENDCOUNT occurs in sequence 1, the only path is to
sequence 3, etc.
This diagram is true for all operations. During the
Command Handshake, the 28 interprets the command bytes
from the Host to determine the operation requested.
(Continued on the next page.)
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12. As an operation is implemented, the Z8 and PAL control
the selection of sequence paths with their inputs to the
State Machine (i.e., A4, RDHDR, CHKHDR/ENA1, DRW).
13. The program in the Z8 selects these signals depending on
which operation it is trying to implement.
14. The State Machine Phase diagram at the lower part of the
opposite page shows when (at which bit time in the
processing of a serial byte) a signal may occur during a
sequence.
For example, during sequence 7, every time a complete
byte of data has been processed (QC goes high, indicating
8 clocks have been counted by the Divide-by-8 Counter
U22) at clock 1 of the next byte, an SSTRB signal is
generated out of pin 15 of U38.
Although neither of the diagrams shows the sequence
during which SSTRB will occur, the lower diagram does
show the bit time of a byte when it might become active.

(Continued on the next page.)
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15. Sequence 0 is a wait state for the State Machine. When
the SECTOR signal occurs to pin 13 of U30, it produces a
low to pin 19 of U37, selecting the ROM address that
advances the RWTC State Machine to sequence 1.
16. During sequence 1, the GO signal is generated out of pin
14 of U37 (see Timing Diagram). The GO signal enables
the Divide-by-8 Counter to count clocks. During sequence
1 the clocks selected by the System Clock Selector U39
are those generated by the crystal oscillator.
17. To review what has happened so far: We are still in the
Check Header function. The heads have finished their
movement, and the proper head has been enabled. Now the
Z8 wants to confirm that the target head is in fact over
the target track, which it does by reading three
consecutive sector headers and comparing their header
information with target head and track information
currently in RAM.
After the initial setup, the Controller PCB waited for
the Analog PCB to detect a sector mark that signified
that the beginning of a new sector was about to pass
under the selected head. When the SECTOR pulse occurred,
it advanced the State Machine to sequence 1.
The
the
the
are

sector header is the first part of the sector after
first sync byte field. The Z8 doesn't want to read
first two bytes of any sync byte field because they
unreliable.

So sequence 1 is simply a control state to hold the
circuitry for the first two sync bytes, in case spurious
data occur during that period. (For more information on
the composition of a sector, refer to the Format
description of the Pro-File HDA Description in the
Appendices section.)
18. Every time the Divide by 8 counter counts 8 bit-clocks it
produces a positive transition on its QC output. This
signal goes to the clock input of the Programmable Timer
(U33), which decrements each of its counters once for
every pulse.
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19. Each QC also goes to the State Machin.e, causing rJ38 to
produce the SSTRB pulse out of pin 15 at phase 1 of the
following byte. This signal goes to the PAL on pin 7,
causing it to increment to the next Address.
20. The SSTRBs from the first two sync bytes cause the
Address Counters UIO, 16, and 17 to increment to a count
of 1 (from 0). This causes the signal Al to go to pin 5
of U29, causing the State Machine to produce the ENDCOUNT
signal putting the State Machine in sequence 3.
21. Sequence 3 allows time for the VCO on the Analog PCB to
sync to the sync byte field. While this is happening the
Controller PCB is waiting for data (in this case the
sector header). In sequence 3, the RDGT signal (pin 7 of
U38) is generated by the State Machine.
This signal goes to the Analog PCB to enable it to
convert the analog signal from the HDA head into NRZ data
(NRZRDTA) and to generate RDCLKs in sync with this data.
RDGTA also goes to the System Clock Selector U31 and U32
to select RDCLKs as the system bit clock.
22. Sequence 3 also causes the GO signal to go low from pin
14 of U37 in the State Machine. The low GO signal resets
the Deserializer chip (U14). This condition causes a low
output from pin 17 of U14, which goes to pin 13 of the
Exclusive Or in U28.
23. Pin 12 of U28 is NRZRDTA. At this point in reading the
sector, NRZRDTA should be all O's (because the sync bytes
are all O's), so pin 12 should be low, which, along with
the low pin 17, results in a low out of pin 11 of U28.
24. Pin 11
sector
to the
pin 11

Appendices

remains low until the sync byte just before the
header (which contains a 1) occurs: now the inputs
Exclusive Or are different, making DATA signal on
high.
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25. As can be seen from the State Machine Sequence diagram,
the high DATA signal is the condition that causes the
State Machlne to advance to sequence 7.
The purpose of sequence 7 is to read the sector header
field of a sector. Recall that the Address Counters are
pointing to RAM address 01, which contains O's. The Z8
has the first byte of the target sector header field
waiting on the ZR bus (this byte is always a 00).
26. When the State Machine advances to sequence 7:
a. The LOSOS out of pin 12 of U29 goes high, causing the
Deserializer to load the 00 from RAM address 1 (the
first byte in the sector header should also contain a
00).
b. Every QC output from the Oivide-by-8 Counter (happens
once per byte) to pin 3 of U29 will cause pin 8 to go
high, causing the SSTRB signal out of pin 15 of U38.
c. The CHKHOR signal out of pin 10 of U38 goes high,
enabling the PAL to pass SSTRBs through as Address
Counter increment pulses to the Address Counters.
27. NRZRDTA thct comes in during sequence 7 should be sector
header information. The first byte of target sector
header information in the Deserializer is clocked out in
sync with the NRZROTA coming in from the Analog PCB.
These two signals are compared in the Exclusive Or in
U28. If any bit does not match up, this gate will output
high causing the State Machine to generate a SECTON
signal out of pin 2 of U30, resetting the Read/Write
Control circuitry to sequence o.
28. If the first byte is correct, the QC output from the
Divide by 8 chip U22 will cause an SSTRB to increment the
Address Counters at bit 1 of the next byte.
This signal puts the next byte of target sector location
information on the ZR bus. At bit 7 of that byte, if the
comparison is still OK, LDSDS will occur to load the
second byte of target sector location information into
the Deserializer chip.
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29. The 16 bytes of target sector header information were
stored in 16 memory locations of RAM. When the Address
Counters increment past 16, A4 goes high, which signifies
to the State Machine that a complete sector header has
been checked and must be OK because the DATA signal must
have remained low.
Signal A4 causes the State Machine to advance to sequence
5 or 6, depending on whether DRW is high or low, which
depends on which operation the Host requested.
30. If DRW is high, the State Machine will go to sequence 6
for a Read operation. If DRW is low the State Machine
will go to sequence 5 for a Write operation.
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3. Operations
The first part of all operations is the Check Header function
(previously described). The following discussions deal with
each of the three Pro-File operations after the Check Header
function has been performed, which is after sequence 7 of the
Read/Write control circuitry.
Once the Seek to the target track is confirmed, and the Z8
has a reference on where the target track is, the Z8 will
condition the circuitry for the execution of an operation a
number of sectors before the target sector, called the sector
interleave (because the data corne off the disk too fast for
the circuitry on the Controller PCB to process the target
sector's header).
The sector interleave is specific to the Host operating
system using the Pro-File and to the operation being
performed.
After the sector interleave, when the sector pulse for the
target sector occurs, the Z8 enables the control logic to
activate ~he ci:ocuitry for the c~~!."ction requested.
3.1.1 Read Operation General Explanation
During a Read operation, after the Check Header function,
NRZDTA enters through the Read Data MUX into the
Deserial izer.
In the Deserializer, NRZDTA is converted to parallel bytes,
and then transferred to the Deserialized Data Register, held
momentarily, and gated through the Data In MUX to the RAM.
When the sector (block) is complete, the control logic tells
the Z8 to lower the BSY line. It does, and then the Host
uses PSTRB to strobe the data out of RAM through the output
buffer to the Host interface PCB.
The RAM address counter has been set to the beginning of the
data, and each strobe sent by the Host increments the Address
Counters to the next address.
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READ TIMING
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Refer to the Controller PCB schematic at the end of this
section for the following discussion.
3.1.2 Read Operation Component Explanation
1. As can be seen in the State Machine Sequence diagram
after sequence 7 (the end of the Check Header function),
if DRW is high (indicating the command bytes from the
Host specified a Read operation) and A4 goes high
(indicating all 16 bytes of the sector header field have
been checked), the State Machine will advance to sequence
6•
2.

Sequence 6 holds the Read/Write control circuitry in a
wait state during the first two bytes of the sync byte
field preceding the data field. These first two bytes can
contain spurious data that could cause an error.

3.

Because RDGT is not produced in sequence 6, the System
Clock Selector U31 and U32 selects clocks from the
crystal oscillator.

4.

After two bytes of these clocks have been received, the
Al signal from the Address Counters goes true, to pin 5
of U29. This causes the BYTC (Byte Control) State Machine
to produce ENDCOUNT out of pin 10 of U30, putting the
State Machine in sequence 4 (as shown in the State
Machine Sequence diagram).

5.

Sequence 4 allows time for the VCO on the Analog PCB to
sync to the sync byte field. While this is going on the
Controller PCB is waiting for data (in this case the data
field).
In sequence 4, the RDGT signal (pin 7 of U38) is
generated by the State Machine. 'This siqnal goes to the
Analog PCB to enable it to convert the analog signal from
the HDA head into NRZ data (NRZRDTA) and to generate
RDCLKs in sync with this data. RDGTA also goes to the
System Clock Selector U31 and U32 to select RDCLKs as the
system bit clock.

6.

Because the GO signal is low again at the beginning of
sequence 4 the Deserializer chip (U14) is reset. This
condition causes a low. output from pin 17 of U14, which
goes to pin 13 of the Exclusive Or in U28.
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7.

Pin 12 of U28 is NRZRDTA. At this point in readinq the
sector, NRZRDTA should be all O's (because the sync bytes
are all O's), so pin 12 should be low, which, along with
the low pin 17, results in a low out of pin 11 of ~28.

8.

Pin 11 remains low until the sync byte just before the
data field (which contains a 1) occurs; now the inputs to
the Exclusive Or are different, making DATA signal on pin
11 high •

9.

As can be seen from the State Machine Sequence diagram,
the high DATA signal is the condition that causes the
State Machine to advance to sequence 5.

10. Sequence 5 generates either RDGT or WTGT, dependinq on
the level of DRW. If DRW is high, the command bytes from
the Host have stipulated a Read operation, so RDGT will
remain high. If DRW is low, WTGT will occur. Sequence SiS
function during Read is to read the data field from the
target sector on the HDA.
11. The GO signal goes high at sequence 5 to enable the
Divide-by-8 Counter U22 to begin counting RDCLKs again
and to produce QC pulses once per byte to decrement the
counting registers in the Programmable Counter/Timer
(U34).
12. Since NRZDTA is in serial form coming from the Analog
PCB, it must be deserialized and sent to RAM in bytes.
This is done by the Serial/Deserial Shift Register U14.
NRZRDTA comes in to pins 5 and 6 of the Read Data MUX U6.
Because this is a Read operation, pin 2 is low, enabling
the Read Data MUX to pass serial NRZRDTA to pin 11 of the
Serial/Deserial Shift Register U14.
13. The NRZRDTA is clocked into the Serial/Deserial Shift
Register U14 with RDCLKs at pin 12. At the phase 0
following a byte of data, the contents of the
Serial/Deserial Shift Register U14 are enabled to merge
onto the ZR bus by the signal SDSOE from pin 13 of the
PAL U27. This timing relationship can be seen on the
State Machine Phase diagram (shown in the Check Header
function circuit description).
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14. LDSBF (from pin 12 of U29 the State Machine) also occurs
at phase 0, to load the byte from the ZR bus into the
Deserialized Data Register U21.
15. Once U21 contains a byte of received data, its contents
merge on the SB bus. The Data In MUXers U13 and U21 are
enabled by the high MSELI signal from the ZS to pin 1 to
select the SB bus, and so pass the byte to the data input
of the RAM.
16. In sequence 5, the RWTC State Machine produces SSTRBs
each phase 1 from pin 15 of U3S. This happens once per
byte, triggered by the inputs from the Divide-by-8
Counter U22.
17. During sequence 5, the PAL U27 generates the low RAMWRITE
signal, on pin 16, to the RAM each time SSTRB occurs.
This enables the byte of information from the Data In
MUXers U13 and U21 to be stored into the address
currently being selected by the Address Counters.
IS. The SSTRBA signal also increments the Address Counters
U16, U17, and U10 after storing each byte received from
the disk.
CRC Operation
19. Prior to sequence 6, during the Check Header function,
the ZS reprogrammed the Programmable Counter/Timer (U34)
so that:
a. OUTI register contained 553.
b. OUT2 register contained 555.
c. OUT3 register contained 19.
The Programmable Counter/Timer (U34) is enabled to
decrement all of its registers each time an SSTRB occurs,
but only while GO is high.
During the sequences of the first part of the Read
operation (including the Check Header function), each of
these registers is decremented by the following amounts.
Sequence

Amounts

1

2

7

16
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This brings the amounts in each register to:
a. OUTI register contains 535.
b. OUT2 register contains 537.
c. OUT3 register contains 1.
20. The second byte received during the data field of
sequence 5 is never data but instead is a 00. The GO
signal is high for this byte, so the SSTRB generated
during its reception also decrements the registers in the
Programmable Counter/Timer (U34). This causes the OUT3
register to arrive at Ov causing CLRCRC to go high on pin
1 of an Exclusive Or gate in U28.
NOTE: Although the three U28 gates inputting to the CRC
circuit are shown to be exclusive Ors, they are being
used as inverters.
21. The other input to this gate (pin 2) is constantly high.
Having two highs causes the gate to output a low,
removing the high reset on pin 4 of the CRC
Generator/Checker U35.
22. NRZRDTA is going to pin 11 of the CRC Generator/Checker
U35. This chip is now enabled to use its internal logic
to process each received bit from the data field and
reflect its CRC status with its output on pin 13. If an
error occurs, pin 13 of the CRC Generator/Checker U35
will go high, setting the CRC Error FF U36, which
produces the low CRCERR signal to pin 30 of the Z8.
The Z8 then knows it has faulty data, and will perform an
error recovery routine. (For more information on the
error recovery routines used in the Pro-File's firmware,
refer to the Appendices section of this manual.)
23. The OUT1 register is also decremented by the second byte
in the data field, bringing its contents to 534.
After the remaining 532 bytes of data, and the two CRC
bytes are read from the data field, the OUT1 register
completes its count causing:
a. The CRC Generator/Checker U35 to freeze its status.
b. The State Machine to generate ENDCOUNT and advance
to sequence 2.
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24. Sequence 2's purpose is to hold the Read/Write Control
Logic in a static state until the za is finished
processing the CRC status. This happens when OUT2
decrements to 0, causing the State Machine to output the
SECTDN pulse.
This pulse accomplishes two functions:
a.

It resets the Programmable Counter/Timer (U34).

b.

It goes to pin 31 of the ZS.

When the Z8 receives the SECTDN pulse, it samples the CRC
status from U35 and, when finished processing, lowers
the START signal, causing the Read/Write Control
circuitry to reset to sequence O.
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3.2.1 Write Operation General Explanation
There are 3 handshakes for the Write or Write/Verify
operations.

After completing the Command Handshake (the first handshake),
the Z8 conditions the Controller PCB logic to accept a block
of write data from the Host.
During the second handshake, the Host strobes each byte of
data into the RAM with PSTRBs.
Then the Z8 and Read/Write Control Logic read the parallel
write bytes out of the RAM to the Serial/Deserial Shift
Register U14. U14 is then enabled to shift these bytes out
in serial to the Analog PCB.
During a Write operation the WTGT signal enables the Analog
PCB to convert this serial NRZ data to MFM data and then to
an analog signal to be written on the disk surface. Once the
Write is complete the Pro-File will go through yet another
handshake.
The third handshake allows the Pro-File to send the
completion status for the operation back to the Host.
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Refer to the Controller PCB schematic at the end of this
section for the following discussion.
3.2.2 Write Operation Component Explanation

The following discussion explains the Write operation only so
far as it differs from the Check Header function.

1.

As can be seen in the State Machine Sequence diagram
following sequence 7 (the end of the Check Header
function), if DRW is low (indicating the command bytes
from the Host specified a Write operation), and A4 goes
high (indicating all 16 bytes of the sector header field
have been checked) the State Machines will advance to
sequence 5.

2.

Sequence 5 will generate either RDGT or WTGT depending on
the level of DRW. IF DRW is low, that means the command
bytes from the Host stipulated a Write operation so WTGT
will go high.
If DRW were high RDGT would oc·cur. Sequence 5' s purpose
during a Write is to read the parallel write data out of
RAM (this data was sent to the Pro-File during the second
h~nddhake of a Write o~eLatiun), convert it to serial ~~z
write data, and send it to the Analog PCB in sync with
the system clock from the crystal oscillator.

3.

Because RDGT is not being generated the System Clock
Selector U31, and U32 will select the output from the
crystal oscillator to use as the system bit clock for the
rest of the Write operation.

4.

The WTGT signal, pin 5 of U30, is generated by the State
Machine as a result of being in sequence 5. This siqnal
goes to the Analog PCB to enable it to convert the serial
NRZ write data to serial MFM data, and then to an analog
signal for the selected head to store on the disk
surface.

6.

After sequence 7 the Address Counters will be set to the
RAM address of the first byte in the data block to be
written.
The write data block in RAM is composed of 22 bytes of
zeroes, then a sync byte containing a 1, then another
zero byte, and then 532 bytes of data. During sequence
5, each write byte is read sequentially from the RAM.
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7.

Because the State Machine is in sequence 5, the Divideby-a Counter U22 will be enabled by the high GO signal to
count system bit-clocks (since RDGT is low the System
Clock Selector U39 will select the clocks from the
Controller PCB crystal oscillator).
Each QC output from the Divide-by-S Counter U22 will
produce an LSDS output from pin 12 of U29 in the State
Machine to pin 19 of the Serial/Deseria1 Shift Register
U14 enabling it LOAD a byte of write data from the ZR
bus. As can be seen on the State Machine Phase diagram
(shown in the Check Header function circuit description)
LDSDS occurs at phase 7 of a byte to load the next byte
from the bus.

8

In sequence 5 the RWTC State Machine will produce SSTRBs
from pin 15 of U3S. This happens once per byte as a
result of the inputs from the Divide-by-S Counter U22.

9.

As can be seen on the State Machine Phase diagram, SSTRBA
will be generated at phase 1 following the generation of
LDSDS. And so the SSTRBA signal increments the Address
Counters U16, U17, and U10 after the Seria1/Deseria1
Shift Register U14 has acce?ted one from the ZR bus.

10. Prior to sequence 5 of the Write operation, during the
Check Header function, the ZS reprogrammed the
Programmable Counter/Timer (U34) such that:
a. OUT1 register contained 573.
b. OUT2 register contained 575.
c. OUT3 register contained 39.
Programmable Counter/Timer (U34) is enabled to decrement
all of its registers each time an SSTRB occurs, but only
while GO is high.
During the sequences of the first part of the Write
operation (including the Check Header function), each of
these registers was decremented by the following amounts.
Sequence
1

7

Amounts
2
16

This brings the amounts in
a. OUT1 register contains
b. OUT2 register contains
c. OUT3 register contains
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CRC Operation

11. After the 22 sync bytes (which were zero's), and the
·one" sync byte (which was a one), have been read out of
RAM the OUT3 register will be decremented to 0, and the
OUTI register to 532.
The OUT3 register reaching 0 causes a high from pin 15 of
U34, removing the high Reset signal to pin 4 of U35 the
CRC Generator/Checker. This chip is now enabled to
process write data bits to produce 2 unique CRC bytes for
the 532 bytes in the data field.
12. Meanwhile the Read Data MUX U6 is enabled by the high
WTGT signal to select the serial output of the
Serial/Deserial Shift Register U14 at pin 19.
This serial write data is sent up to pin 11 of the C~C
Generator/Checker U35. When 532 bytes have been counted,
the OUTI output from the Programmable Counter Timer U33
goes high causing the FRZN/WRTCRC signal to pin 5 of U28.
NOTE: Although the 3 U28 gates inputting to the CRC circuit
are shown to be exclusive Ors, they are being used as
inverters.
13. The resultant low on pin 10 of U6 causes the CRC
Generator/Checker U35 to change modes to freeze the CRC
generator, and clock out the 2 CRC bytes as NRZ Write
data.
14. The OUTI signal also goes to pin 19 of the BYTC State
Machine to produce ENDCOUNT causing the State Machine to
produce SECTDN and advance to sequence 2.
15. SECTDN goes to pin 31 of the Z8 to tell it that the
processing of the sector is finished, and sequence 2
simply holds the Read/Write Control circuitry until the
Z8 can process the SECTON signal and drop the START
signal. Otherwise spurious data could be stored in RAM.
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3.3.1 Write/Verify

Operation General Explanation

The Write/Verify operation is a combined Write and Read. The
data comes from the Host in the same way as it does for a
Write.
When the Write opereation is complete the Z8 goes through a
verification of the data written, much like a Read operation.
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Analog PCB Circuit Descriptions

ANALOG PCB
1.

General Explanation of the Analog PCB Write Circuits

For the following discussion refer to the Overall Block
Diagram of the Analog PCB on the' opposite page.
The Analog PCB serves as the interface between the Controller
PCB and the Seagate HDA.
It consists of two main parts Write circuitry and Read
circuitry.
The one Head Selector is shared for both Read and Write.
The Write circuitry consists of the following circuits:
a. Non-Return to Zero () to Modified Frequency Modulation
(MFM) Write Encoder and Data Precompensater.
b. Write Driver.
c. Head Select Matrix.
NRZ to MPH. to?r-i ~.p. Encoder i.'nrl Data Prec:i::penzutcr
Circuits
Prior to any operation (Write or Read), the Z8 on the
Controller PCB sends the head select matrix inputs to cause
it to select one of the four heads (disk surfaces).

1.1

During a Write operation, serial NRZ WRTDATA (Non Return to
Zero simply means the data signal will be high when a one and
low when a zero with no clocks) is converted to MFM data by
the MFM Encoder/Precompensator. (For information on Morlified
Frequency Modulation refer to the MFM explanation at the end
of this discussion.)
The Write Driver converts the MFM write pulses to alternating
head current on the selected head.
If the data is being written on an inside track (tracks 128
to 152), the MFM write transitions will be peak shift
precompensated, and the Write current will be reduced from 24
rna to 19 mae
The Write Driver and Head Select Matrix are covered in more
detail later.
For information on Write Precompensation refer to the Write
Precompensation explanation at the end of this discussion.
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2.

Component Explanation of the Analog PCB Write Circuits

Refer to the diagram on the opposite page for the following
discussion.
Some minor component value changes exist from this drawing to
the production version. But, the illustration should be
adequate for training purposes. The component population of
the Write circuitry is quite small. However, the PAL
(programmed array 10gic-U28) makes up for that by having a
large amount of logic.
2.1 ClockingThe lOMHz 2F signal is the master clock frequency from the
crystal oscillator on the Controller PCB. It is divided to IF
(SMHz) by U2 (a simple divide-by-two stage). The IF signal
is the bit shift clock for the precompensation shift
register.
It is also used to keep the VCO synchronized to
write data during the Write operation. The 2F signal
provides the clock enable signals necessary to perform
precompensation on the data as it is output from the PAL.
2.2 Precomp Shift Register 029
U29 has been externally wired into a shift register. Its
output shift pattern provides five of the inputs to the PAL.
For clarity, the following is a sketch of U29 and its signals
with the "in's" on the left and the "out's" on the right.
TMI --13--- dS

qS!---12--TM2
!
T --11--- d4
q4!---lO--TMl
!
TPl--6---- d3
q3!---7--- T
U29
!
TP2--4----!d2
q2!---S---TPl
!

NRZWDTA---3----!dl

ql!---2---TP2
!

It makes things easier if you visualize the data stream in
reference to the bit named "T". The TMx signals are what T
was one or two clocks ago, and the TPx signals are what T
will be in one or two clocks. The initial NRZ data is clocked
into ql, the next clock places q1 at q2, and so forth. The
whole intent is to give the PAL a window on the data stream
to make the encoding and the early/late/ontime
precompensation decisions discussed earlier.
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2.3 p~~ Chip U28
U28 is a custom array of logic designed specifically for this
circuit. It consists of a huge array of AND/OR gates feeding
each D input of its output register.
The

P~l

chip is involved in two functions:

1. To convert the NRZ digital stream into a stream of

pulses conforming to the rules of MPM as stated
earlier.
2. To provide the gating signals to advance, retard or
leave alone the stream of write data pulses called
"UCWDTA" (uncompensated).
As a bit is being processed through the PAL chip, its
internal array of AND/OR gates receives inputs from the
Precomp Shift Register U29, telling the PAL which bit
combinations surround that bit.
This enables the PA~ to determine when to generate a
transition to convert it to MPM data and what type of
precompensation (if any) to provide.
2.4 Pr~compensation G~ting U27
UCWDTA goes to the input of a gate enabled
and to a delay line DLY2, which delays the
approximately 15 ns per stage. The outputs
are partial enables to the OT (Ontime) and
respectively.

with ELY (Early)
pulses
of the delay line
LTE (Late) gates

If there is no precompensation, (such as when writing to the
outer tracks), the signal OT gates the first delayed data
line to the WXS line.
If precomp'ing determines that the data transition needs to
be advanced, then the ELY signal will gate UCWDTA to the WXS
line; and if the signal needs to be retarded, the signal LTE
will gate the second delay of data to the WXS line.
DLY2 provides the amount of delays needed for each type of
precompensation. Only one signal (UCWDTA, ELY i OT; or LTE)
can be true at anyone time.
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2.4 Precompensation Gating U27 (continued)
The following timing diagram might help make this more clear.

.............
....... .................... .......... .....
.
.
.
.
.
·...... ..................................•.• • • • ...........................
.......... .....
.
aT
·
....
ELY
·
.
.
............
.
................................
.
LTE
·........................................... . .............
WX5(precmp) . . . .. .
WXS(norm)
.... .. ........... ...................... ....................... ......
.....
UCWDTA
DLY (5)
DLY (9)

··....
.....

I I I I I

IIIII

• • 111

1111.

IIIII

• • 111

IIIII

'

111.1

1 • • 11

1111.

• • • 11

1'11'

.11 ••

.111.

1.111

I I • I I

11.11

IIIII

I I I • I

IIII

IIIII

IIII

III

IIIII

IIII

IIII

IIII

IIII

IIII

NOTE:
this diagram is for training purposes and does not
necessarily conform to the rules of precomp •••• OK?
The leading edge of the WXS signal is the working edge that
toggles the WXS FF. The slight shift of timing between the
precomp and unprecompensated signal is enough to increase
Read data recovery by several magnitudes.
2.5 Miscellaneous Circuits U30
These drivers shape the TRACK 0 sensor signal and the INDEX
pulse from the BDA. The Track 0 circuit forms a noise
latching function too (the source signal is pretty ragged).
2.6 Write Current Gating Ul, U2, U3, U31
Each WXS pulse from the precomp gating circuit toggles the
WXS FF, U2. The result is a divide by two function.
The output levels of the WXS FF are level shifted by the
first set of transistors in Ul.
The remaining transistors comprise a constant currentswitching network. These transistors are turned on and off
depending on the state of the WXS FF.
During Formatting, at the end of every sector the 28 on the
Controller PCB directs the Analog PCB to write a sector mark.
It does this by putting a constant low on pin 13 of the WXS
FF to clamp it in the reset state for a 10-byte period.
Each time this happens, the heads output a DC level (no
transitions) for a field (10 bytes long), creating a sector
mark.
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2.6 Write CUrrent Gating (continued)
A string of zeros would not create the DC level because they
would be converted by the MFM encoder to a 5 MHz signal at
the heads.
The Z8 causes WTGT to go low and turns on the current
switching circuit when it wishes to perform a Write
operation.
WTGT (Write Gate), when inactive (high), kills both sides of
the level shifter and, therefore, turns off both sides of the
current source, effectively killing all write current.
The signal PRECOMP-LOCUR is produced by the Z8 to cause a
reduction of write current to the heads when writing to the
inner tracks (128 to 152).
Normal write current is about 24 rna. But, in the inner
tracks it is reduced to slightly less than 20 ma because the
bits are packed closer together.
T~e POWEROK signal is generated by the power supply. If it
goes low that means that the power supply has detected a
power problem.

If the POWEROK signal doe~ go low, this biases pin i3 of a
transistor in U31 to turn it on inhibiting any write from
taking place.
2.7 Bead Selection U4
Head selection is done by U4 (7445, one of ten decoder). The
signals HSO and HS1 are code outputs from the Z8 to select
the proper head (00 selects head 0, 01 selects head 1, 10
selects head 2, and 11 selects head 3).
Only one head can be selected at a time. The heads are
center tapped, and the center is connected to the 7445 to
create a current path for Reading or writing.
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3.

GENERAL EXPLANATION OF THE ANALOG READ CIRCUITRY

The following circuits are included in the Read circuitry:
1. Preamplifier and Automatic Gain Control (AGC).
2. Read Detector and Sector Mark Detector.

4. Phase Locked Loop (PLL) consisting of:
a. Phase Detector.
b. VCO Charge Pump.
c. Voltage Controlled Oscillator.
S. MFM to NRZ Read Decoder.

During a Read operation, the preamplifier amplifies the low
level (.6 to 2.0 mV) signal from the selected head to a 200
mV.
The analog read signal is then filtered and amplified to a
fixed 1.0 V output signal by the AGC circuit.
This analog read signal is fed to the differentiator and
gated detector to de~ive the MFM read pulses.
The PLL (Phase Lock Loop) synchronizes its VCo to the MFM
read pulses and provides the clock for the MFM to NRZ data
converter.
The serial 'NRZ data and clock are sent back to the Controller
for deserialization.
During format operation, when the initial sector identifier
information is written on the disk, sector boundaries a~e
written as DC-erased 10 byte fields.
During a Read operation, the sector boundary detector looks
for the absence of Read signals for about 10 ms (to detect
the DC-erased 10 byte field). When it detects one, it sends
a sector pulse to the Z8 on the Controller PCB.
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4.

Component Explanation of the Analog Read Circuitry

4.1 Analog Preamplifier, and AGe (Automatic Gain Control)
Circuits
The Read circuitry is always on. However, because of the
amplitude of the write signal through the heads, it goes into
saturation during the Write operation and does not reliably
recover the data.
During Reading (not writing), the selected head develops a
signal on the -x -y lines.
This signal is about 1 mv and cannot usually be seen with
conventional techniques.
Probing dampens the signal and induces so much noise that the
signal is obliterated. So don't expect to see data directly
from the heads.
The read signals from fhe head are brought to the first stage
preamplifier U5.
The devices used here are ECL (Emitter Coupled Logic), a high
speed logic family. Each stage of the preamplifier has a gain

of 12.
This means that the approximate 1 mV head signal leaves the
first stage at about 18 mV. The signal is amplified again,
and leaves this stage at about 200 mV.
That's nice because the filter network (LI, L2, C8, C9)
attenuates the signal about 60%.
The analog read signal then enters the AGe (Automatic Gain
Control) circuit. FET transistor Q3 controls the reference
voltage to to the amplifier U6.
The input to the gate of Q3 comes from the final output of
the AGC circuit.
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If the output goes up, the bias on 03's gate will cause it to
increase the reference voltage on pins 11, and 4 of U6. This
will cause the output of U6 to decrease.
If the output from the AGe circuit goes down, the bias on
03's gate causes it to decrease the reference voltage on pins
11, and 4 of U6. This causes the output of U6 to increase.
The result of this process is that the AGe circuit is
continually striving to regulate the input from the heads
into a constant output level.
However, it takes a certain amount of time for this
regulation to take place. That is why if you monitor TP1 or
TP2 on the Analog peB while Reading, you will see an increase
in signal amplitude at the beginning of each sector.
During a sector mark, there is little amplitude at pin 7 of
U8 (the final output of the AGe circuit), so 03 is
conducting, putting the reference voltage for U6 at a very
low level.
The low reference voltages on pins 11, and 14 of U6 cause it
to amplify at maximum gain.
When the sel~cted head starts receiving the nc~t sector, US
is still at maximum gain, so the sector read signal leaves U6at a comparatively high amplitude.
Since the gain for the rest of the amplifiers in the AGe
circuit is constant, this high output from U6 is amplified
even further.
When pin 7 of U8 finally goes up, it causes 03 to conduct
less. This increases the reference voltage to U6, which
decreases the output of U6, bringing the output of the AGe
circuit back to its normal level.
This whole process occurs after every sector mark, and can be
seen at TPl and TP2 as a flare in amplitude at the beginning
of each sector.
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4.2 Read Detector, and Sector Detector Circuits
The Read Detector detects transitions in the analog MFM read
signal and produces a 50 ns pulse for each one that occurs.
The result is called digitized data.
U9, UlO, and DLY1 set U11 every time a transition occurs.
C20, R65, and R66 make up an RC network that allows the set
output of U11 to keep pin 9 of an Exclusive Or in U10 above
its threshold and pin 7 below its threshold until the RC
network's time constant is satisfied (TC = 50 ns).
This process produces a 50 ns digitized data pulse (called
RDPLS) out of pins 10 and 11 of this Exclusive Or for every
transition in the received analog signal.
(Refer to the timing diagram on page * for an example of the
timing relationship between the analog MFM read signal,
digitized data, MFM data, and NRZ data.)
The RDPLS signal is actually digitized MFM data, so it needs
to be converted to NRZ data and to be sent to the Controller
PCB.
It is also used to detect Sector Marks.
The output of pins 12 and 13 are sent down tu cne Sector Mark
Detector. The RDPLS is gated down through transistors on U12,
which pump a charge to C23 at the input of U13.
If there are no read pulses for approximately 10 ms (this can
only happen during a sector mark), R71 slowly discharges C23
and causes U13 pin 12 to go high.
This signal is integrated to pin 7 of U13, which produces a 2
us pulse, called SECTOR, to the Z8 on the Controller PCB to
notify it that a sector mark has occurred.
When read pulses reappear (as in the sync field at the
beginning of a sector), C23 quickly recharges and U13 Qin 12
goes low again.
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4.3 PLL (Phase Locked Loop)
All of the circuitry described prior to this point is
constantly enabled.
However, from this point on, signals will be allowed to pass
only when enabled by the RDGT signal from the Z8 on the
Controller.
The block diagram on the opposite page shows the PLL (Phase
Locked Loop) on the Analog PCB.
The PLL provides a clock frequency in sync with the incoming
MFM digitized data signal to enable the MFM to NRZ Data
Converter to perform its function and to forward the serial
NRZ data stream to the Controller PCB.
(for information on Modified Frequency Modulation refer to
the MFM explanation at the end of this discussion).
The PLL has two modes:
1. The PLL is put in the Idle mode when the RDGT signal
from the Z8 on the Controller PCB is inactive (any time
the Z8 is not actually performing a Read operation;
i.e., Write or Idle).
During the Idle mode the PLL syncs the vce to the master
clock frequency from the Controller PCB. This mode has
no real purpose and so will not be discussed any
further.
2. The PLL is put in the Read mode when the Z8 makes RDGT
active during a Read operation. During the Read mode,
the PLL syncs the vce to the incoming MFM digitized data
signal. This is performed as follows.
The Phase Detector compares the phase of the vce clock
frequency with the digitized data pulses (RDPLS) from the
read analog signal.
If the Phase Detector receives a RDPLS before it receives a
vee pulse, then the vce's phase is lagging behind the
incoming data, and it needs to speed up. So, the Phase
Detector generates the INC (increase) signal to the Charge
Pump circuit.
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4.3 PLL (Phase Lock Loop) (continued)
The Charge Pump circuit is then enabled to put a positive
charge on C32 and C33.
C32 and C33 store the VCO control voltage level that controls
the frequency produced by the VCO. The more positive input to
the VCO now causes it to increase its output frequency to
catch up to the frequency of the incoming data.
If the Phase Detector receives a VCo pulse first (before a
RDPLS), then the VCO's phase is leading that of the incoming
data, and it needs to slow down.
So, the Phase Detector generates the DEC (decrease) signal to
the Charge Pump circuit. The Charge Pump circuit is then
enabled to put a negative charge on C32 and C33.
The more negative input to the VCO now causes it to decrease
its output frequency, to try to slow down to the frequency of
the incoming data.
The different circuits in the PLL are explained in greater
detail on the following pages.
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4.3.1 VCO Phase Detector and MPM to NRZ Data Converter
Circuits
There are two main circuits shown on the opposite page, the
VCO Phase Detector (U15, 16, 17, 18, 19, and 22) and the NRZ
to MFM converter (U20 and 21).
The VCO Phase Comparator compares the phase of the clocks
from the vco (Voltage Controlled Oscillator) with those of
the incoming analog read signal.
The 20 MHz (4F) output of the VCO comes in to pin 6 of FF "All
on U22. FF "All of U22 divides 4F to 2F (10 MHz), FF lIa"
divides 2F into IF (5 MHz).
Pins 2, 14, and 15 from U22 go to the MFM to NRZ data
converter. Pin 3 goes to Selector Gate "c" on U16.
The Selector Gates are the inputs to the Phase Dectector and
are actually four separate Nand gates.
VCO Phase Detector Idle Mode
During Idle mode, RDGT from the Z8 through pin 15 of U14 is
low. This enables Selector Gate "A" to pass the 1F master
clock frequency and Selector Gate "0" to pass the 1F VCO
frequency.
This keeps the VCO in sync with the master clock on the
Controller PCB (there is no real reason for this, because the
output NRZROTA is not enabled to go to the Controller PCB.).
VCO Phase Detector Read Mode
When the Z8 is performing a Read operation, ROGT is high,
enabling Selector Gate "B" to pass ROPLS (digitized MFM read
data) and Selector Gate "C" to pass the 2F VCO frequency.
(Pin 9 is actually common to both Selector Gates "B" and
"C".)
When the Z8 first initiates the Read mode by setting the ROGT
signal high, ROGT enters pin 5 of U15 to generate a reset
signal to flipflops "A" and "B" in U19 and flipflop "B" in
U17.
The reset signal from pin 11 of u15 also presets flipflop "A"
in U17 causing the VCRS (VCO Reset) signal out of gate "A" of
U18. (Incidently it resets the VCO as its name implies.)
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If the Phase Detector receives a RDPLS before it receives a
VCO pulse, then that means the VCO's phase is lagging behind
the incoming data so the VCO needs to speed up.
In this case the low out of pin 2 of Selector Gate "B" caused
by the RDPLS sets FF "A" in U19 'through pin 6, causing it to
generate the INC (increase) signal to the Charge Pump
circuit.
This signal enables the Charge Pump to put a positive charge
on C32, and C33 causing the VCO to speed up.
Later, when the 2F signal from the VCO causes Selector Gate
nCo to output a low, it will set FF ~Bu in U19 through pin
11, gate "B" in U18 will then be fully enabled to reset the
FFs U17, and 19.
If the Phase Detector receives a VCO pulse first before a
RDPLS, then that means the VCOIS phase is leading that of the
incoming data so it needs to slow down.
In this case the low out of pin 15 of Selector Gate nCo
caused by the vco 2F signal sets FF "Sn in U19 through pin 11
causing it to generate the DEC (decrease) signal to the
Charge Pump circuit.
This signal enables the Charge Pump to put a negative charge
on C32, and C33 causing the VCO to slow down.
Later when the RDPLS signal arrives, it will cause Selector
Gate "B" to output a low, setting FF "A" in U19 through pin
6, gate "B" in U18 will then be fully enabled to reset the
FFs U17, and 19.
The RDPLS's are gated down to U20, which takes the digitized
MFM data stream and beats it against the function of IF and
2F «VCO) now in sync with the incoming data) to convert it
to NRZ data.
The results, RD CLK and RD DATA (this data is in NRZ form)
are sent to the Controller PCB.
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Analog PCB Circuit Descriptions

4.3.2 Charge Pump and VCO circuits
There are two circuits shown on the opposite page, the Charge
Pump on the left and the VCO on the right.
If the Phase Detector receives a RDPLS before it receives a
VCO pulse, the VCO's phase is lagging behind the incoming
data, so the VCO needs to speed up.
In this case, a high INC + (increase) and a low INC - signal
come from the Phase Detector. The low INC - turns its NPN
transistor on to send a negative voltage to C32 and C33.
U25 ampolifies the negative charge on C32 and C33 to 02 in
the VCo. 02 is biased by the charge on C32 and C33 to control
the frequency produced by the VCO.
If the Phase Detector receives a VCO pulse before it receives
a RDPLS then the VCO's phase is leading the incoming data, so
the VCO needs to slow down.
In this case, a high DEC + (decrease) and a low DEC - signal
come from the Phase Detector.
The high DEC + turns its PNP transistor on to send a positive
voltage to pin 5 of an amplifier in U25. Which puts the
positive charge on to C32 and C33 for storage, etc.
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WHAT IS MFM (Modified Frequency Modulation) ?:
MFM is a scheme in which the ones and zeros of a digital bit
stream are converted to a stream of transitions (phase
reversals) according to the following rules:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ones always cause a pulse at center cell time.
No more than two cells can occur without a transition.
Only one transition can occur per cell time.
Zeroes will cause a pulse at the start cell boundary, if
not preceded by a one.

Look at a bit stream of 001011000.
cell time
digibits
pulses

! •••••!•••••! •••••! •••••! •••••! •••••! •••••! •••••!••••• !

o

o

o

o

o

o

..... -........ -1 ........... 1 ..... I ........ ..... ..... .

Pulses occurred at the start cell times for the first two
zeros. Then a pulse occurred at center cell time for the
first one.
However, the pulse for the third zero had to be dropped
because the following one would have caused another
transition to occur less than one cell time away. This would
have broken Rule three.
The second and third pulses occur at center cell. (All ones
cause pulses at center cell, it's the zeros that get played
with.)
The pulse for the fourth zero gets dropped because it was
preceded by a one. The fifth and sixth zeros cause pulses at
start cell boundaries because no ones interfere.
The diagram on the following page might help you to gain a
better understanding of MFM data and its relation to the
other methods of modulating data that are used in the ProFile.
For the Pro-File, the data frequency is 5 MHz, sometimes
referred to as IF (2F would be 10 MHz v 3F would be 15 MHz,
etc.).
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WHAT IS PRECOMPENSATION ?
When one records things at high density on magnetic media, a
phenomenon occurs, called, "don't get too close or I'll push
you away." This refers to the polarity of the small magnetic
fields, on the disk surface associated with each write pulse.
Example:
pulses •••••
time
1
push
<->
direction

...1.5
..... ...........
..... ........ ..... .... .
2.0
1
1.5
1
->

<-

->

<-->

Once data is laid down on the disk, the fields associated
with each pulse tend to bend away from their neighbors.
If the data were to be written with no procompensation, three
conditions could occur when the data are read back from the
disk.
1. Early - a bit would be picked up too soon in relation to
the last bit read.
2. Late - a bit would be picked up too late in relation to
the last bit read.
3. On time - if no pushaways occur, the data bits will be
picked up right where they should be, according to MFM
rules.
To counteract the bit shifting in condition one or two, when
the NRZ to MFM Write Encoder and Data Precompensator converts
NRZ data to MFM data, it also examines the relationship
between each bit in the data stream and its immediate
neighbors to determine if it is a one followed by a one, a
zero followed by a one, and so forth.
The Data Precompensator uses this information to determine if
the pushaway phenomenon would occur between the bits in that
pair.
The Precompensator can shift the actual pulse timing for
Write data in one direction or the other in 15 ns increments.
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Precompensation: (continued)

This slight compensation makes the pulses read back during
the Read operation appear to be occurring at the correct
time.
If a bit pair looks like pushaway might cause a bit to be
read early, the Precompensator will direct that bit to be
written that much later.
If a pair looks like pushaway would cause a bit to be read
late, the Precompensator will direct that bit to be written
that much earlier.
And if the bit pair looks like no pushaway will occur, the
Precompensator will allow it to be written as is.
Again, for clarity, if the pushaway effect was not
compensated for, the data bits, when they were read, would be
time shifted, causing read data errors.
The Write Precompensator identifie~ the shift that would
occur and compensates for it by shifting the write timing the
opposite direction of the shift.
That is if a qit would have the tendency to come early it
would be retarded. If a bit would have the tendency to come
late, it would be advanced. If it was going to be on time,
why mess with it.
That's precompensation, and it only occurs on the inside
tracks, on the outside tracks the bits are far enough apart
that pushaway is not a factor.
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BIT CELL

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

LOGICAL DATA

o

o

o

1

o

1

o

1

1

10

11

12

13

o

NRZDATA

NRZDATA
WRITE CLOCK

MFM

DIGITIZED DATA

WINDOW 2F
WRITE CURRENT

ANALOG M F M

DIFFERENTIATED
ANALOG M F M

LIMITED DATA

-

120NSEC
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